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Abstract 
 

Arboviruses such as the flavivirus Zika, Dengue and Usutu viruses, and the 

alphavirus Chikungunya represent resurging or emerging public health 

threats worldwide. In Europe, arboviral risk is dependent on the presence of 

the competent vector Ae. albopictus, a mosquito that arrived from South East 

Asia only 30 years ago. 

At the moment, control of vector populations is the primary tool to prevent 

arboviral transmission because no drugs and limited vaccines are available 

for these diseases. 

Mosquito response to arboviral infection is a complex and evolving 

phenotype dependent primarily on the activity of RNAi pathways. Among 

RNAi, the piRNA pathway has been shown to have a significant role in 

mosquito immunity. However, the function of this pathway is still enigmatic 

because it was characterized only recently and it has been mostly studied in 

the model insect D. melanogaster, where it does not have antiviral activity, 

but functions in germ cells through small RNAs, called piRNAs, to silence 

TEs and preserve genome integrity.  

Recently, we discovered that the Ae. albopictus genome carries numerous 

integrations from viral genomes that are integrated mainly in loci producing 

piRNAs. On this basis, we hypothesized a functional link between the piRNA 

pathway and viral integrations.  

During my PhD, I developed a program with three specific aims to test the 

above-mentioned hypothesis. Briefly, I aimed to 1) characterize the genes of 

the piRNA pathway in Ae. albopictus 2) study the involvement of viral 

integrations in virus-host interactions in connection with the siRNA and 

piRNA pathways; 3) analyse Ae. albopictus fitness traits, which include the 
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larval-to-pupal developmental time, pupae sex ratio, wing span and adult 

lifespan.   

The main questions I address in Aim 1 “the piRNA pathway of Ae. 

albopictus” concern the Piwi gene copy number, structure, variability, their 

protein architecture and expression profile, both throughout the mosquito 

development and following arboviral infection. I also set up experiments at 

different growth temperatures to analyze the effects on the expression profile 

of Piwi genes caused by temperature variations similar to the ones 

encountered in the newly invaded temperate regions. 

For aim 2 “NIRVS and arboviral infection”, I performed a comprehensive 

analysis of the expression profile of small RNAs whose sequences match the 

infecting viruses or NIRVS, in an attempt to shed light on the role of small 

RNAs of both viral and endogenous origin in the establishment of persistent 

infections. This analysis was done across carcasses and ovaries to be able to 

contrast the features of somatic and germline tissues.  

For aim 3 “Life history trains of Aedes albopictus”, I carried out comparative 

analyses of fitness traits of two reference strains and three natural populations 

of Ae. albopictus paving the way for future studies on the analyses of the life 

history traits of this invasive mosquito species. 

Over-all results gained through my PhD activities will enhance our 

understanding of unexplored functions of the piRNA pathway beyond the 

model organism D. melanogaster, will give new insights into the evolution of 

the proteins of the piRNA pathway in Ae. albopictus and will provide novel 

insights on mosquito-vector interactions. 

As side projects I also contributed to the analyses of the Ae. albopictus 

genome, based on long-sequencing approaches and Hi-C data; I was involved 

in a project to test the biological function of NIRVS in Ae. aegypti and I 

contributed to population genetics analyses of Ae. albopictus populations in 
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the context of studying the widespread of resistance to pyrethroid 

insecticides, one of the most-used tools of vector control. 
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Abbreviations 
 

AMP = antimicrobial peptide 

CDS = coding DNA sequence 

CHIKV = Chikungunya virus 

DENV = Dengue virus 

EIP = extrinsic incubation period 

FDR = false discovery rate 

FG = fast-evolving genes 

FPKM = Fragments per kilobase million 

HTS = High Throughput Sequencing 

IGV = Integrative genomics viewer 

Imd = immune deficiency pathway 

ISV = insect-specific virus 

LoP = level of polymorphism 

LTR = long terminal repeats 

miRISC = miRNA induced silencing complex 

miRNA = micro-RNA 

mRNA = messenger RNA 

NIRVS = Non-retroviral integrated RNA virus sequence 

nt = nucleotide(s) 

ORF = open reading frame 

PCR = polymerase chain reaction 

PIRC = piRNA cluster 

piRNA = PIWI-interacting RNA 

PTGS = post-transcriptional gene silencing 

qPCR = quantitative PCR 
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qRT-PCR = quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR 

RDRP = RNA-directed RNA polymerase 

RISC = RNA-induced silencing complex 

RNAi = RNA interference 

RPKM = Reads per kilobase million 

RT-PCR = reverse transcriptase PCR 

SFV = Semliki forest virus 

SG = slow-evolving genes 

SINV = Sindbis virus 

siRNA = short interfering RNA 

TE = transposable element 

TGS = transcriptional gene silencing 

UTR = untranslated region 

VC = vectorial capacity 

vDNA = viral DNA 

vpiRNA = viral PIWI-interacting RNA 

vsiRNA = viral short interfering RNA 

WNV = West Nile virus 

YFV = Yellow fever virus
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1. Introduction 
 

Recent decades have witnessed a dramatic expansion of the invasive species 

Aedes albopictus, also known as the Asian tiger mosquito, which is now 

present in all continents except Antarctica. This mosquito species is a 

competent vector for arboviruses which are pathogenic for humans, including 

the Zika, Dengue, yellow fever and the Chikungunya viruses, among the most 

relevant to public-health. Currently, therapies for these viruses and vaccines 

are limited, meaning that control of vectors is the only strategy to prevent 

transmission of arboviruses. Different vector control strategies exist, and 

most rely on the understanding of the biology and ecology of the target vector 

species. Due to the recent global expansion of Ae. albopictus, we still lack 

crucial information regarding its life history traits, as well as the molecular 

and genetic mechanisms that make it a competent arboviral vector.  

Expanding our knowledge on all these aspects of the Ae. albopictus biology 

has been the goal of many scientific groups in past and current years, and it 

has also been the goal of my PhD project.  Briefly, my activity has focused 

on the characterization of genes of the PIWI-interacting RNA pathway, the 

involvement of sequences of viral origin integrated into the Ae. albopictus 

genome in virus-host interactions in connection with RNA interference 

pathways, and on the analyses of the fitness traits of Ae. albopictus.  
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2. Review of the literature 

2.1 Aedes albopictus 

 

Aedes albopictus (Skuse, 1894), also known as the Asian tiger mosquito, 

belongs to the family Culicidae, subfamily Culicinae, genus Aedes, subgenus 

Stegomyia. Native of the tropical and subtropical regions of South East Asia, 

this mosquito has spread throughout the world in the past three to four 

decades through passive movements linked to human activities (Gould and 

Higgs, 2009). More specifically, Ae. albopictus has spread to the islands of 

the Pacific and Indian Oceans in the late ‘700, with the recent global spread 

including regions of the Middle East, Europe, North America, Central 

America, South America and Africa (Bonizzoni et al., 2013). The presence 

of the mosquito has been also reported in several other countries, such as 

Germany, Australia and New Zealand (Kraemer et al., 2015) (Figure 1). The 

life cycle of Ae. albopictus consists of four stages: egg, larvae (4 instars), 

pupa and adult. Eggs are laid on the surface of water containers and 

successive water inundations stimulate larval hatching (Hawley, 1988). 

Mosquitoes can use a wide variety of containers as breeding sites, ranging 

from natural ponds, swamps, bamboo-tree holes to artificial containers such 

as tyres, bottles and tins. The dramatic dispersion throughout the world seems 

to have been facilitated especially by commerce of used tyres and lucky-

bamboo through international trading (Paupy et al., 2009). 
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In nature, adult life lasts about three weeks (Gatt et al., 2009). Both males and 

females feed on sugar from plant fluids, but females must acquire blood meals 

in order to obtain the proteins needed for oviposition (Hawley, 1988). 

Females seek a blood meal every 3-5 days; they are aggressive and 

opportunistic and bite especially during the day, preferentially outdoor, but 

also indoor. Infected females can transmit pathogens after acquiring 

pathogens trough infected saliva while biting; pathogens need to replicate and 

disseminate in the mosquito body reaching the salivary glands before being 

transmitted to a new host through a subsequent blood meal (Pingen et al., 

2016). 

Aedes albopictus is a multivoltine species meaning that, in optimal conditions 

such as those of tropical regions, it can reach up to 17 generations a year, 

Figure 1. Range distribution of Aedes albopcitus (Bonizzoni et al., 2013). 
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while in temperate regions this species usually reach 7 generations a year 

(Hawley, 1988). The establishment in temperate regions is due to the ability 

of overwintering through photoperiodic egg diapause, allowing Ae. 

albopictus to outlast winter even at temperatures as cold as -2°C to -10°C 

(Medlock et al., 2006). This biological feature has conferred the ability to this 

mosquito to establish in regions at northern latitudes, such as Europe and 

North America.  

Aedes albopictus is considered the most invasive mosquito species in the 

world (Buhagiar, 2009) and it is a competent vector for over 20 pathogenic 

arboviruses, such as Chikungunya, Dengue and Zika viruses, thus 

representing a serious public health threat especially in temperate regions of 

the world (Benedict et al., 2007). Moreover, Ae. albopictus can transmit a 

variety of epizootic viruses (Gratz, 2004; Bonizzoni et al., 2013) and 

nematodes belonging to the genus Dirofilaria (Giangaspero et al., 2013). The 

impact of Ae. albopictus on public health is shown by the (re)-emergence of 

arboviral diseases in Europe after its introduction in the early ‘1990 and 

establishment (Bonizzoni et al., 2013). For instance, Chikungunya outbreaks 

caused by Ae. albopictus recently occurred in Italy. In 2007, in the region 

Emilia-Romagna, at least 205 Chikungunya cases were reported (Rezza et al., 

2007) and in Southern Italy, especially in Lazio and Calabria, between August 

and September 2017 another outbreak of Chikungunya took place involving 

more than 800 cases (Venturi et al., 2017). Dengue virus infections have also 

been reported in recent years in Europe: 2237 cases were reported in France 

between 2007 and 2012 (Tomasello and Schlagenhauf, 2013), and in 2010 

autochthonous transmission of Dengue through Ae. albopictus was reported 
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in France and Croatia (Gjenero-Margan et al., 2011). 

There are currently no therapeutic treatments for viruses vectored by Ae. 

albopictus and vaccines are limited. As a consequence, current strategies to 

limit arboviral disease transmission are focused on control of vectors. The 

understanding of Ae. albopictus biology and the molecular mechanisms 

underlying the ability of this mosquito to acquire, maintain and transmit 

arboviruses, a phenotype called vector competence, is expected to aid in the 

development of novel vector control strategies. For instance, by possibly 

identifying “immunity effectors” to be used in genetic-based approaches of 

transmission-blocking strategies.  

The expansion of Ae. albopictus is still ongoing: climate changes will most 

likely move  the species range to northern latitude (Caminade et al., 2012). 

For these reasons and the relatively recent global spread, Ae. albopictus is 

now considered a major threat for outbreaks of arboviruses, especially in 

temperate regions of the world. 

2.2. Arboviral transmission cycle in the mosquito 

 

Arthropod-borne viruses (arboviruses) are viruses spread by arthropods, 

primarily mosquitoes and ticks. Arboviruses include viruses from different 

viral groups, including Flaviviridae (i.e. Dengue, Yellow fever, West Nile, 

Zika, Japanese Encephalitis virus), Togaviridae (i.e. Chikungunya), 

Bunyarivirales (i.e. Rift Valley Fever Virus) and Reoviridae (i.e. Blue Tongue 

Virus)(Weaver and Reisen, 2010). The transmission cycle of arboviruses by 

mosquitoes generally starts from an enzootic vertebrate reservoir (e.g. 

primates, rodents) from which female mosquitoes acquire the pathogen when 
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blood-feeding and become infected. Successful spread of the virus within the 

mosquito body and establishment in the salivary glands makes the mosquito 

infectious. The time in between acquisition of the pathogen and its possible 

transmission through the saliva is so-called extrinsic incubation period (EIP). 

Infectious mosquitoes may then feed on uninfected human hosts, thus 

infecting them through the injection of saliva containing viral particles (Cox 

et al., 2012; Moser et al., 2016; Agarwal et al., 2017). For most arboviruses, 

humans are considered dead-end hosts, contributing little to the maintenance 

of the arbovirus life cycle. However, for some viruses such as dengue viruses 

(DENV) and Chikungunya virus (CHIKV), strong evidence suggest that 

humans are the primary amplifying host for urban arboviral cycles (Hollidge 

et al., 2010). Some arboviruses also have the capability of being transmitted 

vertically in the mosquito vector (Lequime and Lambrechts, 2014), which 

allows viruses to persist in mosquitoes populations. Additionally, sexual and 

placental transmission have also been observed for Zika virus and it is linked 

to its pathogenic impact on humans (Beckham et al., 2016) (Figure 2). 
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The potential of a mosquito population to transmit an arbovirus is defined as 

“vectorial capacity” (VC) and takes into account the environment, viral, 

vector and human variables; one formulation of the mathematical model of 

VC is: 

Figure 2. Three important modes of arboviral maintenance and 

amplification cycles involving horizontal, vertical, and venereal 

transmission (Agarwal et al., 2017) 
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𝑉𝐶 =
𝑚𝑎2𝑏𝑝𝑛

−𝑙𝑛𝑝
 

where m = density of mosquito vectors; a = probability that the vector feeds 

on the human host; b = vector competence (i.e. proportion of vectors 

becoming infective); p = daily survival rate of the mosquito vector; n = 

extrinsic incubation period (EIP), representing the number of days the virus 

takes to disseminate through the mosquito body after ingestion and reach the 

salivary glands; 1/ln(p) = the survival rate of the vector during the EIP 

(Anderson and Rico-Hesse, 2006; Smith et al., 2012; Souza-Neto et al., 

2019). 

These parameters can be influenced by environmental and genetic factors 

(Liu-Helmersson et al., 2014; Souza-Neto et al., 2019). The molecular and 

genetic mechanisms underlying vector competence are still poorly 

understood. Deeper understanding of vector competence and vectorial 

capacity are required to properly assess the risk for arboviral outbreak 

entailed by the recent spread on global scale of Ae. albopictus, and to possibly 

obtain useful knowledge for the development of novel genetic-based 

strategies of vector control. 

2.3 Life history traits of Aedes albopictus  

 

The understanding of variation in life-history traits and its molecular basis are 

major goals of evolutionary studies, which are traditionally pursued using 

model organisms such as Drosophila melanogaster (Stern and Orgogozo, 

2008; Fonseca et al., 2013; Klepsatel et al., 2013). The life history traits of 

D. melanogaster are well understood and, in several cases, the genetic bases 
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of phenotypic variation in fitness traits have been identified (Pool and 

Aquadro, 2007; Bono et al., 2008; Collet et al., 2016). In non-model 

organisms, this type of studies is limited (Shapiro et al., 2017). Invasive 

species are particularly interesting because they represent natural ecological 

and evolutionary experiments unfolding in a recent historical time frame, 

thereby providing a window on ecological and evolutionary processes. Aedes 

albopictus is an example of an organism for which the understanding of 

phenotypic variation in life history traits and of the genetic components of 

these traits has both biological and applicative motivations, due to its rapid 

spread out of its native range and its role as vector for human pathogens. The 

importance of quantifying mosquito fitness traits such as adult longevity to 

predict epidemics of mosquito-borne diseases and to organize effective 

control programs was observed since the original formulation of the theory of 

mosquito-borne pathogen transmission by Ross and Macdonald (Ross, 1911; 

Macdonald, 1956). However, despite progresses in mathematical modelling 

of mosquito-borne diseases towards the inclusion of parameters of 

heterogeneity (i.e. variable mosquito biting rate, spatial and temporal 

variation in mosquito distribution) and local adaptation, modelers are often 

faced with uncertainties due to the paucity of biological data with which to 

evaluate the performance of their models (Reiner et al., 2013; Legros et al., 

2016).  Thus, a deeper understanding of Ae. albopictus fitness traits, their 

variability across populations and their genetic regulation would aid for the 

design of mathematical models, which are often required by policy makers 

before allocating resources for vector control programs.  

Moreover, the responses to abiotic environmental conditions are of particular 
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interest due to the diverse geographic areas recently colonized by Ae. 

albopictus. The response to different temperatures is most relevant, since it 

has been shown to affect multiple traits at every state of mosquito 

development, including egg viability (Parker, 1986), larval development 

(Patel et al., 1990), blood-feeding behaviour (Crans et al., 1996),  female 

fecundity (Hurlbut, 1973), adult longevity (Day et al., 2015) and vector 

competence (Adelman et al., 2013). For instance, exposing the closely related 

Ae. aegypti to large fluctuations at low temperatures exerted an increased 

potential for DENV transmission because EIP is shorter at this temperature 

(Carrington et al., 2013).  Also, when larvae are reared at 18ºC, a decreased 

expression of RNAi genes is observed in emerging adults, and this results in 

an increased susceptibility for infection with the yellow fever virus (YFV) 

and CHIKV (Adelman et al., 2013). 

2.4 Mosquito innate immunity pathways 

 

Several mosquito organs are exposed to the viruses but, differently from 

vertebrate hosts, mosquitoes seem not to suffer from fitness consequences 

from viral infection: studies have demonstrated that viral persistence in their 

body affects neither mosquito behaviour nor its lifespan (Xiao et al., 2015). 

Distinct innate immune pathways are active during arbovirus infection in 

insects, primarily the RNA interference (RNAi) pathways, the JAK-STAT, 

Toll and Imd pathways (Kingsolver et al., 2013; Sim et al., 2014) (Figure 3). 
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The JAK-STAT and the immune deficiency (Imd) pathways play an 

important role in the antiviral defence in mosquitoes. Their relevance is due 

to the high expression of their genes in the midgut, the entry site for 

arboviruses into mosquito bodies and the first physical barrier to prevent viral 

dissemination (Souza-Neto et al., 2009). 

2.4.1 JAK-STAT, Toll and Imd pathways 

These innate immune pathways are signalling cascade pathways that have 

been shown to limit viral replication in infected mosquitoes primarily by 

activating the transcription of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) (Fragkoudis et 

Figure 3. Mosquito immune signaling and RNAi pathways (Sim et al., 

2014).  
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al., 2008; Xi et al., 2008; Angleró-Rodríguez et al., 2017). AMPs are active 

against a broad range of pathogens, especially bacteria and parasites 

(Bartholomay et al., 2004). However, in Ae. aegypti cecropins, a class of 

AMPs, were shown to also exert antiviral effects against DENV and CHIKV 

(Luplertlop et al., 2011). Similarly, in Drosophila RNA synthesis of the 

Sindbis virus (SINV) is controlled by two AMPs regulated by both the Imd 

and the JAK-STAT pathways (Huang et al., 2013). Another piece of evidence 

regarding the antiviral function of these pathways comes from West Nile 

virus (WNV) infection in Culex mosquitoes, where overexpression of the 

secreted peptide Vago under the regulation of the JAK-STAT pathway 

reduces viral load (Paradkar et al., 2012). 

The JAK-STAT pathway in mosquitoes has been mostly studied for its 

antiviral role during DENV infection (Souza-Neto et al., 2009). However, 

interesting results have been obtained with other viruses: for instance, 

CHIKV is able to inhibit the JAK-STAT pathway (Fros et al., 2010) and 

Semliki Forest Virus (SFV) downregulates transcription of the JAK-STAT 

pathway genes (Fragkoudis et al., 2008), indicating that this pathway needs 

to be avoided by these two viruses in order to establish infection.  

On the other hand, the role of the Toll and Imd pathways in mosquito antiviral 

response is still poorly characterized. Genes in the Toll pathway were found 

to be upregulated during DENV infection in the salivary glands of Ae. aegypti  

(Luplertlop et al., 2011), in the midgut during Sindbis infection (Sanders et 

al., 2005) and the secretion of antiviral peptides was found to be activated by 

the Imd pathway in Culex mosquitoes upon WNV infection (Paradkar et al., 

2012). However, it was recently suggested that the antiviral activity of the 
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Toll and Imd pathways may not primarily depend on the expression of 

antiviral effectors. In flies, the Toll pathway is involved in differentiation of 

hemocytes, phagocytic cells of the hemolymph (Qiu et al., 1998), and the Imd 

pathway can be pro-apoptotic and activate other antiviral-pathways (Georgel 

et al., 2001; Sansone et al., 2015). 

In conclusion, the JAK-STAT, Toll and Imd pathways are general immune 

responses active against a variety of pathogens which, to a certain extent, 

directly or indirectly, are part of the mechanisms employed by mosquitoes 

and flies against infecting viruses, but  they are not specific (reviewed in: 

Palmer, Varghese and Van Rij, 2018; Lee et al., 2019). 

2.4.2 RNAi 

RNA interference (RNAi) comprises three different pathways: the microRNA 

(miRNA) pathway, the short-interfering RNA (siRNA) pathway and the 

PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA) pathway (Gangaraju and Lin, 2009) (Figure 

4). The miRNA pathway starts with the expression of genome-encoded 

hairpins called primary-miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) which harbour one or more 

stem-loops (Bartel, 2004). Stem-loops are recognized and cleaved by the 

microprocessor complex (Drosha-Pasha) producing precursor miRNAs (pre-

miRNA), RNA hairpins about 60 nucleotides in length with a two-nucleotide 

overhang at the 3’ end (Denli et al., 2004). Once exported from the nucleus 

into the cytoplasm, the pre-miRNAs loop is cleaved by Dicer-1, leaving an 

RNA heteroduplex with 3’ overhangs on both strands. Only one of the strands 
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is then loaded onto Argonaute-1 via a not fully understood selection 

mechanism, thus forming the miRNA induced silencing complex (miRISC) 

(Förstemann et al., 2007). The miRNA guides this complex via base-pairing 

and canonically targets endogenous messenger RNAs, mainly in the 3’ UTR 

regions, and regulates targets expression by either cleaving the mRNA or 

hampering its translation  (Bartel, 2009). Recently, it has been suggested that 

this pathway may be also involved in antiviral defences (reviewed in 

Monsanto-Hearne and Johnson, 2018). 

Among the three RNA-interference mechanisms, the siRNA pathway is 

Figure 4. Biogenesis and regulatory features of the miRNA, siRNA and 

piRNA pathways (Gangaraju and Lin, 2009). 
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considered the main antiviral defence in mosquitoes and has been widely 

characterized. This pathway is triggered by the detection of double-stranded 

RNA molecules in the cytoplasm which are then cleaved by Dicer enzymes 

into ~21 nucleotide long duplexes with two-nucleotide 3’ overhangs on both 

strands as for microRNAs (Elbashir et al., 2001). The thermodynamically 

more stable strand is then complexed with the protein Argonaute-2 (Ago2) 

into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) (Tomari et al., 2004) where 

final maturation of the siRNA occurs via 2’-O-methylation at the 3’ terminal 

nucleotide (Horwich et al., 2007). As for miRNAs, the RISC-loaded siRNA 

guides the complex via Watson-Crick base pairing to cleave target RNA 

molecules (Sinha et al., 2018). Interestingly, this mechanism was shown to 

occur also for genome-encoded double-stranded RNA molecules (endo-

siRNAs) that have been implicated in transposon control and gene expression 

regulation (Ghildiyal et al., 2008). However, dsRNA in healthy cells are 

usually not abundant, suggesting that this is a secondary function of the 

siRNA pathway with respect to its antiviral role (Wang et al., 2006). 

Knock-down of the core components of the siRNA pathway (Dcr2, r2d2 and 

Ago2) in Ae. aegypti results in increase of DENVs replication and reduction 

of the EIP (Sánchez-Vargas et al., 2009). Similarly, silencing Ago2 and Dcr2 

in Ae. aegypti increases the replication of SINV, as virus-specific siRNAs 

cannot be produced to fight infection (Campbell et al., 2008b). 

The siRNA pathway genes are among the fastest evolving 3% of all the fly 

genes, suggesting a positive selection during coevolution with RNA viruses 

(Obbard et al., 2006). Rapid and positive selection of these genes was 

confirmed in Ae. aegypti (Bernhardt et al., 2012), where specific Dcr2 
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genotypes were associated with resistance to specific DENV2 genotypes 

(Lambrechts et al., 2013). 

The piRNA pathway has been mostly studied in D. melanogaster, where it 

regulates transposon movement during germ-line formation (Brennecke et 

al., 2007a).  Three proteins are the active components of the piRNA pathway 

in D. melanogaster: Aubergine (AUB), PIWI and Argonaute 3 (AGO3). PIWI 

and AUB associate with piRNAs that have an uracil at their 5’ ends, whereas 

AGO3 associates with piRNAs that have an adenine as 10th nucleotide 

(Brennecke et al., 2007b).  Furthermore, AUB- and AGO3-associated 

piRNAs are complementary for the first 10 nt. The single-stranded piRNA 

precursors are transcribed from specialized genomic regions called piRNA 

clusters (PIRCs) and exported from the nucleus into the cytoplasm to be 

further processed. A candidate for the first cleavage of piRNA precursors is 

the endonuclease Zucchini (ZUC) (Stein et al., 2019) that generates the 

uracil-biased 5’ end, which is required to load the piRNA precursor into PIWI 

and AUB proteins (Ipsaro et al., 2012). Some other factors are probably 

involved in this step, like Armitage (ARMI) and the Tudor-domain protein, 

Yb (Olivieri et al., 2010). Once loaded, an unknown 3’ > 5’ exonuclease trims 

the precursor’s 3’ end. The final product undergoes a 2’ O-methylation 

process at the 3’ end by the piRNA methyl-transferase HEN1, which 

stabilizes the piRNA (Kawaoka et al., 2011). PIWI-piRNA complexes re-

enter the nucleus where target repression is performed by target gene 

silencing (TGS), based on sequence complementarity. On the contrary, AUB-

piRNA complexes perform post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) by 

targeting transposon mRNAs in the perinuclear cytoplasm (Brennecke et al., 
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2007b). AUB cleavage of the target mRNAs leads to the formation of sense 

secondary piRNAs, which are further processed and loaded onto AGO3. 

AGO3-piRNA complexes then recognize cluster transcripts and cleave them, 

thus amplifying the silencing mechanism by generating even more antisense 

piRNAs to be loaded onto PIWI and AUB (Brennecke et al., 2007b).  

Sequencing of small RNAs following infection of Ae. aegypti and Ae. 

albopictus with SINV and CHIKV revealed the presence of piRNAs derived 

from viral sequences and showing the typical ping-pong amplification 

features (Morazzani et al., 2012; Vodovar et al., 2012). These viral-derived 

piRNAs were called vpiRNAs. Furthermore, the Piwi gene family has 

undergone expansion in Aedes and Culex mosquitoes, leading to the 

intriguing possibility of functional specialization of different Piwi proteins.  

Recent studies showed that viral DNA fragments are synthetized in both 

circular and linear forms, in complexes comprising sequences from 

retrotransposons, but the mechanisms underlying their mode of action are still 

under investigation (Palatini et al., 2017; Poirier et al., 2018). We and others 

recently reported the presence of fragmented viral sequences inserted in the 

genomes of Aedes spp. mosquitoes. These sequences were found in close 

proximity to transposon sequence; moreover, they are enriched in PIRCs and 

produce PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) (Palatini et al., 2017; Whitfield et 

al., 2017). The similarities observed between vDNAs and viral integrations, 

and the evidence that piRNAs of viral origin (vpiRNAs) are produced during 

arboviral infection led to the hypothesis that the piRNA pathway cooperates 

with the siRNA pathway in the acquisition of tolerance to infection (Miesen 

et al., 2016b; Olson and Bonizzoni, 2017; Palatini et al., 2017). 
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2.5 A closer look into the pi-RNA pathway of Aedes spp. 

mosquitoes 

 

The PIWI-interacting RNA pathway is the most-recently identified of the 

three RNAi pathways and it has been extensively studied in D. melanogaster 

where it contributes in silencing transposable elements (TEs) in gonadal 

tissues (Brennecke et al., 2007b). piRNA clusters are programmable in that 

they are made of fragments of TE sequences from previous infections and 

they can acquire novel TE sequences upon novel TE invasions (Zanni et al., 

2013; Guida et al., 2016). As such, the piRNA pathway is considered a bona 

fide adaptive immunity system functionally analogous to the prokaryotic 

Clustered Regulatory Interspaces Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) and 

CRISPR-associated proteins (CAS) (Koonin, 2017). Differently than D. 

melanogaster, besides being active in the germline to suppress TE movement, 

the piRNA pathway of Aedes spp. mosquitoes has evolved to exert antiviral 

activity against different arboviruses (Miesen et al., 2016b) (Figure 5). In 

Aedes spp. mosquitoes, piRNA clusters were shown to contain sequences of 

viral origin (Olson and Bonizzoni, 2017) and the Piwi gene family has 

undergone expansion: in Ae. aegypti, seven proteins (i.e. Ago3, Piwi2, Piwi3, 

Piwi4, Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7) are alternatively expressed in somatic and 

germline cells and interact with both endogenous piRNAs and vpiRNAs 

(Akbari et al., 2013; Miesen et al., 2016b; Matthews et al., 2018). 
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In the Ae. aegypti cell line Aag2, Piwi1/3 is mainly expressed in gonadal 

tissues, Piwi7 appears to be embryonic (Akbari et al., 2013), while Ago3, 

Piwi4, Piwi5 and Piwi6 are primarily expressed in somatic tissues and are 

related to the production of transposon-derived piRNAs (Akbari et al., 2013; 

Miesen et al., 2016a). Ago3 and Piwi5 also regulate biogenesis of piRNAs 

from the replication-dependent histone gene family (Girardi et al., 2017). In 

Aag2 cells infected with the alphaviruses CHIKV, SINV and SFV, Piwi5 and 

Ago3 were shown to be the main PIWI proteins involved in vpiRNAs 

production, and Piwi6 was also elicited following infection with the DENV2 

(Miesen et al., 2015, 2016a; Varjak et al., 2017, 2018). 

Recent evidence also indicate that Piwi4 bridges between the siRNA and 

Figure 5. Differences between the composition and activity of the piRNA 

pathway in Drosophila and Aedes spp. (Miesen et al., 2016) 
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piRNA pathways: Piwi4 does not bind piRNAs and its knock-down does not 

alter vpiRNA production upon infection of Aag2 cells with either SFV or 

DENV2 (Schnettler et al., 2013; Miesen et al., 2016a). However, PIWI4 

coimmunoprecipitates with components of the siRNA pathway such as Ago2, 

Dcr2, and with  Piwi5, Piwi6 and Ago3 (Varjak et al., 2017). Despite these 

studies support an antiviral role for the piRNA pathway in Aedes spp. 

mosquitoes, the individual functions of each PIWI protein still needs to be 

investigated. Sites under positive selection in genes that have undergone 

duplication is usually a sign of the acquisition of novel functions (Hahn, 

2009)  and, if found, may indicate that the Piwi genes have undergone or may 

still be undergoing functional specialization. Additionally, under the “arm-

race theory”, rapid evolution is expected for genes with immunity functions 

because their products should act against fast evolving viruses (Obbard et al., 

2006). 

2.6 Nonretroviral integrated RNA virus sequences (NIRVS) 

 

All arboviruses, with the exception of the Swine fever virus, are nonretroviral 

RNA viruses, meaning they have an RNA-based genome and do not code for 

reverse transcriptase and integrase. Another group of RNA viruses named 

insect-specific viruses (ISVs) have been recently identified (Bolling et al., 

2015). ISVs have been shown to be phylogenetically related to arboviruses 

belonging to the families Flaviviridae, Togaviridae, Rhabdoviridae and 

Bunyaviridae and recent analyses suggest that in some viral families, ISVs 

may be precursors of arboviruses (Marklewitz et al., 2015; Moureau et al., 

2015). ISVs infect mosquitoes persistently and are likely to be vertically 
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transmitted by infecting the ovaries (Bolling et al., 2015; Marklewitz et al., 

2015; Moureau et al., 2015). Despite the fact that arboviruses and ISVs are 

nonretroviral RNA viruses and therefore lack the machinery necessary for 

integration, recent studies have found evidence of sequences from these 

viruses integrated  into eukaryotic genomes, including those of mosquitoes 

(Blair et al., 2019). These viral sequences are called Non Retroviral Integrated 

RNA Virus Sequences (NIRVS). NIRVS presence in mosquitoes have been 

evaluated by different research groups with different pipelines and queries, 

and they all consistently found that the arboviral vectors Ae. aegypti and Ae. 

albopictus harbor a larger amount of NIRVS when compared to Cx. 

quinquefasciatus and Anophelinae mosquitoes (Fort et al., 2012; Chen et al., 

2015; Lequime and Lambrechts, 2017). We contributed to this result by 

surveying all the mosquito genomes for the presence of integrations form 424 

nonretroviral RNA viruses. We observed that NIRVS are enriched in Ae. 

aegypti and Ae. albopictus, but are rare in Anophelinae, which are primarily 

parasitic vectors (Palatini et al., 2017) (Figure 6). In silico analyses also 

revealed the presence of ISVs integrated sequences in Ae. aeygypti, Ae. 

albopictus, An. sinensis and An. mininums which encompass viral ORFs 

actively transcribed (Lequime and Lambrechts, 2017; Palatini et al., 2017). 

Little is currently known about the molecular mechanisms that lead to NIRVS 

integrations, but since NIRVS are found next to transposable elements, it has 

been suggested that the integration of viral sequences depends on the activity 
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of the machinery encoded by retrotransposons (Geuking et al., 2009).  

Recent studies showed that viral DNA fragments are synthetized in both 

circular and linear forms, in complexes comprising sequences from 

retrotransposons, upon infection of cells and mosquitoes with nonretroviral 

RNA viruses (Goic et al., 2016; Nag et al., 2016). vDNAs are produced by 

the DExD/H helicase domain of Dcr2, a protein of the siRNA pathway, in 

complex arrangements with TE sequences (Goic et al., 2016; Poirier et al., 

2018). vDNA fragments were shown to be present in several body parts in 

adult mosquitoes, including wings and legs, hinting that either vDNA can be 

formed in any infected cell, or that vDNA can be released from the cells to 

disseminate in the mosquito body as a form of inter-cellular communication 

(Yáñez-Mó et al., 2015; Goic et al., 2016). These observations and the 

Figure 6. Different abundance of NIRVS across virus genera, genes and 

host species (Palatini et al., 2017) 
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similarity in the organization between vDNAs and NIRVS led to the 

hypothesis that the piRNA pathway cooperates with the siRNA pathway in 

the acquisition of tolerance to infection (Miesen et al., 2016b; Olson and 

Bonizzoni, 2017; Palatini et al., 2017). For instance, we observed that NIRVS 

are enriched in piRNA clusters in both the Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus 

genomes and produce piRNAs with a typical bias for uridine at position 1 and 

predominantly in antisense orientation to the predicted viral open reading 

frame (ORF) (Palatini et al., 2017). Additionally, production of viral derived 

piRNAs (vpiRNAs) and siRNAs (vsiRNAs) from vDNA favoring the 

establishment of persistent infection was shown in Ae. aegypti CHIKV-

infected cells and adult mosquitoes (Goic et al., 2016), and vpiRNAs are 

found in Ae. aegypti following both flavivirus and alphavirus infection 

(Miesen et al., 2016b). Overall, these elements establish the potentials for 

NIRVS derived piRNAs and siRNAs to target viral mRNA contributing to 

mosquito immunity to viruses and/or to the establishment of persistent 

infection, the so-called “viral accommodation” (Flegel, 2007; Flegel and 

Sritunyalucksana, 2011). Alternatively, NIRVS encompassing a complete 

viral ORF and being transcriptionally active NIRVS could produce mRNAs 

that compete in in trans with infecting viruses, preventing viral replication, 

transcription or assembly (Park et al., 2013; Palatini et al., 2017). 

Interestingly, NIRVS presence has been associated with immunity to 

subsequent infection with cognate viruses in squirrels (Fujino et al., 2014) 

and bees (Maori et al., 2007) and to viral persistence in shrimps (Flegel, 

2007). In the context of mosquitoes, an effect of NIRVS on mosquito 

immunity would be significant because it could alter its vector competence in 
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opposite direction depending on whether it leads to immunity to subsequent 

infections of cognate viruses or viral tolerance. Thus, it is important to 

understand under which circumstances NIRVS are formed and if they impact 

mosquito biology.  Determining whether such differences in viral origin of 

NIRVS may lead to different physiological or genetic roles is also an 

intriguing subject for future studies. 

 

2.7 The genome sequence of Ae. albopictus 

 

The first genome sequence and assembly of the Asian tiger mosquitoes was 

made public in 2015 (Chen et al., 2015). This analysis was based solely on a 

deep collection of short DNA sequence reads and the genome of Ae. 

albopictus appears to be the largest mosquito genome sequenced to date. 

However, due to very high levels of repetitive DNA and reliance on short-

read sequencing, the initial assembly of Ae. albopictus from the Foshan strain 

remains highly fragmented. The laboratory in which I conduct my PhD 

program, in collaboration with other groups world-wide, have recently 

engaged in the re-sequencing of the genome of Ae. albopictus using long-read 

and Hi-C technologies (under preparation). Briefly, starting from 2 pools of 

40 mosquitoes of an inbred strain derived from the Foshan strain, we 

generated 82 Gb of PacBio and 135 Gb of Hi-C sequence. A first draft 

assembly of this data increased the median contig size 60-fold versus the prior 

short-read assembly, yielding a contig NG50 size over 1 Mbp and 

chromosome-sized scaffolds, representing an enormous leap in assembly 

quality for this important vector. In this assembly, we re-annotated NIRVS 
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and found 485 NIRVS homogeneously distributed across scaffolds (Figure 

7). These NIRVS were assigned to eight different taxonomic categories based 

on sequence similarity to viral species, including Flavi-NIRVS, Rhabdo-

NIRVS and Chuviridae-Like NIRVS. NIRVS length vary from hundreds to 

thousands of base pairs, with a median size of 1881bp. Flavi-NIRVS and 

Rhabdo-NIRVS include the longer NIRVS, up to 6593bp. The majority 

(74.6%) of the identified NIRVS are similar to viral structural proteins, while 

only a few (6.4%) show similarity to viral non-structural proteins. Flavi-

NIRVS show similarity to different insect-specific flaviviruses and, when 

they are all mapped to a representative Flavivirus genome, they span the 

Figure 7. The landscape of NIRVS in the genome of Aedes albopictus (new 

Canu genome assembly) and Aedes aegypti (AaegL5). Each dot represents 

a viral integration according to its length and color-coded based on its viral 

origin. 
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entire length of the sequence. As previously observed, NIRVS are enriched 

in piRNA clusters and, for the most part, associate with TEs (Palatini et al., 

2017). A total of 55% of NIRVS have a TE both upstream and downstream, 

while 26% have only one TE on either end. During my PhD program, I used 

the newly generated Ae. albopictus assembly to assess piRNAs and siRNAs 

production from NIRVS after viral infection with CHIKV and DENV1.
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3. Aims of the research 
 

The Asian tiger mosquito Ae. albopictus is the main arboviral vector in 

temperate regions of the world. For instance, its presence in Europe has been 

associated with autochthonous cases of Dengue and Chikungunya in France, 

Croatia and Italy since the early 2010.    

Because there are no effective, approved vaccines or specific treatments for 

most arboviruses, the major manner in which arboviruses are controlled is 

through control of the vectors.  As traditional methods such as insecticides 

have become less effective (resistance) or acceptable (environmental harm), 

alternative methods of control are being pursued, the most promising of which 

involve genetic manipulation of mosquitoes.  This may be through reducing 

population sizes or genetically modifying mosquitoes to make them less 

competent to transmit pathogens such as viruses.  The understanding of the 

genetic factors related to viral acquisition, dissemination and transmission by 

the vector, all of which contribute to the so-called vector competence, is a 

prerequisite to develop genetic-based strategies of vector control. 

In my PhD program I developed three aims to further our understanding of 

mosquito immunity, with a focus on the piRNA pathway and sequences of 

viral origin integrated into mosquito genomes.  

The piRNA pathway is the most-recently identified of the small RNA-based 

pathways within RNAi and it has been mostly studied in the model insect D. 

melanogaster where it functions through small RNAs called piRNAs in germ 

cells to silence TEs and preserve genome integrity. Recent literature supports 

the involvement of the piRNA pathway in antiviral immunity in Aedes spp. 

mosquitoes, differently, then in D. melanogaster. However, the genes and the 
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function of this pathway in Ae. albopictus is still enigmatic. As a 

consequence, my first aim is to characterise the genes and the function of this 

pathway in Ae. albopictus.   

piRNAs are produced from genomic loci called piRNA clusters. Previous 

work in my laboratory showed that piRNA clusters of Aedes spp. mosquitoes 

are statistically-significantly enriched in sequences of viral origin embedded 

within transposable element (TE) sequences and producing piRNAs. This 

observation led to the hypothesis that viral integrations may constitute an 

archive of past viral infection, like fragments of TEs in piRNA clusters, and 

contribute to immunity towards subsequent infections with cognate viruses. 

The second aim of my PhD program addresses this question by studying the 

small RNA expression profile of viral integrations and viruses after an 

infection with either Dengue virus or Chikungunya.   

Finally, because immunity pathways are related to mosquito fitness, I want to 

start understanding differences in life history trains of different Ae. albopictus 

strains derived from geographically different populations.   
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4. Materials and methods 
 

 

 

4.1 The piRNA pathway of Ae. albopictus 

4.1.1 Mosquitoes 

Aedes albopictus mosquitoes of the Foshan strain were reared under constant 

conditions, at 28 °C and 70-80% relative humidity with a 12/12 h light/dark 

cycle. Larvae were reared in plastic containers at a controlled density to avoid 

competition for food. Larvae were fed daily with fish food (Tetra Goldfish 

Gold Colour). Emerged adults were reared in 30 cm3 cages and fed with 

cotton soaked in a solution of 0.2 g/ml sucrose. Adult females were fed with 

defibrinated mutton blood (Biolife Italiana) using a Hemotek blood feeding 

apparatus. Mosquitoes from Mexico and La Reunion island were field 

collected in 2017, maintained in 70% ethanol and then shipped to Italy after 

having established appropriate Material Transfer Agreements. All samples 

were processed at the University of Pavia.  

4.1.2 Mosquito infections  

Infection experiments were carried out at the Institut Pasteur, France. I 

infected mosquitoes with either DENV serotype 1, genotype 1806, or CHIKV 

06.21. These viruses were provided by the French National Reference Center 

for Arboviruses at the Institut Pasteur. DENV-1 (1806) was isolated from an 

autochthonous case from Nice, France in 2010 (La Ruche et al., 2010). 

CHIKV 06-21 was isolated from a patient on La Reunion Island in 2005 
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(Schuffenecker et al., 2006).  

Four boxes containing 60 one-week-old females were given infectious blood-

meal composed by 2 mL of washed rabbit red blood cells, 1 mL of viral 

suspension and 5 mM of ATP, for a titer of 107 PFU/mL for CHIKV and 106.8 

PFU/mL for DENV. Engorged females were selected and kept under standard 

conditions until analysis. Control mosquitoes were fed with uninfected blood-

meal or kept on a sugar-diet and grown in the same conditions. Thirty 

mosquitoes from infected and non-infected batches were dissected at days 4 

and 14 post-infection (pi) for CHIKV, and at days 4 and 21 dpi for DENV. 

14 and 21 dpi represent late infection times for CHIKV and DENV, 

respectively, based on their different infection kinetics (Vazeille et al., 2007; 

Zhang et al., 2010).  Ovaries and carcasses were pooled from 15 individuals 

each (Figure 8). 

To estimate transmission, saliva was collected from individual infected 

mosquitoes as previously described (Dubrulle et al., 2009). Saliva was 

retrieved by inserting the proboscis into a 20 µL tip containing 5 µL of Fetal 

Bovine Serum (FBS) (Gibco, MA, USA) for 30 minutes. FBS containing 

saliva was expelled in 45 µL of Leibovitz L15 medium (Invitrogen, CA, 

USA) and used for the following titration. The number of infectious particles 

in saliva was estimated by focus fluorescent assay on C6/36 Ae. albopictus 

cells. Serial dilutions were incubated at 28°C for 3 days (CHIKV) and 5 days 

(DENV), plates were stained using hyperimmune ascetic fluid specific to 

CHIKV or DENV-1 as primary antibody. A Fluorescein-conjugated goat anti-

mouse was used as the second antibody (Biorad). Viral titers were 

16,26650,446 FFU and 155125 FFU for CHIKV at 14 dpi and DENV at 
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21 dpi, respectively.  

4.1.3 Bioinformatic identification of Piwi genes in the genome of Ae. 

albopictus  

The sequences of the Ae. aegypti Piwi genes (Campbell et al., 2008a) were 

used as query to find orthologs in the reference genome of the Ae. albopictus 

Foshan strain (AaloF1 assembly) and in the genome of the Ae. albopictus 

C6/36 cell line (canu_80X_arrow2.2 assembly) using the BLAST tool in 

Vectorbase (www.vectorbase.org). 

Inferred coding sequences (CDS) where analysed in Prosite 

(Prosite.expasy.org/prosite.html) to confirm the presence of hallmark PAZ 

and PIWI domains of Argonaute proteins (Arensburger et al., 2011).  

Figure 8. Scheme of the infection experiments. Colour code: red = infection 

experiments; blue = controls; green = early infection; yellow = late infection. 

RT-qPCR analysis on the Piwi genes expression patterns were performed for 

both early and late infection data, while WGS and small-RNA data analyses 

were performed only for the late infection stages. 

 

http://www.vectorbase.org/
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4.1.4 Copy number of Piwi genes 

qPCR reactions were performed using the QuantiNova SYBR Green PCR Kit 

(Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions on an Eppendorf 

Mastercycler RealPlex4. Genomic DNA was extracted from four adult 

mosquitoes using DNA Isolation DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen) and 

used for the amplification reactions with gene-specific primers whose 

efficiency had been previously verified. Estimates of gene copy number were 

performed based on the 2-ΔCT method using the inferred Piwi6 and the para 

sodium channel gene (AALF000723) as references (Yuan et al., 2007).    

4.1.5 Structure of Piwi genes 

The genomic sequence of each bioinformatically-identified Piwi gene was 

confirmed by PCR using DNA extracted from whole mosquitoes and 

dissected ovaries (Baruffi et al., 1995) as templates. Primers were designed 

to amplify each exon and distinguish between paralogous Piwi genes. The 

DreamTaq Green PCR Master Mix (Thermo Scientific) was used for PCR 

reactions with the following parameter:  94 °C for 3 minutes, 40 cycles at 94 

°C for 30 sec, 55 °C-62 °C for 40 sec, 72 °C for 1-2 minutes and final 

extension step of 72 °C for 10 minutes. PCR products were confirmed by gel 

electrophoresis using 1% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide and 

visualized under UV light. Positive results were cloned using the TOPO® TA 

Cloning® Kit strategy (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions, 

DNA plasmids were purified using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit and 

sequenced by Sanger sequencing.  

4.1.6 Piwi gene transcript sequences and phylogeny 

The transcript sequence of each Piwi gene was confirmed by RT-PCR 
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reactions using a High Fidelity taq-polymerase (Platinum SuperFi DNA 

Polymerase, Invitrogen) following manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was 

extracted from pools of 5 adult female mosquitoes using a standard TRIzol 

protocol. Sets of primers were designed for each gene to amplify its entire 

transcript sequence. PCR products were confirmed, transformed, purified and 

sequenced as previously described. Rapid amplification of cDNA ends 

(RACE) PCRs were also performed using FirstChoice RLM-RACE Kit 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) to analyse 5’ and 3’ ends of the transcript 

sequences following manufacturer’s instructions. 

The obtained transcript sequences of the identified Ae. albopictus Piwi genes 

were aligned with MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) to sequences of transcripts from 

the Piwi genes annotated in Culicidae species and D. melanogaster, as 

downloaded from VectorBase (www.vectorbase.org). Maximum-likelihood 

based phylogenetic inference was based on RAxML after 1000 bootstrap 

resampling. The resulting tree was visualised using FigTree 

(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).  

4.1.7 Northern Blot analysis 

For each analysis, 10µg of total RNA were extracted from a pool of 10 sugar-

fed females and run in a 1% x 2% agarose/formaldehyde gel (1 g agarose, 10 

ml 10x MOPS buffer, 5.4 ml 37% formaldehyde, 84.6 ml DEPC water). Gel 

blotting was performed following two washes in 20x SSC for 15 minutes and 

the RNA transferred to an Amersham Hybond-N+ nylon membrane (GE 

healthcare) using 20x SSC. The RNA was then cross-linked to the membrane 

using UV light exposure for 1 minute. Biotin-High Prime (Roche) was used 

for probe labelling. Hybridization and detection of biotinylated probes was 
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performed using the North2South™ Chemiluminescent Hybridization and 

Detection Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following manufacturer’s 

instructions.  

4.1.8 Polymorphisms of Piwi genes 

High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) data of 56 individual mosquitoes were 

obtained from Whole genome sequencing libraries sequenced on the Illumina 

HiSeqX platform (PE 150) at the Genomics Laboratory of Verily in South 

San Francisco. Of these 56 mosquitoes, 24 were from Mexico, 16 were from 

the island of La Reunion island and 16 from the reference Foshan strain. We 

investigated Piwi gene polymorphism by looking at the distribution of single 

nucleotide polymorphism, assessed sign of adaptive evolution and estimated 

their level of polymorphism in comparison to fast and slow evolving genes. 

Illumina reads were mapped to Piwi gene transcript sequences using 

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA-MEM) (Li, 2013). Polymorphisms was 

tested by Freebayes (Garrison and Marth, 2012) and annotated with snpEff 

(Cingolani et al., 2012). Plots of frameshift and non-synonymous variants 

were performed with muts-needle-plot (Schroeder and Lopez-Bigas, 2015). 

Venn diagrams of positions displaying polymorphisms in the three strains 

were built using Venny 2.1 (Oliveros, 2016). Haplotype reconstruction was 

performed using seqPHASE (Flot, 2010) and PHASE (Stephens et al., 2001; 

Stephens and Scheet, 2005). Haplotypes were then analysed in DnaSP 

(Librado and Rozas, 2009), estimating the number of segregating sites and 

the level of nucleotide diversity  (Tajima, 1983) in both synonymous and 

non-synonymous sites. We manually computed the nucleotide diversity 

estimator  (Watterson, 1975) and Tajima’s D statistic (Tajima, 1989). 
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Signatures of adaptive evolution were assessed using the McDonald-

Kreitman test (McDonald and Kreitman, 1991), including the orthologous 

sequences of the Piwi genes from Ae. aegypti. 

Haplotypes from each individual were also aligned in TranslatorX (Abascal 

et al., 2010) using Clustalw (Thompson et al., 1994) and used for Maximum-

likelihood based phylogenetic inference based on RAxML after 1000 

bootstrap under the GTRGAMMA model. Signs of selective pressure among 

populations (Bernhardt et al., 2012) were investigated with Codeml in PAML 

v. 4.9 under codon-based models (Yang, 2007). I opted for the M1a (nearly-

neutral) model to compare to the M2a (positive selection) model and inferred 

ω estimations and posterior probabilities under the Bayes empirical Bayes 

(BEB) approach (Yang, 2007). 

The overall level of polymorphism (LoP) for slow-evolving genes (SGs) 

(AALF008224, AALF005886, AALF020750, AALF026109, AALF014156 , 

AALF018476, AALF014287, AALF004102, AALF003606, AALF019476, 

AALF028431, AALF018378, AALF027761, AALF014448), fast-evolving 

genes (FGs) (AALF010748, AALF022019, AALF024551, AALF017064, 

AALF004733, AALF018679, AALF028390, AALF026991, AALF014993, 

AALF009493, AALF010877, AALF012271, AALF009839, AALF019413) 

and the Piwi genes was calculated for each population following the pipeline 

as described in Pischedda et al., (2019). Briefly, SNPs and INDELs were 

inferred using four Variant callers (i.e. Freebayes (Garrison and Marth, 2012), 

Platypus (Rimmer et al., 2014), Vardict (Lai et al., 2016) and GATK 

UnifiedGenotyper (McKenna et al., 2010)) and the results from each were 

merged with custom scripts. The LoP for each individual was defined as the 
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number of variants averaged over the region length, and we used the median 

value of each population for subsequent  statistical analyses in R studio 

(Rstudio Team, 2016). Fold-change differences were calculated as the ratio 

of the median LoP for each Piwi gene and each FG gene over the median LoP 

of the SG genes. Statistical differences in LoP distribution was assessed using 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. 

4.1.9 Homology modelling 

In collaboration with the laboratory of prof. Federico Forneris (Department 

of Biology and Biotechnology, University of Pavia) computational structural 

investigations were carried out initially through the identification of the 

closest homologs based on sequence identity (using NCBI Blast (Altschul et 

al., 1990)) and secondary structure matching (using HHPRED (Zimmermann 

et al., 2018)).  Homology model were then generated MODELLER  (Webb 

and Sali, 2017) using on the structures Kluyveromyces polysporus Argonaute 

with a guide RNA (PDB ID 4F1N), Human Argonaute2 Bound to t1-G Target 

RNA (PDB ID 4z4d) (Schirle et al., 2015), T. thermophilus Argonaute 

complexed with DNA guide strand and 19-nt RNA target strand (PDB ID 

3HM9), and silkworm PIWI-clade Argonaute Siwi bound to piRNA (PDB ID 

5GUH).  

Computational models were manually adjusted through the removal of non-

predictable N- and C-terminal flexible regions using COOT (Emsley et al., 

2010) followed by geometry idealization in PHENIX (Adams et al., 2011) to 

adjust the overall geometry. Final model quality was assessed by evaluating 

average bond lengths, bond angles, clashes, and Ramachandran statistics 

using Molprobity (Williams et al., 2018) and the QMEAN server (Benkert et 
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al., 2009) Structural figures were generated with PyMol (Schrödinger, 2015). 

4.1.10 Developmental expression profile of Piwi genes 

Piwi genes expression throughout developmental stages of Ae. albopictus 

were searched for in publicly available RNA-seq data (runs: SRR458468, 

SRR458471, SRR1663685, SRR1663700, SRR1663754, SRR1663913, 

SRR1812887, SRR1812889, SRR1845684), which were downloaded, 

aligned to the current Ae. albopictus genome assembly (AaloF1) using 

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA-MEM) (Li, 2013) and visualized in 

Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) (Robinson et al., 2011).  

Quantitative RT-PCRs (qRT-PCR) were performed on total RNA extracted 

from embryos, 1st and 4th instar larvae, pupae, and adults using TRIzol 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), as previously described. Embryos consisted of 

two pools of 60 eggs at different time points after oviposition (i.e. 4-8 h, 8-16 

h and 16-24 h). Adult samples consisted of males and females kept on a sugar-

diet, females 48h after a blood-meal and ovaries of both sugar-fed and blood-

fed (48h) females. We used two biological replicates per condition and the 

RPL34 gene as housekeeping (Reynolds et al., 2013). For each stage, RNA 

was extracted from pools of 10-15 mosquitoes, except for first instar larvae 

and embryos when 20 or 60 individuals were used, respectively. Relative 

quantification of Piwi genes was determined using the software qBase+ 

(Biogazelle). Expression values were normalized with respect to sugar-fed 

females.  

4.1.11 Expression analyses following infection 

Fold-change expression values for each Piwi gene was assessed for non-
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infectious-blood-fed controls, CHIKV-infected and DENV-infected samples 

after normalization on sugar-fed controls. qRT-PCR experiments were set up 

for two replicate pools of 15 ovaries and 15 carcasses at days 4, 14 and 4, 21 

for CHIKV and DENV, respectively and the corresponding sugar and non-

infectious-blood controls. RNA extraction, qRT-PCR and data analyses were 

performed as described in the previous paragraph (see “Developmental 

expression profile of Piwi genes”). Fold-change differences significance was 

assessed using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) procedure (Khan and 

Rayner, 2004; Blanca et al., 2017) as implemented in qBASE+.  

4.1.12 Temperature experiments 

To assess the differential expression of Piwi genes caused by temperature, Ae. 

albopictus mosquitoes were grown at different temperatures from the 

hatching of eggs until adult emergence. The rest of parameters (i.e. humidity 

and light cycle) were maintained as standard condition to isolate the effect of 

temperature on our results. The selected control temperature was 28ºC, near 

to the 27ºC set as optimum for Ae. albopictus growing (Delatte et al., 2009). 

Eggs were counted and moved to a plastic container inside a thermo-regulable 

incubator. Equal numbers of eggs, near 370, were incubated for each tested 

temperature. The higher temperature of 32ºC was selected since it is in the 

range of the maximum temperatures observed during summer in Pavia. 

Following the same criteria, the lower selected temperature was 18ºC, which 

corresponds to the minimum temperatures registered in the same period 

(Figure 9). Other temperatures were considered and a previous heat shock at 
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37ºC was tried. However, extreme high mortality at the larval stage was 

observed, which resulted to be not compatible with the procurement of 

samples for downstream analysis.   

Larvae grew until 4th instar larvae or adult emergence when they were 

collected and stored in ethanol 100% at -20ºC until RNA extraction. Three 

replicates were accomplished for each of the six conditions and the RNA 

extraction was performed over pools of 10 individuals, 10 females in the case 

of adults.  

Quality control was performed over our 18 samples prior to sequence by using 

TapeStation RNA Screen Tape (Agilent). One of the three replicates for 

Figure 9. Maximum, minimum and average temperature fluctuations in 

Pavia during the last decade (World Weather Online). 
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control adults was discarded because it did not pass quality control. 

Transcriptome sequencing was performed over 17 RNA samples by 

Macrogen Next-Generation Sequencing services. Total RNA libraries were 

constructed using Illumina TrueSeq Stranded, rRNA was removed and 

NovaSeq was run as sequencer. Pair end reads were sequenced to generate 

high-quality sequence data containing a total of 30 million reads per sample.  

High-throughput sequencing of messenger RNA generates a large amount of 

data. Manipulation of this data requires fast, accurate and flexible 

bioinformatics software which allow us to transform large sets of raw 

sequencing reads into lists of differentially expressed genes among 

conditions.    

Temperature of growth (18ºC, 28ºC and 32ºC) and developmental stage 

(adults and larvae) were the variables for which I tested an impact on gene 

expression. First read quality was analysed for each of the 17 RNA-seq 

libraries with FASTQC to ensure the validity of ulterior analysis. After this 

quality check,  the new Tuxedo pipeline was applied for differential 

expression analyses (Pertea et al., 2016). RNA sequencing reads were 

mapped against the sequences previously obtained for the Piwi genes of Ae. 

albopictus using HISAT2 (Hierarchical Indexing for Spliced Alignment of 

Transcripts) (Kim et al., 2015). Transcripts generated after the alignment 

were assembled using StringTie (Pertea et al., 2015). Results are generated 

as count tables which contain both the gene and the transcript level 

expressions displayed as Fragments per Kilobase of transcript per Million 

mapped reads (FPKM). Output data generated by StringTie was further 

analysed using the Ballgown package in R. The overall analyses of 
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transcriptional changes of Ae. albopictus following heat challenges are the 

subject of the Master Thesis of Luis Hernandez, whom I mentored during his 

internship (Effect of temperature on the transcriptome of the arboviral vector 

Aedes albopictus - Master program in Molecular Biology and Genetics, July 

2019). For my PhD program, I focused exclusively on temperature-dependent 

changes in the expression of Piwi genes.  

4.2 NIRVS and arboviral infection 

4.2.1 Infection experiments 

DNA and RNA extractions were performed on the pools of carcasses and 

ovaries obtained for the late stages of infection and the related controls (see 

paragraph 4.1.2 for details on the infection experiments procedure). DNA and 

RNA extractions were performed with NucleoSpin DNA Insect and 

Nucleospin miRNA by Macherey Nagel, respectively, following 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

4.2.2 Small RNA expression analyses from NIRVS and against infecting 

viruses 

DNA and small RNA extraction was performed on CHIKV-infected and 

DENV-infected ovaries and carcasses at late stages of infection (14 and 21 

dpi, respectively), together with the corresponding sugar-fed and blood-fed 

controls. Whole genome sequencing libraries were generated and sequenced 

on the Illumina Novaseq 6000 by the Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI) to 

obtain 150bp paired end reads. Small RNA data was sequenced on the BGI-

Seq50 to obtain 40 million reads per sample. 

Clean WGS data were aligned to the genome of Ae. albopictus (new Canu 
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assembly, draft version) using BWA (Li and Durbin, 2010), and the presence 

of previously annotated NIRVSs was tested using GATK (McKenna et al., 

2010), setting minimum mapping quality to 20 (0.01 error). New NIRVS 

formation was investigated using the VyPer pipeline (Forster et al., 2015) and 

vDNA forms were investigated via PCR, cloning and Sanger sequencing, as 

previously described (Chapter 4.1.5 Structure of Piwi genes). 

4.2.3 NIRVS coverage  

Small RNA data were aligned using sRNAmapper (Rosenkranz et al., 2015) 

using -best to the genome of Ae. albopictus (new Canu assembly, draft 

version). BBMap reformat.sh (https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/) was 

used to filter small RNAs by length. We kept 20-25nt for siRNAs and 

miRNAs (si-miRNAs), and 26-32nt for piRNAs. For piRNAs, another step 

was included to filter out reads not starting with T, using custom scripts. This 

step retains only primary piRNAs (1U bias), which are the piRNAs required 

for target silencing, whereas secondary piRNAs (10A bias) engage in the 

ping-pong amplification loop targeting piRNA precursors to increase the 

amount of primary piRNAs (Wang et al., 2014). Subread featureCounts.sh  

was used to estimate the amount of si-miRNAs and primary piRNAs mapping 

against each NIRVS in each condition (Liao et al., 2014). Differential 

expression analyses were performed base on read counts in edgeR  using 

the weighted trimmed mean of M-values with zero pairing (TMMwzp) 

normalization method and likelihood ratio test to asses statistical significance 

(Robinson et al., 2009). Since only two replicates per condition were 

available, and since a nominal dispersion value can prove to be more realistic 

than ignoring biological variability, data dispersion for all conditions was set 
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equal to the dispersion of 14 days ovaries data, considering that data from 

ovaries are more homogeneous than data from carcasses, which comprise 

different tissues, and that Chikungunya virus can be readily detected in 

ovaries even at the first gonotrophic cycle, 5-6 days after an infectious blood-

meal (Vazeille et al., 2007; Chompoosri et al., 2016). si-miRNAs and 

piRNAs analyses were run independently. 

4.2.4 Single-molecule counts of small RNAs 

High sequence similarity can be found among NIRVS regions, even when 

they belong to different viral groups of origin. Therefore, single small RNA 

molecules could be mapped to several NIRVS with equal confidence despite 

the high stringency implemented in sRNAmapper. To address si-miRNAs 

and piRNAs expression precisely, reads from each condition that mapped in 

NIRVS were collapsed based on their sequence identity with fastx-toolkit 

(Gordon et al., 2014) and each sequence used to count the amount of each 

small RNA molecule present in every fastq file, using custom scripts. 

Differential expression analyses were performed in edgeR as previously 

described, and enrichment of piRNAs on NIRVS and in piRNA clusters were 

analysed using binomial testing (Rivals et al., 2007). Small RNAs found to 

be significantly over- or under-expressed between infected and control 

samples (i.e. mosquitoes offered a not-infectious blood-meal) were blast- 

searched against the collection of Ae. albopictus transcripts  allowing no gaps 

and requiring a seed match of at least 18bp. Thermodynamic analyses on the 

RNA-RNA pairing were performed using the RNAhybrid software (Krüger 

and Rehmsmeier, 2006) with a ΔG < −20KJ and 3–10 helix constraints 

(Krüger and Rehmsmeier, 2006; Kertesz et al., 2007). When I found blast hits 
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of piRNAs to Ae. albopictus transcripts, these transcripts were retrieved and 

analysed using Blast2GO (Götz et al., 2008) to find their Gene Ontology 

terms. GO analyses were performed merging the results from the Interpro 

classification and the results from blast on the Culicidae (mosquitoes) 

database with the subsequent mapping and annotation, as implemented in 

Blast2GO. Data was visualized with flourish (https://flourish.studio). 

4.2.5 Mapping against the infecting viruses 

The same small RNA data were also mapped against the genomes of DENV1 

and CHIKV in the different conditions. The same tools described above were 

used to filter small RNAs by length and to count the amount of mapping si-

miRNAs and piRNAs. Moreover, strand bias analyses were performed using 

samtools flag options and PingPongPro (Uhrig and Klein, 2019) was 

implemented to asses ping-pong signature. 

4.3 Life history traits of Ae. albopictus 

4.3.1 Mosquito strains 

Five Ae. albopictus strains were used in this study: Foshan (Fo), Rimini (Ri), 

La Reunion (LaR), Tapachula (Ta) and Crema (Cr). Fo is the genome 

reference strain: its DNA was used to derive the current genome assembly 

(Chen et al., 2015). Fo was established in the 1980s from mosquitoes 

collected in Foshan (China). It was received from Dr. Xiaoguang Chen of the 

Southern Medical University of Guangzhou (China) in 2013 and has since 

been maintained in the insectary of the University of Pavia under standard 

conditions. The Ri strain, also called Fellini, was established in 2004 from 

500 eggs collected in an urban environment around the city of Rimini (Dritsou 

https://flourish.studio/
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et al., 2015). The generation 53 of this strain was received from Romano 

Bellini of the Centro Agricoltura Ambiente “G. Nicoli” in Crevalcore (Italy) 

in December 2013 and has since been maintained in Pavia. The Cr, Ta and 

LaR strains were established from eggs collected in the summer-fall of 2016 

in Crema (Italy), Tapachula (Mexico) and St. Pierre (La Reunion Island), 

respectively. The fitness parameters of these three strains were measured 

within their first eight generations in the laboratory. Mosquitoes of all strains 

were reared in parallel at 70-80% relative humidity, 28°C and with a 12-12 h 

light–dark photoperiod. Larvae are fed on a finely-ground fish food 

(Tetramin, Tetra Werke, Germany). A membrane feeding apparatus and 

commercially-available mutton blood is used for blood-feeding females. No 

specific permits are required to perform laboratory experiments on 

mosquitoes under the directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament and 

the Council on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes. 

4.3.2 Larval-to-pupal developmental time and pupae sex ratio 

Ten replicate containers consisting of fifty, one-instar larvae in 150 ml of 

distilled water were set up for each strain. The evaluated larval density 

represents an intermediate status between low and high crowding conditions.  

Larvae were fed every day with the same quantity of food (5 pellets) and 

water (50 ml) was added every 3rd day to each container. Number of larvae 

was assessed every day until pupation. Pupae were collected and let emerge 

to verify their sex.  

4.3.3 Wing span 

Fifty 3-5-day old mosquitoes per sex were selected randomly for each strain 
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and their wing lengths measured from the axial incision to the apical margin, 

not including the fringe of scales using a stereoscope microscope. 

4.3.4 Adult lifespan 

Fifty 1-day old mosquitoes each were placed in separate cages according their 

sex and strain. Mosquitoes in each cage were maintained on wet cotton balls 

with 20% sucrose. Dead mosquitoes were removed and recorded daily until 

all died. 
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5. Results 
 

 

5.1 the piRNA pathway of Ae. albopictus  

5.1.1 Identification of Piwi genes in the Ae. albopictus genome 

Bioinformatic analyses based on homologous sequences in Ae. aegypti, 

followed by molecular validation and copy number estimations, identified 

seven Piwi genes the genome of Ae. albopictus: Ago3, Piw1/3, Piwi2, Piwi4, 

Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7 (Table 1).  

Exon-intron boundaries were confirmed for each gene and their expression 

confirmed by qPCR and Northern Blot. Sequence analysis of the transcripts 

                            

                     

                        

                      

                      

Piwi5 1.1597   0.1649 

Piwi6 1.0280          

                      

 

Table 1. Copy number estimation of the Piwi genes over 4 samples 
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confirmed the presence of the hallmark domains of Piwis, namely the PAZ, 

MID and PIWI domains. These domains roughly correspond to the RNA 

binding site at the amino-terminal, the piRNAs recognition site and the 

carboxyl-terminus RNase H domain, respectively. The PIWI domain is 

characterized by a triad of highly conserved residues (DDH or DDE), which 

were confirmed for each gene. 

Phylogenetic analysis with the currently annotated Piwi transcripts of 

Culicinae and Anophelinae mosquitoes confirmed one-to-one orthology 

between Ae. albopcitus and Ae. aegypti (Figure 10). It is interesting to notice 

that Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7 grouped close to Aubergine-like transcripts from 

other species, while Piwi1/3 and Piwi2 formed a species-specific clade. In Ae. 

aegypti, Piwi2 and Piwi3 are located on chromosome 1 less than 20kb apart, 

which led us to hypothesize that these two genes in Ae. albopcitus may be 

homogenous due to inter-locus gene conversion caused by nonreciprocal 

recombination.  
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Figure 10. Phylogenetic analysis with the currently annotated Piwi transcripts 

of Culicinae and Anophelinae mosquitoes 
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5.1.2 Piwi gene intraspecies polymorphism 

WGS data from two natural populations from La Réunion island and Mexico 

were combined with data from the Foshan reference strain to evaluate the 

variability of the Piwi genes across populations and assess signs of selective 

pressure. Briefly, both synonymous and non-synonymous mutations were 

found for all the genes in all the populations, Piwi1/3 displaying the lowest 

level of polymorphism and Piwi4 and Piwi5 the highest (Table 2). Between 

20 and 80 non-synonymous mutations were found in or in proximity of the 

PAZ, MID and PIWI domains of Piwi4, depending on the population. In-

frame deletions were found in the 5’ region of the coding sequence of Piwi5, 

two of which (94_99del; 113_118del) were shared across all populations and 

could be found in homozygosity, suggesting that they are not likely 

detrimental.  
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 n L Ls La Ss Sa s a s a a/s Ds Da 

Ago3              
Pooled 112 2832 680.2 2151.8 316 19 0.0699 0.0005 0.0878 0.0017 0.007 -0.68 -1.95 

Foshan 32 2832 680.1 2151.9 124 5 0.0559 0.0004 0.0453 0.0006 0.007 0.89 -0.82 

Mex 48 2832 680.2 2151.8 253 14 0.0780 0.0007 0.0838 0.0015 0.009 -0.25 -1.60 

Reu 32 2658 643.8 2014.2 189 4 0.0678 0.0002 0.0729 0.0005 0.003 -0.27 -1.50 

Piwi1-3              

Pooled 112 2658 644.3 2013.7 136 23 0.0319 0.0010 0.0399 0.0022 0.033 -0.66 -1.51 

Foshan 32 2658 644.0 2014.0 10 2 0.0047 0.0003 0.0039 0.0002 0.064 0.68 0.44 

Mex 48 2658 644.9 2013.1 117 21 0.0463 0.0017 0.0409 0.0024 0.037 0.48 -0.89 

Reu 32 2658 643.8 2014.2 52 4 0.0188 0.0004 0.0201 0.0005 0.021 -0.23 -0.48 

Piwi2              

Pooled 112 2625 644.0 1981.0 242 28 0.0760 0.0012 0.0710 0.0027 0.016 0.23 -1.65 

Foshan 32 2625 644.0 1981.0 115 10 0.0663 0.0017 0.0443 0.0013 0.026 1.88 1.11 

Mex 48 2625 643.9 1981.1 184 15 0.0823 0.0010 0.0644 0.0017 0.012 1.01 -1.28 

Reu 32 2625 644.1 1980.9 151 6 0.0712 0.0005 0.0582 0.0008 0.007 0.85 -0.94 

Piwi4              

Pooled 112 2592 620.0 1972.1 268 61 0.0729 0.0025 0.0817 0.0058 0.034 -0.36 -1.82 

Foshan 32 2592 620.1 1971.9 122 18 0.0610 0.0009 0.0489 0.0023 0.015 0.94 -2.05 

Mex 48 2592 619.8 1972.2 181 41 0.0692 0.0035 0.0658 0.0047 0.051 0.19 -0.87 

Reu 32 2592 620.1 1971.9 161 45 0.0699 0.0029 0.0645 0.0057 0.041 0.32 -1.79 

Piwi5              

Pooled 112 2745 653.1 2091.9 148 23 0.0457 0.0016 0.0428 0.0021 0.035 0.22 -0.66 

Foshan 32 2793 664.5 2128.5 58 8 0.0361 0.0018 0.0217 0.0009 0.050 2.47 2.78 

Mex 48 2745 652.9 2092.1 137 13 0.0470 0.0017 0.0473 0.0014 0.036 -0.02 0.65 

Reu 32 2793 663.4 2129.6 89 6 0.0326 0.0008 0.0333 0.0007 0.025 -0.08 0.40 

Piwi6 
             

Pooled 112 2661 649.0 2012.0 242 8 0.0805 0.0010 0.0705 0.0008 0.013 0.47 0.82 

Foshan 32 2661 648.3 2012.8 92 3 0.0632 0.0001 0.0352 0.0004 0.002 2.99 -1.69 

Mex 48 2661 649.9 2011.1 213 7 0.0840 0.0001 0.0739 0.0008 0.001 0.50 -2.33 

Reu 32 2661 648.5 2012.5 163 4 0.0784 0.0001 0.0624 0.0005 0.001 0.98 -2.01 

Piwi7 
             

Pooled 112 1977 469.8 1507.2 192 33 0.0877 0.0036 0.0772 0.0041 0.041 0.45 -0.42 

Foshan 32 1977 469.8 1507.2 118 15 0.0905 0.0034 0.0624 0.0025 0.038 1.71 1.25 

Mex 48 1977 469.9 1507.1 150 23 0.0905 0.0034 0.0719 0.0034 0.038 0.93 -0.04 

Reu 32 1977 469.6 1507.5 137 17 0.0803 0.0030 0.0724 0.0028 0.037 0.41 0.24 

 1 

Table 2. Polymorphism of Aedes albopictus Piwi genes in 

mosquitoes from the Foshan strain and wild-caught mosquitoes 

from La Reunion (Reu) and Mexico (Mex). Number of sequences 

(n), number of sites (L), segregating sites (S), polymorphism measured 

as  and , and the Tajima’s D statistic for both synonymous (s) and 

non-synonymous sites (a) for each gene and population  
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We used the McDonald-Kreitman test to detect signatures of natural selection 

and found signs of adaptive evolution for Piwi1/3 and Piwi6 consistent with 

divergent positive selection followed by purifying selection (Table 3A).  On 

the contrary, we found a significant deficit of non-synonymous substitutions 

and/or excess of polymorphic non-synonymous segregating sites for Piwi4, 

which may reflect the effect of intraspecific diversifying selection, as 

expected in genes involved in immunity. We then tested models for codon 

evolution to assess whether specific sites along the coding sequences of the 

Piwi genes may be involved in adaptive evolution (Table 3B). We found signs 

of positive selection at different sites, including sites in the proximity of the 

PAZ, MID and PIWI domains: for  Piwi1/3 we found one site displaying signs 

of positive selection in the linker region between PAZ and MID domains 

(referred to as Linker2) and one site in the MID domain; for Piwi4 two sites 

in the PAZ domain; for Piwi5 two sites in the N-terminus flexible domain 

(i.e. Flex domain) and for Piwi6 three sites, two in the Flex and one in the 

Linker2 domain. Haplotype reconstruction confirmed that these mutations 

can co-occur on the same gene, with the exception of the Y278D mutation 

with H287P in Piwi4 and the mutation A67P with G86S in Piwi6.  
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Table 3. A)  McDonald-Kreitman test for each Piwi gene using the 

orthologous sequences of Ae. aegypti as outgroup. NI = Neutrality 

Index; Alpha = proportion of base substitutions fixed by natural 

selection; P estimated using Fisher’s exact test.  B) 1 sites where signs 

of positive selection (ω > 1) were found; 2 reference amino acid and 

alternative missense variant; 3mean omega () value; 4probability that 

ω > 1 under the Bayes empirical Bayes (BEB) method (* = P > 0.95; ** 

= P > 0.99); 5protein domain based on computational predictions of 

molecular structures. Domains are as follows: Linker2, linker region 

between PAZ and MID; PAZ domain; MID domain; and Flex, the 

Flexible stretch at the N-terminus. 
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Finally, we estimated how variable the Piwi genes of Ae. albopictus are in 

comparison to genes that were previously identified as slow-evolving (SGs) 

and fast-evolving (FGs) (Pischedda et al., 2019).  Analyses of the overall 

level of polymorphism (LoP) of the aforementioned genes for each population 

showed that Piwi4, Piwi6 and Piwi7 are comparable to FGs, while Ago3 and 

Piwi5 do not significantly deviate from the LoP values of SGs. Piwi2 is twice 

as variable as SGs, while Piwi1/3 appears to be highly conserved (Figure 11).  

Figure 11. Volcano plot of the Level of polymorphism (LoP) comparison 

between slow-evolving genes (SGs), fast-evolving genes (FGs) and Piwi 

genes by population. The 0 line is the median value of the LoP of SGs, red 

shapes represent the values of LoP of  FGs and blue shapes represent the LoP 

of the Piwi genes. 
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5.1.3 Computational predictions of molecular structures 

The most-recent X-ray crystallography structure of Argonaute proteins were 

used as templates to compute predictions of three-dimensional molecular 

structures of the Piwi proteins. These models allowed us to gain insight on 

structural differences among the different Piwi proteins and to map the non-

synonymous variants we found to be under selection on the protein 3D 

structures (Figure 12). Our results revealed that, despite sequence 

heterogeneity among the different Piwi genes, the structure of the resulting 

proteins is highly conserved. We found high levels of amino acid 

conservation in the inner pocket corresponding to the RNA binding site, while 

the protein surface is significantly less conserved. These results are in 

concordance with what was found in D. melanogaster.  No polymorphism 

Figure 12. Computational homology models of the Ae. Albopictus Piwi 

proteins. A) Superposition of cartoon representations of Piwi homology 

models, with highlight of domain organization. B) overview of the ammino 

acid sequence conservation mapped on three-dimensional homology 

models 
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that could lead to a loss of RNA bind and/or slicing activity was found, 

indicating that all the Piwis should have maintained Argonaute-like functions. 

The variants under selection did not locate in or near the RNA binding site or 

in the processing sites, indicating that such variants are unlikely to alter 

protein folding, although they might alter protein stability. 

5.1.4 Expression profile of Piwi genes throughout mosquito development  

We analyzed the expression pattern of the Piwi genes during the 

developmental stages of Ae. albopcitus. In particular we looked at early 

embryogenesis (4-8h after oviposition), late embryogenesis (8-16h and 16-

24h), 1st instar larvae, 4th instar larvae, pupae and adult stages. Adults were 

analyzed as males and females separately; moreover, females were either kept 

Figure 13. Heatmap representations of log10 transformed fold-change 

expression values of each Piwi gene throughout development 
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on sugar diet or given a blood meal and then dissected to remove their ovaries, 

which were analyzed independently (Figure 13). 

Our analysis compared the expression levels of sugar fed adult females with 

all the other conditions. Our results indicate that all the Piwi genes are initially 

expressed during embryogenesis and then their expression drops in juvenile 

stages (larvae to pupae). Ago3, Piwi1/3, Piwi2 and Piwi6 showed a second 

peak of expression in adult females and their ovaries. On the contrary, Piwi4, 

Piwi5 and Piwi7 expression levels increased 100 to 1000 times in sugar-fed 

females compared to pupae, but not in ovaries nor in blood-fed samples, 

where the expression levels were not different from the ones of the juvenile 

stages. Consistently with the data analyzed from publicly available RNA-seq 

experiments, Piwi7 is the least expressed gene, making it nearly undetectable 

after embryonic development.  

In conclusion, Ago3 and all Piwi genes were highly expressed in embryos 

compared to all other developmental stages. In adults, they were all more 

expressed in females than males. Expression in ovaries was generally higher 

than in carcasses, in both sugar- and blood-fed females. Differences in 

carcasses vs. ovaries expression were more pronounced after blood-meal for 

Ago3, Piwi1/3 and Piwi6, whereas the expression of Piwi2 was twice higher 

in sugar- vs. blood-fed ovaries. 

5.1.5 Infection experiments 

We analysed the transmission efficiency and the number of viral particles in 

the saliva of 30 individual Foshan mosquitoes for each time point and each 

virus (i.e. 4 and 14 dpi for CHIKV, 4 and 21 dpi for DENV). The same 

mosquitoes were then dissected removing their ovaries. Carcasses and ovaries 
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were pooled into groups of 15 for subsequent DNA and RNA extractions. 

Early (4 dpi) and late (14 and 21 dpi) infection RNA samples were used for 

RT-qPCR experiments, while DNA and small RNA extracted from late 

infection samples were used for the analyses of NIRVS landscape/integration 

and small RNA production (chapters 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). 

Transmission efficiency (i.e. the proportion of mosquitoes with infectious 

saliva among the total number of mosquitoes tested) analyses revealed that 

CHIKV could be readily detected at 4 dpi in 40% of the mosquitoes, 

increasing to nearly 60% at 14 dpi. For DENV, all the saliva retrieved at 4 dpi 

was found to be non-infectious, while transmission efficiency was found at 

~30% at 21 dpi, although with very low number of viral particles (average 

below 5). These results are in line with previous reports (for instance: Calvez 

et al., 2017; Amraoui et al., 2019) 

5.1.6 Expression of Piwi genes following arboviral infection 

Piwi genes expression was also evaluated following arboviral infection with 

DENV 1 and CHIKV 0621 (Figure 14). Carcasses and ovaries were analysed 

separately during early stages (i.e. 4dpi) and late stages of infection (i.e. 14dpi 

for CHIKV and 21dpi for DENV).  Our results indicate a complex picture 

where significant differences exist when analysing different tissues, viral 

species, time point and Piwi genes. Briefly, all the Piwi genes were 

upregulated in CHIKV-infected ovaries during the early stages of infection, 
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while no significant increase in expression levels was found in DENV-

infected ovaries. This is in line with the different tropisms of the two viruses: 

Figure 14. Heatmap representations of log10 transformed fold-change 

expression pattern of Piwi genes following viral infection normalized with 

respect to sugar-fed samples. Expression was verified in ovaries and 

carcasses separately, during the early and late stages of infections, that is 4 

dpi for both viruses and 14 or 21 dpi for CHIKV and DENV, respectively. 

Each day post-infection was analysed with respect to sugar and blood-fed 

controls of the same day. * indicates significant difference (P<0.05) between 

infected samples and the corresponding blood-fed control. 
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CHIKV is able to spread throughout the mosquito body in the first 2 to 6 dpi, 

whereas DENV is hardly found in ovaries in the same time window (Liu et 

al., 2017). Still in ovaries, Piwi genes expression levels dropped during the 

late stages of infection between 3 (Piwi5) to 20 (Piwi7) times with respect to 

the values observed at 4 dpi; however, they remained higher than the 

corresponding expression values in ovaries of both sugar- and blood-fed 

mosquitoes. On the contrary, 21 dpi DENV-infected ovaries showed a general 

increment in Piwi expression levels, although it was not statistically higher 

than the ones found for blood-fed mosquitoes. 

A different scenario was found in carcasses: at 4dpi, the Piwi genes were up-

regulated in DENV-infected samples and down-regulated in CHIKV-infected 

samples. In particular, Ago3, Piwi1/3, Piwi2, Piwi6 and Piwi7 were 

significantly more expressed in DENV-infected carcasses when compared to 

blood-fed mosquitoes, while Piwi1/3, Piwi4, Piwi6 and Piwi7 were 

significantly under-expressed in CHIKV-infected carcasses. However, the 

situation changed in late stages of infection, when expression in DENV-

infected carcasses decreased to similar levels as in blood-fed control 

mosquitoes, while in CHIKV-infected carcasses the expression levels rose up 

to the point that one gene, Piwi5, was found to be significantly over-

expressed. 

Taken together, these observations support the hypothesis of an early 

activation of the piRNA pathway when mosquitoes were infected with 

DENV-1, whereas CHIKV infection lead to a later activation. Piwi5 was 

elicited both during DENV and CHIKV infection, therefore we can 

hypothesize a general antiviral role for this gene. However, other Piwi genes 
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seem to be involved in the antiviral response, such as Piwi6 and Piwi1/3 or 

Piwi4 and Ago3 during infection with DENV and CHIKV, respectively. 

5.1.7 Temperature induced changes in Piwi genes expression 

Since it started spreading throughout the continents, Ae. albopictus has come 

to inhabit different climatic regions than those of its native range in South 

East Asia. I therefore investigated the impact that a temperate climate might 

have on the expression profile of the Piwi genes, both at larval and adult stage 

(Figure 15). Analyses at 18°C and 32°C compared to the 28°C control 

temperature showed that Ago3 is significantly up-regulated in larvae at higher 

temperatures and in adults at lower temperatures. Piwi2 is also significantly 

upregulated in larvae at higher temperatures, while it is downregulated in both 

larvae and adults at lower temperatures. Piwi5 is down-regulated in larvae at 

32°C and Piwi6 displayed significant differences when comparing 18 to 32°C 

in larvae. These results suggest a complex scenario where changes in 

temperature can affect different Piwi genes in different manners, with 

differences also depending on the developmental stage of the mosquito. 

Unfortunately, much is still unknown on the biological roles of the distinct 

Piwi genes, therefore these results, for the time being, are descriptive and will 
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require future studies to link such changes to possible phenotypic effects.  

Figure 15. Fragments Per Kilobase Million (FPKM) counts for each Piwi 

gene in larvae and adults reared at low (18°C) standard (28°C) and high 

(32°C) temperature. 
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5.2 NIRVS and arboviral infection 

 

I analysed viral DNA forms (vDNA), signs of novel integrations and the small 

RNA production during the late stages of infection with either CHIKV 

(14dpi) or DENV (21dpi), in both carcasses and ovaries. In particular, I 

focused my attention on the different classes of small RNA molecules (i.e. 

siRNAs, miRNAs and piRNAs), which I identified based on their lengths and 

known-nucleotide biases (i.e. siRNAs and miRNAs are 20-25nt in length, 

piRNAs are 26-32nt in length and primary piRNAs are characterized by 

Uridine at position 1 (Elbashir et al., 2001; Brennecke et al., 2007a; 

Arensburger et al., 2011; Weick and Miska, 2014; Hu et al., 2015; Maharaj 

et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Bryant et al., 2019).  

5.2.1 vDNAs and novel NIRVS profile during persistent DENV or 

CHIKV infections  

We could not detect any new NIRVS, nor vDNA forms in any of the WGS 

data analysed. However, through a PCR-based screen using overlapping 

primers covering the whole viral genome, we could detect a 430bp sequence 

of the CHIKV Cap gene in CHIKV-infected carcasses and ovaries at both 4 

and 14 dpi. In a published experiment, vDNA forms from CHIKV were 

detected in Ae. aegypti mosquitoes of a recently laboratory-adapted strain 

from Thailand, 9 days post CHIKV infection and using primers that amplify 

a region upstream of the CHIKV cap gene (Goic et al., 2016). 

We therefore hypothesize that either the amount of vDNA forms is too low 

to be detected by the coverage of our WGS data, different vDNA forms are 

generated in different experiments depending on the viral genotype and 
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mosquito strain used or/and vDNA forms are not completely stable and most 

are lost once infection has become persistent.  

The amount of remaining DNA from the infected samples prevents me to 

design genome walking or other experiments to test whether the amplified 

fragment is episomal or integrated.  

5.2.2 Small RNA profile during persistent DENV or CHIKV infections  

si-miRNAs and piRNAs that map against CHIKV- and DENV-1 were 

identified in all infected samples. Overall si-miRNAs were quantitatively 

more than piRNAs. Moreover, signals from ovaries were lower than those 

from carcasses. Strand bias analysis revealed that both si-miRNAs and 

piRNAs are predominantly in sense orientation with respect to the viral 

genome, establishing the basis for targeted processing of the negative strand 

of incoming viral genomes, which is the replicative form of both Flaviviruses 

and Alphaviruses (Table 4).  

Both CHIKV and DENV are positive sense RNA viruses and require a 

 

 
piRNAs si-miRNAs 

 Sample 
Forward reads 
count (RPKM) 

Reverse reads 
count (RPKM) 

Forward reads 
count (RPKM) 

Reverse reads 
count (RPKM) 

CHIKV 
Ovaries 7.55 1.41 19.98 20.97 

Carcasses 86.51 12.00 417.42 266.92 

DENV 
Ovaries 0.65 0.10 4.55 3.05 

Carcasses 24.23 1.37 96.86 32.12 

 

Table 4. Strand bias analysis for piRNAs and si-miRNAs of ovaries and 

carcasses at late stages of infection with CHIKV and DENV 
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negative strand RNA form for the synthesis of their genomic positive RNAs 

that is packaged into capsids and exit the infected cell. Signs of ping-pong 

amplification could be found in CHIKV-infected ovaries and carcasses, but 

not in DENV-infected ovaries and DENV-infected carcasses (Figure 16). Few 

reads were found for piRNAs in DENV-infected ovaries (211 and 178 in the 

two replicates, respectively), therefore we cannot exclude that ping-pong 

signatures may be found at higher depth of coverage. However, count of 

piRNAs normalized on library sizes indicate that piRNAs production in 

DENV-infected ovaries is low, with an average RPKM of 0.75. This result 

implies low piRNA response in DENV-infected ovaries which correlates with 

a lower expression of Piwi genes in ovaries than carcasses of DENV-infected 

mosquitoes. My results are also in agreement with recently published data 

showing a lack of ping-pong signature in DENV-2 infected Ae. albopictus 

samples (Wang et al., 2018). 

Profile of si-miRNAs showed no hotspots across all samples and for both 

CHIKV and DENV (Figure 17A). On the contrary, piRNA profiles were not 

homogenous, with peaks towards the genomic 5’end of both viruses. 

Specifically, for CHIKV-infected samples, piRNAs coverage increases after 

position 7500 of the CHIKV genome in both ovary and carcass samples, with 

distinct peaks in the regions between 7587-7616, 7949-7976, 8645-8673, 

10665-10693 and 11005-1106, which include the coding sequences for the 

structural proteins Cap, gpE3, gpE2 and gpE1. In DENV-infected samples, 

piRNA coverage was more uniform, but again a concrete increase was 

noticeable after position 5000 of the DENV reference genome, with distinct 

peaks between positions 8325-8352, 9991-10017 and 10105-10135, which 
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correspond to the coding sequences for the non-structural proteins NS3, 

NS4A, NS4B and NS5  (Figure 17B). 

The identification of a different piRNA profile between DENV- and CHIKV 

infected samples and the position of the peaks is consistent with what 

observed with different strains of Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus and also cell-

lines infected with CHIKV and DENV, suggesting this is a consistent signal 

of DENV and CHIKV independent of the combination of Aedes spp. strain 

and viral genotype used (Miesen et al., 2016b). The coverage range in DENV-

infected ovaries was the lowest among all tested conditions (peak value = 10 

reads), again showing a low piRNAs response in DENV-infected ovaries. 

Figure 16. Ping-pong signature in ovaries and carcasses of CHIKV- and 

DENV-infected samples. Bar height represents the probability that the reads 

are ping-pong-derived expressed as 1-FDR (False Discovery Rate). 
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Small RNAs were also mapped on the NIRVS of the Ae. albopictus genome. 

Because of the sequence identity among some NIRVS, small RNAs may not 

be unambiguously assigned to single NIRVS. As a consequence, we analysed 

Figure 17. Coverage of si-miRNAs (A) and piRNAs (B) mapping on the 

viral sequences of CHIKV and DENV in infected ovaries and carcasses. 

The height of the bars is on relative scales and cannot be compared across 

conditions. 
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results at two levels: first we focused on small RNAs and identified those that 

are significantly differentially expressed (DE) between infected and control 

(blood-fed) samples; these small RNA molecules may map to different 

NIRVS (Figure 18).Then we identified the NIRVS with a small RNA profile 

significantly different between infected and control samples by re-mapping 

all small RNAs to NIRVSs and assigning reads that mapped to more than one 

NIRVS to each NIRVS with equal probability; please note that by looking at 

single NIRVS (level 2) I “normalise” the small RNA profile (Figure 18).  

 

 

Single molecule counts of si-miRNAs and piRNAs revealed that in all 

conditions a fraction of small RNAs mapping to NIRVS is DE following 

arboviral infections. Differently than the overall profile observed across the 

viral genomes, which showed more si-miRNAs than piRNAs, on NIRVS we 

saw more piRNAs than si-miRNAs, with total piRNA expression being about 

Figure 18. Representation of the strategy used for the small RNA analysis. 

First, single molecules were counted and referred to all NIRVS they mapped 

on; this analysis informs on how individual small RNAs are expressed. 

Secondly, individual NIRVS were considered, with all the small RNA 

molecules mapping within their boundaries; this analysis informs on the total 

small RNA profile of entire NIRVS. 
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8 times higher than that of si-miRNAs. NIRVS also displayed different 

expression levels during infection, with differences depending on viral 

species and tissue. 

5.2.3 Expression profile of si-miRNAs 

Few si-miRNAs were found to be significantly up or down regulated in 

CHIKV-infected ovaries, CHIKV-infected carcasses and DENV-infected 

ovaries (1, 2 and 3, respectively), while 154 significantly DE si-miRNAs were 

found in DENV-infected carcasses. Of the 154 DE si-miRNAs, 131 were 

over-expressed and 23 under-expressed in DENV-infected with respect to 

control carcasses (Figure 19). DE si-miRNAs were mapped against NIRVS 

and binomial test showed that DE si-miRNAs between DENV-infected and 

control carcasses were enriched in NIRVS located in piRNA clusters (p = 

1.50e-6), including Rhabdo-NIRVS (p = 3.49e-15) as well as Flavi-NIRVS 

(p = 0.003). Flavi-NIRVS with DE si-miRNAs in infected samples included 

NIRVS corresponding to the NS2, E and NS5 encoding regions of the 

Flavivirus genome.  
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When I analysed si-miRNAs mapping to each NIRVS rather than looking at 

individual small RNA molecules, I detected  13 NIRVS whose si-miRNA 

profile was significantly DE between CHIKV-infected ovaries and CHIKV-

control ovaries (6 up-regulated, 7 down-regulated), 51 NIRVS whose si-

miRNA profile was significantly DE in CHIKV-infected versus control 

carcasses (43 up-regulated, 8 down-regulated), 9 NIRVS whose si-miRNA 

Figure 19. Differential expression (DE) of si-miRNAs represented by 

average log counts-per-million (CPM) on the x-axis and log fold-change on 

the y-axis. Red dots indicate significantly over-expressed si-miRNAs and 

blue dots significantly under-expressed si-miRNAs upon infection compared 

to blood-fed controls. 
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profile was significantly DE in DENV-infected versus control ovaries (5 up-

regulated, 4 down-regulated) and 261 NIRVS whose si-miRNA profile was 

DE in DENV-infected versus control carcasses (234 up-regulated, 27 down-

regulated) (Figure 20). Overall, these results show that a relatively small 

number of si-miRNAs are significantly DE during persistent infection of 

CHIKV and DENV whereas the small RNA profile of NIRVS include several 

Figure 20. NIRVS profile based on si-miRNAs expression represented by 

average log counts-per-million (CPM) on the x-axis and log fold-change on 

the y-axis. Red dots represent NIRVS whose si-miRNA profile is 

significantly over-expressed and blue dots represent NIRVS whose si-

miRNA profile is significantly under-expressed upon infection compared to 

blood-fed controls. 
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DE NIRVS, with larger changes in DENV-infected carcasses.  

5.2.4 Expression profile of piRNAs  

For experiments of CHIKV infection,  2 piRNA molecules were found DE in 

infected vs control ovaries, none in carcasses. The number of piRNA 

molecules DE between infected vs control samples increased to 118 in ovaries 

(46 over-expressed, 72 under-expressed) and 111 in carcasses (37 over-

expressed, 75 under-expressed) for DENV experiments (Figure 21).  The 

piRNA molecules that are DE in infected vs control samples were mapped on 

NIRVS and binomial test showed an enrichment in Rhabdo-NIRVS (p = 

3.86e-30 and p = 4.84e-12, respectively) for piRNAs that are DE in DENV-

infected ovaries and carcasses; in NIRVS mapping in piRNA clusters (p = 

0.0004) for piRNAs that are DE in DENV-infected vs control carcasses.  

The analyses of the piRNA profile of NIRVS showed 29 and 11 NIRVS with 

piRNAs that are DE in CHIKV-infected vs control ovaries and carcasses, 

respectively (i.e. 22 up- and 7 down-regulated in ovaries; 9 up- and 2 down-

regulated in carcasses);  22 and 126 NIRVS with piRNAs that are DE in 

DENV-infected vs control ovaries and carcasses, respectively (5 up-, 17 

down-regulated in ovaries; 90 up- and 36 down-regulated in carcasses) 

(Figure 22). Interestingly, we observed that during viral infection both with 

CHIKV and DENV down-regulated NIRVS could produce over-expressed 

small RNAs, in accordance with a small RNA profile not homogeneous, but 

with hotspots, as observed for the small RNA profile on the viral genome.  
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Figure 21. Differential expression (DE) of piRNAs represented by average 

log counts-per-million (CPM) on the x-axis and log fold-change on the y-

axis. Red dots indicate significantly over-expressed piRNAs and blue dots 

significantly under-expressed piRNAs upon infection compared to blood-fed 

controls. 
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Figure 23 summarizes the number of NIRVS whose small RNA profile is 

significantly DE during infection and highlights the number of shared NIRVS 

among tissues and conditions. 

Figure 22. NIRVS profile based on piRNAs expression represented by 

average log counts-per-million (CPM) on the x-axis and log fold-change on 

the y-axis. Red dots represent NIRVS whose piRNA profile is significantly 

over-expressed and blue dots represent NIRVS whose piRNA profile is 

significantly under-expressed upon infection compared to blood-fed controls. 
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5.2.5 NIRVS-small RNAs and Ae. albopictus transcripts  

To check for an effect on the virus, I re-blasted against the genomes of the 

CHIKV and DENV1, used in infection experiments, the NIRVS-small RNA 

molecules that had been found to be DE in infected vs control samples. 

However, I did not obtain any match, a not surprising result based on the low 

sequence similarity between Ae. albopictus NIRVS and either CHIKV or 

Figure 23. Venn diagram of shared NIRVS presenting DE small RNA 

profiles during infection compared to blood-fed controls in ovaries and 

carcasses. NIRVS are grouped according to tissue (ovaries, carcasses) and 

over- or under-expression of the small RNA profiles. 
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DENV-1 (Figure 24). Because of this result, I tested whether these small 

RNAs could also map elsewhere in the Ae. albopictus genome. I retrieved the 

transcript sequences of all blast matches on the transcripts of Ae. albopictus 

and performed Gene ontology analyses using Blast2GO (Götz et al., 2008) to 

find terms related to the likely targets of regulation (table 5). 

 

Figure 24. Box plot representing NIRVS identity (divided by viral family) 

with respect to the genome of the infecting Chikungunya and Dengue 

viruses. 
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Hereafter, I describe the GO terms, focusing on biological process (P:) and 

molecular function (F:) of the identified transcripts. For clarity of exposition 

I describe transcripts identified as hits of DE piRNAs or si-miRNAs, 

respectively.  

GO terms of transcripts that are blast hits for piRNAs. A total of 33 

molecular function and 33 biological process GO terms were found associated 

to transcripts targeted by piRNAs DE between infected and control samples 

(Table 6A).  These terms were variably recurrent. For molecular function, 

terms included RNA-directed-RNA-polymerase (RDRP), nucleic acid 

binding (found both in ovaries and carcasses) and helicase activity (found 

only in carcasses) in DENV-infected samples (Figure 25A,B). For biological 

process, in the “under-expressed piRNAs” group it is worth mentioning RNA 

templated transcription (in ovaries and carcasses), DNA integration and 

transmembrane transport (both found only in carcasses) (Figure 26A). These 

terms were not found in the “over-expressed piRNAs” group (Figure 26B).  

 

Table 5. Detection of transcripts targeted by over- and under-expressed 

piRNAs and si-miRNAs across the different tested conditions. * indicates 

that for this condition, no small RNA significantly DE was found in 

previous analyses, and thus blast analysis was not performed. 

 

Infection Tissue 

piRNAs si-miRNAs 

Over-

expressed 

Under-

expressed 

Over-

expressed 

Under-

expressed 

DENV 
Ovaries 17 45 1 0* 

Carcasses 7 54 192 12 

CHIKV 
Ovaries 2 0* 0 0* 

Carcasses 0* 0* 0* 20 
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Figure 25. Alluvial plot representing the connection between molecular function 

GO terms (left) and the analyzed conditions (right). Numbers reflect the total 

amount of time a same GO term was found. A) Results for the transcripts targeted 

by under-expressed piRNAs during infection. B) Results for the transcripts 

targeted by over-expressed piRNAs during infection. 

A 
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Figure 26. Alluvial plot representing the connection between biological process 

GO terms (left) and the analyzed conditions (right). Numbers reflect the total 

amount of time a same GO term was found. A) Results for the transcripts targeted 

by under-expressed piRNAs during infection. B) Results for the transcripts 

targeted by over-expressed piRNAs during infection. 

A 
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GO terms of transcripts that are blast hits for si-miRNAs. For transcripts 

that are blast hit of NIRVS-si-miRNAs which were identified as DE in 

infected vs control samples, 23 molecular function and 20 biological process 

GO terms were retrieved (Table 6B). Mostly, these terms were found in the 

“over-expressed si-miRNAs” group for DENV-infected carcasses. However, 

RDRP was again found both in the over- and under-expressed groups and in 

both ovaries and carcasses (Figure 27A). For biological process, we again 

found terms related to RNA templated transcription, DNA integration and 

transposition, these last two only in carcasses (Figure 27B).  

 

It is worth pointing out that terms related to transcription, RNA- templated 

and RNA-directed 5'-3' RNA polymerase activity refer to one transcript 

(AALF020122-RA), which is annotated as rhabdoviral-like polymerase and 

contains NIRVS_313.  
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Figure 27. Alluvial plot for molecular function (A) and biological process (B) 

GO terms of transcripts targeted by over or under-expressed si-miRNAs during 

DENV infection 

A 
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CHIKV-infected

Process  Ovaries Carcasses  Ovaries Carcasses  Ovaries

P:7-methylguanosine mRNA capping 2 2 2 1 0

P:endoplasmic reticulum to Golgi vesicle-mediated transport 0 0 0 1 0

P:intracellular protein transport 0 0 0 1 0

P:7-methylguanosine mRNA capping 2 2 2 1 0

P:mRNA export from nucleus 0 0 2 0 0

P:mRNA processing 0 0 2 0 0

P:ribosome biogenesis 0 0 2 0 0

P:transcription, DNA-templated 1 0 1 0 0

P:chitin metabolic process 0 0 0 0 1

P:proteolysis 0 2 0 0 1

P:transcription, RNA-templated 3 2 0 0 0

P:7-methylguanosine mRNA capping 2 2 2 1 0

P:RNA 5'-cap (guanine-N7)-methylation 2 2 0 0 0

P:calcium ion transmembrane transport 1 0 0 0 0

P:carbohydrate metabolic process 1 1 0 0 0

P:GPI anchor biosynthetic process 1 0 0 0 0

P:intracellular transport 1 0 0 0 0

P:peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation 1 1 0 0 0

P:proton transmembrane transport 1 0 0 0 0

P:regulation of transcription, DNA-templated 1 0 0 0 0

P:transcription, DNA-templated 1 0 1 0 0

P:7-methylguanosine mRNA capping 2 2 2 1 0

P:biosynthetic process 0 1 0 0 0

P:carbohydrate metabolic process 1 1 0 0 0

P:DNA integration 0 4 0 0 0

P:intracellular signal transduction 0 2 0 0 0

P:peptidyl-tyrosine phosphorylation 1 1 0 0 0

P:protein phosphorylation 0 2 0 0 0

P:proteolysis 0 2 0 0 1

P:RNA 5'-cap (guanine-N7)-methylation 2 2 0 0 0

P:transcription, RNA-templated 3 2 0 0 0

P:transmembrane transport 0 1 0 0 0

P:transposition 0 1 0 0 0

DENV-infected

Under-expressed piRNAs Over-expressed piRNAs

CHIKV-infected

Function  Ovaries Carcasses  Ovaries Carcasses  Ovaries

F:ATP binding 4 8 2 1 0

F:protein binding 4 4 1 0 1

F:RNA-directed 5'-3' RNA polymerase activity 3 2 3 1 0

F:mRNA (guanine-N7-)-methyltransferase activity 2 2 2 1 0

F:nucleic acid binding 1 4 1 0 0

F:metal ion binding 2 2 0 0 0

F:RNA binding 1 2 1 0 0

F:zinc ion binding 1 1 1 1 0

F:calcium ion binding 1 0 1 1 0

F:beta-N-acetylhexosaminidase activity 1 1 0 0 0

F:binding 1 1 0 0 0

F:non-membrane spanning protein tyrosine kinase activity 1 1 0 0 0

F:RNA helicase activity 0 2 0 0 0

F:actin binding 0 1 0 0 0

F:aspartic-type endopeptidase activity 0 1 0 0 0

F:calcium transmembrane transporter activity, phosphorylative mechanism 1 0 0 0 0

F:catalytic activity 1 0 0 0 0

F:chitin binding 0 0 0 0 1

F:DNA-binding transcription factor activity 1 0 0 0 0

F:hydrolase activity 1 0 0 0 0

F:metalloendopeptidase activity 0 1 0 0 0

F:motor activity 0 1 0 0 0

F:oxidoreductase activity 0 0 0 1 0

F:protein dimerization activity 1 0 0 0 0

F:protein kinase activity 0 1 0 0 0

F:protein kinase C activity 0 1 0 0 0

F:proton-transporting ATP synthase activity, rotational mechanism 1 0 0 0 0

F:proton-transporting ATPase activity, rotational mechanism 1 0 0 0 0

F:pyridoxal phosphate binding 0 1 0 0 0

F:scavenger receptor activity 0 0 0 0 1

F:serine-type endopeptidase activity 0 0 0 0 1

F:transaminase activity 0 1 0 0 0

F:transmembrane transporter activity 0 1 0 0 0

DENV-infected

Under-expressed piRNAs Over-expressed piRNAs
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B 

Under-expressed siRNAs

Function Ovaries

F:ARF guanyl-nucleotide exchange factor activity 0 1 0

F:aspartic-type endopeptidase activity 0 1 0

F:ATP binding 1 7 1

F:calcium transmembrane transporter activity, phosphorylative mechanism 0 1 0

F:catalytic activity 0 2 0

F:cystathionine beta-synthase activity 0 1 0

F:GTP binding 0 1 0

F:lipid transporter activity 0 1 0

F:mRNA (guanine-N7-)-methyltransferase activity 1 2 1

F:nuclear export signal receptor activity 0 1 0

F:nucleic acid binding 0 3 0

F:protein binding 0 2 0

F:protein kinase activity 0 1 0

F:proton-transporting ATP synthase activity, rotational mechanism 0 1 0

F:proton-transporting ATPase activity, rotational mechanism 0 1 0

F:Ran GTPase binding 0 1 0

F:RNA binding 0 2 0

F:RNA helicase activity 0 1 0

F:RNA-directed 5'-3' RNA polymerase activity 1 2 1

F:serine-type endopeptidase activity 0 2 0

F:serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity 0 1 0

F:translation elongation factor activity 0 1 0

F:zinc ion binding 0 2 0

Over-expressed siRNAs

Carcasses

Under-expressed siRNAs

Process Ovaries

P:7-methylguanosine mRNA capping 1 2 1

P:calcium ion transmembrane transport 0 1 0

P:cysteine biosynthetic process from serine 0 1 0

P:cysteine biosynthetic process via cystathionine 0 1 0

P:DNA integration 0 1 0

P:intracellular protein transport 0 2 0

P:lipid transport 0 1 0

P:negative regulation of endopeptidase activity 0 1 0

P:nuclear export 0 1 0

P:protein phosphorylation 0 1 0

P:protein refolding 0 1 0

P:proteolysis 0 3 0

P:proton transmembrane transport 0 1 0

P:regulation of alternative mRNA splicing, via spliceosome 0 1 0

P:regulation of ARF protein signal transduction 0 1 0

P:RNA 5'-cap (guanine-N7)-methylation 1 2 1

P:transcription, RNA-templated 1 2 1

P:translational elongation 0 1 0

P:transposition 0 1 0

P:vesicle-mediated transport 0 1 0

Over-expressed siRNAs

Carcasses

Table 6. Gene ontology terms retrieved for transcripts targeted by DE piRNAs 

(A) and si-miRNAs (B) during infection. GO terms related to molecular function 

and biological process are reported. 
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5.3 Life history traits of Ae. albopictus 

 

Quantifying mosquito fitness traits is key to predict epidemics of mosquito-

borne diseases and to organize effective control programs. Due to the recent 

expansion of Ae. albopictus on global scale and the different climatic regions 

where this mosquito species now dwells, different life history traits are likely 

to have arisen. To gain insight on such differences, we analyzed and 

compared the life history traits of three field-collected populations (Crema, 

Cr; Thailand, Ta and La Reunion island, LaR) and two laboratory strains 

(Foshan, Fo and Rimini, Ri).    

Overall, average larval-to-pupal developmental time was of 6.738 days ± 

0.793. Development of Fo and Ri mosquitoes was generally delayed one day 

than that of mosquitoes from the three recently-derived strains (Figure 28); 

differences were statistically significant between Fo and Cr mosquitoes 

(H=4.48, p=0.0034) and between Ri and both Ta (H=6.48, p=0.011) and Cr 

mosquitoes (H=7.406, p=0.0065). Larval viability was > 0.9 in all strains and 

emerging adults showed a significantly higher percentage of males or females 

in the Fo and Ta strains, respectively (Table 7).  
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Figure 28. Distribution of the larval-to-pupal developmental time across 

ten replicates of 50 larvae each for each strain.  
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Average wingspan was 1.924±0.274 mm for males and 2.441±0.254 for 

females. Fo and Ri mosquitoes showed the smallest and largest wingspan 

across all analyzed strains, respectively. In all strains, females were 

significantly larger than males (Table 8A). Differences in wingspan were 

statistically significant also across strains, with the exception of mosquitoes 

from the LaR and Cr strains (Table 8B and 8C).  

Survival curves for male and female mosquitoes of each strain are shown in 

Figure 29. In all strains, females had longer average life-span (50.0996 days 

± 1.1356) than males (45.0197 days ± 1.2095) (Table 9). Survival curves of 

Table 4. Average (±standar deviation) of larval viability and pupae sex ratio across strains.  
 
strain Larval viability1  Pupae sex ratio2 
  Males Females Mann-Whitney test 
Fo 0.976±0.020 25.5±3.47 (51%) 21±2.58 (42%);  Z=-2.65; p=0.008 
Ri 0.928±0.037 23.4±3.20 (46.8%) 23±2.58 (46%);  Z=-0.26; p=0.795 
LaR 0.928±0.042 23.9±2.91 (47.8%) 24±2.41 (48%);  Z=0; p=1 
Ta 0.958±0.037 22.7±2.31 (45.2%) 26.1±2.18 (52.2%);  Z=2.68; p=0.007 
Cr 0.948±0.010 23.2±1.72 (46.4%) 24.2±1.66 (48.4%);  Z=0.98; p=0.327 

 
1Larvale viability is the proportion of larvae becoming pupae. 
2Sex was scored when adult emerged, starting from 50 larvae in each of the 10 pans/strain. Number of female and male does not add to 50 because 
of larval and pupal mortality.  
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1Larval viability is the proportion of larvae becoming pupae 
2Sex was scored when adult emerged, starting from 50 larvae in each of 

the 10 pans/strain. Numbers of females and males do not add to 50 because 

of larval and pupal mortality. 

 

Table 7. Distribution of the larval-to-pupal developmental time across ten 

replicates of 50 larvae each for each strain. 
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females showed the majority of mosquitoes starting to dye after 40 days, 

whereas survival curves of males showed a more gradual mortality over time. 

Significant differences between sexes were observed in the two long-adapted 

strains, Foshan and Rimini, and in the La Reunion strain (Table 9A). Survival 

curves of females of the Rimini strain were statistically-significantly different 

than those of all recently-derived strains, with Rimini females have a longer 

average survival time.    

  

Table 5. Results of T test-based comparisons of wing lenght between males and females within strains (A), between males across strains (B) and 
between females across strains (C). 
 
 
A-Within strains, males and females  
 

 

Strains Males (mean ± SD) Females (mean ± SD) T-test (t-Ratio, prob.) 
Fo 1.547±0.074 2.074±0.066  -32.548, <0.001 
Ri 2.264±0.063 2.784±0.084 -37.949, <0.001 

LaR 2.066±0.069 2.542±0.070 -47.009, <0.001 
Ta 1.680±0.073 2.294±0.109 -30.089, <0.001 
Cr 2.054±0.054 2.512±0.075 -41.266, <0.001 

 
 
B-Across strains, males (t-Ratio, probability) 

 
Fo 

 
 
Ri 

 
 
LaR 

 
 
Ta 

Fo     
Ri 57.349, <0.001    

LaR 30.188, <0.001 -18.021, <0.001   
Ta 11.608, <0.001 -22.867 <0.001 -27.571, <0.001  
Cr 29.562, <0.001 -16.562 <0.001 -1.137, 0.261 31.017, <0.001 

 
 
C-Across strains, females (t-Ratio, probability) 

 
Fo 

 
 
Ri 

 
 
LaR 

 
 
Ta 

Fo     
Ri 48.502, <0.001    

LaR 37.228, <0.001 -15.697, <0.001   
Ta 10.0748, <0.001 -45.299 <0.001 -12.497, <0.001  
Cr 45.246, <0.001 -17.697 <0.001 -2.132, 0.038 10.934, <0.001 

 

Table 8. Results of T test-based comparisons of wing length between 

males and females within strains (A), between males across strains (B) and 

between females across strains (C). 
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Figure 29. Survival curves of males (M) and females (F) of each strain. The 

Log-Rank values (ChiSquare, probability) for the comparison of the 

survival curves between males and females are shown below each figure. 
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5.4 Side projects 

 

Based on my expertise in population genetics and analyses of small RNAs, I 

was involved in a number of projects, besides my main phD project. I briefly 

summarize here the two main side projects I contributed to.  

5.4.1 Pyrethroid resistance in Ae. albopictus mosquitoes 

I worked with Dr Alessandra Tancredi in her project on tracing the temporal 

and geographical distribution of resistance to pyrethroids in Ae. albopictus 

mosquitoes. Application of pyrethroids is among the most widely-used 

interventions for vector control, especially in the presence of an arboviral 

outbreak. Studies are emerging that reveal phenotypic resistance in Ae. 

albopictus populations and monitor mutations at the target site, the para 

sodium channel gene, primarily on a local scale (Kamgang et al., 2011; 

Vontas et al., 2012; Karunaratne et al., 2013; Ngoagouni et al., 2016; Smith 

et al., 2016; Moyes et al., 2017; Estep et al., 2018; Pichler et al., 2018). Dr. 

Tancredi genotyped 512 Ae. albopictus mosquitoes sampled between 2011 

and 2018 from twelve geographic sites, including those from the native home 

range and invaded areas, at the all currently known five codons of the para 

sodium channel gene with mutations predictive of resistance phenotype to 

pyrethroids in Aedes spp. mosquitoes (hereafter called kdr mutations) (Du et 

al., 2015; Haddi et al., 2017; Moyes et al., 2017; Saavedra-Rodriguez et al., 

2018).  Besides analyzing the geographic widespread of kdr mutations in Ae. 

albopictus populations, we also wanted to trace the origin of kdr mutations to 

test whether kdr mutations arose once and then spread, or they evolved 

independently in different populations. Among our samples, we had several 
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mosquitoes from Mexico, which showed unique kdr mutations (i.e. mutations 

at position 410 and 989). We focused on this sample and tested whether the 

origin of Mexican mosquitoes as derived by microsatellite data correlates 

with their kdr haplotypes. To do this I determined the genetic make-up of 

Mexican mosquitoes using microsatellite markers and analyzed the genetic 

connectivity of southern Mexico mosquitoes with mosquitoes from home 

range, the Reunion Island, America and Europe. 

Levels of genetic variability in mosquitoes from Mexico were comparable to 

what detected in previously-analyzed worldwide mosquitoes (Manni et al., 

2017). For instance, the number of effective alleles/locus ranged between 

1.687 (Hawaii) and 3.841 (Thailand), with a value of 2.307 for Chiapas; the 

observed heterozygosity ranged between 0.283 (Hawaii) and 0.520 (La 

Reunion Island), with a value of 0.472 for Mexico. Despite mosquitoes from 

Mexico had a similar number of effective alleles as other tested populations, 

they also showed private alleles at different loci (i.e. Aealbmic2; Aealbmic3; 

Aealbmic17; Aealbmic9), a mark of genetic distinctiveness.  Fst values of 

mosquitoes from Chiapas were lower in comparison to those of mosquitoes 

from other invasive populations such as northern Italy, Virginia and Greece, 

suggesting invasion into southern Mexico is a secondary invasion event, 

possibly from different regions (Figure 30A) (Pech-May et al., 2016).  I 

further examined genetic structuring of individuals using the bayesian method 

implemented in STRUCTURE (Evanno et al., 2005). The natural logarithm 

of the likelihood of the data, following the Evanno method (ΔK) (Evanno et 

al., 2005), showed two picks at  K = 2 and K = 6, suggesting two scenarios 

of genetic clustering for the tested populations (Figure 30B). Individual 
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mosquitoes from the examined populations were assigned to each cluster with 

a certain probability value for the two scenarios of 2 and 6 clusters. In both 

Figure 30. Genetic structure of Ae. albopictus populations as revealed by 

microsatellite markers. A) Principal coordinate analysis (PCOA) based on 

the calculated Fst values. Mosquitoes from Chiapas as shown by an orange 

dot. B) Graphical representation of the Bayesian cluster analysis using 

STRUCTURE with K=2 and K=6.   
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scenarios, extensive genetic admixture among Ae. albopictus geographic 

samples was evident as previously observed (Kotsakiozi et al., 2017; Manni 

et al., 2017) (Figure 30B). Regarding mosquitoes from Mexico, in the two-

cluster model, they clustered with Virginia, Greece and north Italy. In the six-

cluster model, the Mexican mosquito population appeared divided into 

subgroups showing similarities with mosquitoes from either Virginia, Greece 

or north Italy, supporting the hypothesis of secondary invasions from multiple 

regions.   

Mosquitoes from Mexico showed a pattern of PY-resistance mutations 

different than that of mosquitoes from Virginia, Greece and northern Italy to 

which they were most genetically-close, in support of the hypothesis of 

independent and local origin of kdr mutations.  

 

5.4.2 Probing NIRVS adaptation and resistance to infections with 

cognate viruses 

I worked with Dr. Cristina Crava, a postdoc in the laboratory in her project 

on viral integrations in Ae. aegypti mosquitoes. We previously demonstrated 

that NIRVS are more abundant in Aedes vs Anopheles mosquitoes and they 

are not distributed homogeneously across the genome, but they are embedded 

within TE fragments in piRNA clusters and produce piRNAs (Palatini et al., 

2017). Additionally, we previously showed that NIRVS-piRNAs are mostly 

antisense to the incoming viral genomes, establishing the basis for targeted 

processing of cognate viruses (Palatini et al., 2017).  
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The hypothesis of the involvement of NIRVS in immunity in mosquitoes 

through the piRNA pathway entail that the landscape of NIRVS across 

mosquito populations should be different depending on viral exposure. 

Alternatively, NIRVS landscape could be conserved, with few sequences 

providing adaptive advantage across a wide range of viruses.  

Dr. Crava analyzed the patter of distribution of NIRVS in wild-collected Ae. 

aegypti mosquitoes and identified novel viral integrations. I contributed to her 

project by doing a detailed analysis of the piRNA profile across Ae. aegypti 

NIRVS to test whether the presence of different NIRVSs corresponding to 

the same region of the viral genome would favor amplification of the piRNA 

signal.  

Briefly, I mapped  deep-sequencing data from published resources 

(SRR5961506 and SRR5961505), including samples from carcasses and 

ovaries,  on NIRVS sequences using bowtie with a minimum seed match of 

18nt. Aligned reads were filtered by length using BBMap reformat.sh 

(https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/), keeping only piRNA sized reads 

(23-32nt). I performed another filtering step using custom scripts to select all 

reads starting with T to retain only primary piRNAs (1U bias) (Wang et al., 

2014). BEDTools Intersect (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) removed reads mapping 

outside annotated NIRVS. Finally, all reads with 100% identity were 

collapsed with fastx-toolkit (Gordon et al., 2014) and used for quantification. 

Due to sequence similarity and overlap among NIRVS, it is impossible to 

quantify reads mapping uniquely to most NIRVS. To avoid any bias, I used 

custom scripts to quantify each piRNA size sequence in each original fastq 

file and then identified all the NIRVSs to which each piRNA sequence could 
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be mapped to. Counts for each experiment were normalized based on the 

library size by Quantile-to-Quantile Normalization as implemented in edgeR 

(Robinson et al., 2009). Normalized counts of Flavi-derived and Rhabdo-

derived piRNA sized sequences were mapped to the Xishuangbanna virus and 

the Ohlsdorf virus, respectively, transposing the position of each small RNA 

from the first-hit NIRVSs to the relative position on the corresponding virus. 

The data was visualized as bed graphs in Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) 

(Robinson et al., 2011). 

Through these analyses, I  observed that piRNAs are not evenly distributed, 

but spike in distinct NIRVSs. In the case of FlaviNIRVS, the highest pick of 

piRNAs was seen in the regions where more NIRVS overlap, such as the 

regions around the NS1 coding sequence and the regions  that code for S7 and 

NS3, which contains the NTPase/helicase motif (Figure 31). Additionally, the 

piRNA hotspots are mostly shared between carcasses and ovaries, with 

signals from carcasses being quantitatively higher. On the contrary, piRNAs 

from RhabdoNIRVS were distributed across the nucleoprotein, glycoprotein 

and polymerase encoding sequences and signals in ovaries were generally 

quantitatively higher than that in the carcasses.  A discontinuous profile with 

picks is similar to that observed for viral siRNAs (vsiRNAs) produced after 

arboviral infection of mosquitoes  (Miesen et al., 2016a), even if hotspots of 

vpiRNAs and NIRVS-derived piRNAS are different. To check for NIRVS-

piRNA overlapping across different viral species, NIRVS-piRNAs were re-

blasted against our viral database. Interestingly, different piRNA sequences 

deriving from FlaviNIRVS have their best viral hit against arboviruses and 
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piRNAs from two NIRVS blast against various regions of the viral genome 

supporting the hypothesis that NIRVSs are a redundant system. 

 

Figure 31. Representation of NIRVS position along an ideal flavivirus 

(left) and arbovirus (right). Barplots on top indicate the normalized counts 

of piRNAs produced from the corresponding NIRVS. 
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6. Discussion 
 

6.1 Piwi genes 

Recent studies indicate that the piRNA pathway may be involved in antiviral 

immunity in Aedes spp. mosquitoes (Miesen et al., 2016b; Petit et al., 2016). 

This new role of the piRNA pathway is likely to depend on the expansion and 

subsequent functional specialization of its core components (Campbell et al., 

2008b; Hess et al., 2011; Miesen et al., 2016b). Studies in Ae. aegypti 

identified one Ago3 and seven Piwi genes (i.e. Piwi1, Piwi2, Piwi3, Piwi4, 

Piwi5, Piwi6, Piwi7), which display differences in their tissue and 

development expression profile and associate with either TE-derived or viral 

piRNAs (Akbari et al., 2013; Miesen et al., 2015; Varjak et al., 2017). These 

studies were based on the knowledge of the gene structure of each Ae. aegypti 

Piwi genes and implemented RNAi-based silencing experiments and in vitro 

expression assays, but lacked an evolutionary perspective (Miesen et al., 

2015; Miesen et al., 2016a; Girardi et al., 2017; Varjak et al., 2017). A 

possibility that links the PIWI pathway to antiviral defense resides in the 

recent discovery of NIRVS in Aedes spp. mosquitoes (Palatini et al., 2017), 

in particular in reference to NIRVS located in piRNA clusters, involved in 

the production of precursor piRNA transcripts. 

In my PhD thesis work I focused on the emerging arboviral vector Ae. 

albopictus to unravel the structure and expression profile of the Piwi genes in 

this mosquito. I found that the genome of Ae. albopictus harbors one copy of 
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Ago3 and six Piwi genes (i.e. Piwi1/3, Piwi2, Piwi4, Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7), 

These genes are one-to-one orthologues to the Piwi genes of Ae. aegypti, with 

the only exceptions of Piwi2 and Piwi1/3, where the two genes from the same 

species cluster together. In Ae. aegypti, Piwi2 and Piwi3 are located on 

Chromosome 1, separated by ~ 20kb, suggesting they may undergo frequent 

gene conversion.  

In collaboration with Prof. Forneris, I used homology modelling to build 

predictions of molecular architectures for the Piwi genes of Ae. albopictus 

and define the boundaries of the PAZ, MID and PIWI domains, which are the 

hallmarks of the Argonaute protein family (Joshua-Tor, 2006). 

Superpositions and sequence comparisons indicate that all the Piwi genes 

have similar 3d architecture and retain high levels of conservation in the RNA 

binding pocket, including the characteristic DDH triad in the catalytic site of 

the PIWI domain. These results suggest that all the proteins likely exert 

slicing activity, although tailored experiments and confirmations are required. 

The expression profile of the Piwi genes indicates that these genes are 

particularly important during embryogenesis. Four of them (i.e. Ago3, 

Piwi1/3, Piwi2 and Piwi6) are highly expressed also in adult females, in 

particular in ovaries and following blood-feeding. The expression of Piwi 

genes was also elicited upon arboviral infection, indirectly confirming the 

antiviral role of the piRNA pathway. Differences in expression were found 

depending on tissues, species of the infecting virus and day post infection. In 

CHIKV-infected samples, expression of Piwi genes was mostly elicited after 

4 days post infection in the ovaries, while in the carcasses the expression 

values at the same time point were even lower than in controls. After 14 dpi, 
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in CHIKV-infected ovaries only Ago3 remained significantly up-regulated, 

while carcasses displayed a general increase in Piwi genes expression, 

particularly for Piwi5. Differently from CHIKV infection, the highest values 

of Piwi genes expression in DENV-infected samples was seen in carcasses 4 

dpi. These results are concordant with the timing in piRNAs accumulation 

previously described for CHIKV or DENV infection in Aedes spp. 

mosquitoes: infection experiments with CHIKV in Ae. albopictus showed 

that secondary piRNAs are not found 3 dpi, but are enriched 9 dpi (Goic et 

al., 2016). In contrast, experiments with DENV2 in Ae. aegypti mosquitoes 

indicate that piRNAs are the dominant small RNA populations 2 dpi (Hess et 

al., 2011). Overall, these observations and our expression analyses support 

the hypothesis of an early activation of the piRNA pathway following DENV 

infection limited to carcasses, while CHIKV infection leads to an early 

activation in ovaries and a late activation in carcasses. Piwi5 was elicited both 

during DENV and CHIKV infection, in line with studies in Ae. aegypti that 

ascribed a general antiviral activity to the same protein (Miesen et al., 2015). 

However, our results indicate that other Piwi genes such as Ago3, Piwi1/3 and 

Piwi6 can be elicited during infection and might have a more prominent role, 

which will need further investigation. 

 

6.2 small RNAs and NIRVS 

Recent studies have shown evidence that eukaryotic genomes, including 

mosquitoes, harbor integrated viral sequences from non-retroviral RNA 

viruses now called NIRVS (Blair et al., 2019). The biological role of these 
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sequences is currently under investigation and an intriguing hypothesis 

suggests that NIRVS are remnants of past infections involved in shaping 

antiviral immunity and, with it, vector competence (Flegel, 2007; Flegel and 

Sritunyalucksana, 2011; Park et al., 2013; Goic et al., 2016; Miesen et al., 

2016b; Olson and Bonizzoni, 2017; Palatini et al., 2017).  

In my PhD program I studied small RNAs production during persistent 

infection with the Dengue-1 and Chikungunya viruses and I observed that 

both 26-32nt sized piRNAs and 20-25nt sized small RNAs (si-miRNAs) are 

produced to target the infecting virus, and in particular its negative strand (i.e. 

the replicative form of both CHIKV and DENV). Small RNA molecules are 

also identified mapping to NIRVS and some of them appear to be up or down 

regulated in infected vs control samples. In total, 78% of the DE NIRVS-si-

miRNAs starts with U, a typical sign of Dicer processing (Starega-Roslan et 

al., 2015). The profile of small RNAs on the viral genome and that on NIRVS 

is similarly organised in hotspots, but while si-miRNAs are quantitatively 

more than piRNAs on the viral genome, the opposite is true for NIRVS. 

NIRVS-piRNAs and NIRVS-si-miRNAs do not target the infecting viral 

sequence, rather they are found to map on endogenous transcripts related to a 

plethora of Gene ontology terms. These results suggest a regulatory role of 

NIRVS in Ae. albopictus by their effect, via RNAi, on endogenous transcripts 

in response to arboviral infection. These results also connect NIRVS to recent 

studies in which profiling of the transcriptional changes induced in Aedes spp. 

mosquitoes by viral infection has shown that a large number of elicited genes 

act outside the core immunity pathways in ways yet to be explored (Behura 

et al., 2011; Colpitts et al., 2011; Bonizzoni et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2019) 
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and may represent candidate antiviral target genes (Feng et al., 2017; 

Terradas and McGraw, 2019; Zhao et al., 2019). Recent studies highlighted 

the importance of several gene types/families involved in different aspects of 

the antiviral response in mosquitoes, including virus-cytoskeleton 

interactions, cellular trafficking and chitin metabolism (Sigle and McGraw, 

2019). Indeed, it was shown that proteins such as actin, tubulin, motor 

proteins and myosin can have altered expression profile during infection with 

DENV, CHIKV and WNV (Chee and AbuBakar, 2004; Colpitts et al., 2011; 

Bonizzoni et al., 2012; Shrinet et al., 2017), and chitin genes were found to 

be differentially expressed upon infection with DENV, YFV and WNV 

(Colpitts et al., 2011). Regulation of miRNAs has also been demonstrated in 

Aedes spp mosquitoes during infection with DENV, CHIKV and ZIKV and 

bioinformatic predictions of miRNAs target and gene ontology analyses 

provided a wide variety of candidate genes, which include Toll receptors, 

serine proteases,  scavenger receptors, endopeptidases, dead-box helicases, 

V-ATP synthase, ubiquitin, G proteins and many more (Liu et al., 2015; 

Maharaj et al., 2015; Dubey et al., 2017; Saldaña et al., 2017). In accordance 

with this data, I found that NIRVS-encoded small RNAs may target genes 

related to actin and chitin binding, motor activity, ATP synthase activity, 

scavenger receptor activity, intracellular transport, helicase activity, GTP 

binding and serine endopeptidase activity, suggesting  that NIRVS may be 

regulators of several aspects of mosquito immunity. 

My GO analysis also revealed terms related to viral replication, such as RDRP 

and RNA templated transcription, other GO terms relate to molecular 
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mechanisms that may lead to NIRVS formation during infection, such as 

transposition and DNA integration (Goic et al., 2016; Poirier et al., 2018). 

Several studies have shown that viruses can exploit host miRNAs for their 

benefit, and miRNAs-target binding, although generally considered to lead to 

negative regulation, can also lead to positive regulation (Asgari, 2014). 

Therefore, a major goal of future studies will be to assess the functional 

outcome of the regulation of endogenous genes upon infection and shed light 

on the possible interactions between antiviral defense and viral exploitation 

of the RNAi mechanisms.  
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7. Conclusions and perspectives 
 

The role of the piRNA pathway in mosquitoes goes beyond the preservation 

of genomic integrity as shown by works in D. melanogaster and may 

represent a key component of vector competence (Akbari et al., 2013; Miesen 

et al., 2016b; Olson and Bonizzoni, 2017; Matthews et al., 2018). Studies in 

Ae. aegypti have shed light on the antiviral role of the different components 

of the Piwi clade proteins and explored the possibility of interaction with the 

siRNA pathway (Schnettler et al., 2013; Miesen et al., 2016a; Varjak et al., 

2017). In this work, I expand the knowledge on the Piwi genes of Ae. 

albopcitus, a highly invasive species and competent vector for arboviral 

pathogens. My results confirm elicitation of the piRNA pathway upon 

arboviral infection, reveal the presence of polymorphic sites and an overall 

conserved organization of domains, so that further detailed studies are 

required to clarify the role of the different Piwi proteins in response to 

different viral species and in different tissues. 

In the second part of my work, I show that the piRNA pathway is connected 

to integrated viral sequences named NIRVS. The transfer of genetic material 

between separate evolutionary lineages (horizontal transfer) has had an 

important role in the evolution of genomes. Despite being overshadowed by 

the higher prevalence and more understood gene transfer among prokaryotes, 

the exchange of genetic material from DNA viruses and retroviruses to 

eukaryotic cells is a well-recognised phenomenon.  

Recent discoveries expand the range of viral types that can transfer genetic 

material to their hosts to non-retroviral RNA viruses. The frequency of this 
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phenomenon and its biological relevance are not fully understood. Studies in 

different animals have shown that integrated viral sequences can influence 

immunity responses against similar viruses, such as in bees, squirrels and 

shrimps (Flegel, 2007; Maori et al., 2007; Fujino et al., 2014), or even act 

against bacteria (Di Lelio et al., 2019). My work shows that NIRVS play a 

role during infection in Ae. albopictus, producing piRNAs and 

siRNAs/miRNAs, and helps identify possible target genes for a more focused 

analysis.  Future studies will aim both at a further classification of the 

different types of NIRVS-derived small RNAs that I identified (i.e. distinction 

of the signal between siRNAs and miRNAs) and the assessment of the role of 

identified target genes in vector competence. To this end, RNAseq data from 

the infected samples that were analysed for their small RNA profile will be 

produced and analysed to confirm the predictions of the effect of small RNAs 

on the identified candidate genes. Additionally, genetic modification of 

NIRVS is in progress to address their potential role during infection.  My 

work allowed to identify the ideal NIRVS candidate to target, such as NIRVS 

with DE small RNA profile that are shared across conditions, NIRVS that 

target transcripts with GO terms related to antiviral activity, and others, like 

NIRVS_313, a Rhabdo-NIRVS that targets an endogenous gene encoding for 

a RDRP.
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ABSTRACT
Since its genome details are publically available, the mosquito Aedes albopictus has become the central stage of attention
for deciphering multiple biological and evolutionary aspects at the root of its success as an invasive species. Its genome of
1,967 Mb harbours an unusual high number of non-retroviral integrated RNA virus sequences (NIRVS). NIRVS are enriched
in piRNA clusters and produce piRNAs, suggesting an antiviral effect. Here, we investigated the evolutionary history of
NIRVS in geographically distant Ae. albopictus populations by comparing genetic variation as derived by neutral
microsatellite loci and seven selected NIRVS. We found that the evolution of NIRVS was far to be neutral with
variations both in their distribution and sequence polymorphism among Ae. albopictus populations. The Flaviviral
elements AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36 were more deeply investigated in their association with dissemination rates of
dengue virus (DENV) and chikungunya virus (CHIKV) in Ae. albopictus at both population and individual levels. Our
results show a complex association between NIRVS and DENV/CHIKV opening a new avenue for investigating the
functional role of NIRVS as antiviral elements shaping vector competence of mosquitoes to arboviruses.
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Introduction

In less than four decades, the Asian tiger mosquito
Aedes albopictus (Skuse, 1894) has become a public
health concern owing to its ability to transmit several
human pathogenic viruses such as Chikungunya virus
(CHIKV), Dengue viruses (DENV) and Zika virus
(ZIKV) [1]. This vector is responsible of several recent
arboviral outbreaks (reviewed by [2]) and astonished
by the speed at which it has conquered all continents
except Antarctica [3,4], thus becoming one of the
world’s 100-most invasive species according to the Glo-
bal Invasive Species Database. Originally native to tro-
pical forests of South-East Asia, Ae. albopictus was
confined for centuries to few regions in Asia. Starting
in the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries, Ae. albopic-
tus was introduced in the islands of the Indian Ocean
by Asian immigrants. From the late 1970s, this species
took advantage of the increase in global trade to invade
most tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world [5].
Additionally, the capacity of its eggs to undergo

photoperiodic diapause in winter, favoured Ae. albopic-
tus colonization into temperate regions [6]. Aedes albo-
pictuswas first reported in Europe in 1979 [7], in North
America in 1985 [8], in South America in 1986 [9] and
in Africa in 1990 [10].

Migratory routes used by Ae. albopictus to expand
from its Asian cradle can be defined using population
genetic approaches [11–13]. Mosquito populations
form groups of interbreeding individuals, which coexist
in space and time. These genetic units are intercon-
nected through gene flow. The current worldwide dis-
tribution of Ae. albopictus is a direct consequence of
increasing human activities with rapid irradiation of
populations [14–18]. Populations established locally
presented a high genetic variability evidencing a mix-
ture of individuals of distinct origins with disparate
susceptibilities to arboviruses, which are reflected by
different vector competences [17]. Vector competence
refers to the ability of a mosquito population to become
infected after an infectious blood meal, to support viral
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replication, dissemination and transmission to a new
host in a subsequent blood-meal [19]. The level of vec-
tor competence depends on the tripartite interactions
among the mosquito genotype, the virus genotype
and environmental factors under GxGxE interactions
[20].

In the early 2000s, non-retroviral integrated RNA
virus sequences (NIRVS) were discovered in different
metazoans, including mosquitoes [21,22]. Aedes mos-
quitoes can host NIRVS originated from different
viruses related to arboviruses: mainly insect-specific
viruses (ISVs) including insect-specific flaviviruses
(ISFs) and other viruses belonging to theMononegavir-
ales order (such as rhabdoviruses) [22–25]. Addition-
ally, most NIRVS correspond to fragmented viral
open-reading frames, are flanked by transposable
elements (TEs), enriched in PIWI-interacting RNA
(piRNA) clusters and produce piRNAs [29]. piRNA
clusters are genomic regions composed of fragmented
sequences of TEs which are expressed as long primary
single-stranded RNAs and processed into fragments of
24–30 nucleotides called piRNAs. In the model organ-
ism Drosophila melanogaster, piRNAs are primarily
produced in germline cells and target TE transcripts
based on sequence complementarity to protect from
heritable lesions [26–29]. The landscape of TE frag-
ments within piRNA clusters defines the regulatory
properties of D. melanogaster strains to TE invasion
[30]. The analogy between TE fragments and viral
sequences in piRNA supports the hypothesis that
viral sequences may contribute to mosquito suscepti-
bility to subsequent viral infections. If viral integrations
contribute in controlling virus replication, with conse-
quences on vector competence, positive selection
should be expected [31]. On the contrary, if NIRVS
stand for fossil records, these sequences should reach
fixation and evolve at a neutral rate [32,33].

In this study, we selected 19 Ae. albopictus popu-
lations that cover the geographical distribution of the
species, where CHIKV and DENV were circulating,
to study the evolutionary dynamics of seven selected
NIRVS [24]. The occurrence of NIRVS in populations
was compared to processes driving population genetic
differentiation observed on neutral loci (i.e. microsa-
tellites). We showed that (i) based on microsatellite
marker polymorphism, populations of Ae. albopictus
are distributed into two different genetic clusters,
one of them divided into four subclusters, without
any correlation between genetic and geographical dis-
tances, (ii) the distribution of NIRVS in geographic
populations and their polymorphism are not related
to genetic divergences within and between populations
as depicted by microsatellite markers, suggesting that
NIRVS are not evolving neutrally, and (iii) all
NIRVS studied, except AlbFlavi1 may have influence
on vector competence to DENV and CHIKV, at the
population level.

Materials and methods

Ethic statements

Mice were housed in the Institut Pasteur animal facili-
ties accredited by the French Ministry of Agriculture
for performing experiments on live rodents. Work on
animals was performed in compliance with French
and European regulations on care and protection of
laboratory animals (EC Directive 2010/63, French
Law 2013-118, February 6th, 2013). All experiments
were approved by the Ethics Committee #89 and
registered under the reference APAFIS#6573-
201606l412077987 v2.

Mosquitoes

To assess genetic variation within and among Ae. albo-
pictus populations, 19 samples from different geo-
graphic locations were studied (Table 1). These
populations ranging from 10 to 30 mosquitoes were
selected in the native range of Ae. albopictus where
arboviral outbreaks and epidemics occurred
[17,34,35]. Only the 13 populations of 19–20 mosqui-
toes and the Foshan colony used as control were
selected to characterize NIRVS polymorphism [36].

Mosquitoes were collected in the field as immature
stages (larvae, pupae, eggs). Frozen mosquitoes
(<13th generation) were used for population genetic
and NIRVS analyses. For the pilot experiments for
DENV and CHIKV infections, F1 mosquitoes from
Tibati population (Cameroon) and F18 mosquitoes
from Foshan laboratory strain were used. Larvae
obtained after immersion in dechlorinated tap water
of field-collected eggs were distributed in pans of 200
individuals. Immature stages were fed every two days
with a yeast tablet dissolved in 1 L of dechlorinated
tap water and incubated at 26 ± 1°C. Emerging adults
were placed in cages and maintained at 28 ± 1°C with
a light/dark cycle of 12/12 h at 80% relative humidity
and supplied with a 10% sucrose solution. Females
were exposed three times a week to anesthetized mice
(OF1 mice; Charles River Laboratories, MA, USA) as
a source of blood for producing eggs.

Microsatellite genotyping

Genomic DNA was extracted from individual mos-
quito using the Nucleospin Tissue kit (Macherey-
Nagel, Hoerdt, France) according to manufacturer’s
instructions. Briefly, mosquitoes were individually
homogenized in 180 µL lysis buffer supplemented
with 25 µL of Proteinase K. To bind total nucleic
acids, homogenates were passed through columns.
Silica membranes were further desalted and DNA
was collected in 100 µL of elution buffer. Quality and
quantity of DNA were then assessed using the
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Nanodrop 2000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scien-
tific™, MA, USA) and a PCR was performed using his-
tone h3 reference gene (NCBI: XM_019696438.1) as
control. Eleven microsatellite loci were amplified
using PCR specific primers flanking the repeated
region [16]. PCR reaction mixtures in a final volume
of 15 µL contained 50 ng genomic DNA, 1X PCR
buffer, 1.5 mMMgCl2, 0.27 mM dNTPs (Invitrogen™,
CA, USA), 1U Taq polymerase (Invitrogen™), and
10 µM of each primer (one was 5′ labelled with a fluor-
escent dye). PCR cycling conditions consisted in a step
at 94°C for 5 min, followed by 29 cycles at 94°C for
30 s, 58°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 30 s with a final step
at 72°C for 10 min. Aliquots of PCR products were
visualized in 2% agarose gels stained with ethidium
bromide under UV light. Each PCR product was then
diluted 1:10 in ddH2O water and 2 µL of this dilution
was added to 10 µL of a mixture of deionized forma-
mide and GeneScan-500 ROX size standard (Applied
Biosystems, CA, USA). Genotyping was processed in
an ABI3730XL sequence analyser (Applied Biosys-
tems) and data analyzed using GeneScan and Gene-
mapper softwares.

Genetic diversity of populations

For statistical analyses, mosquitoes collected from each
sampling site were assumed to represent local
populations.

Amounts of heterozygosity at various levels of popu-
lation structure were explored by using FIS and FST
values. The FIS inbreeding coefficient indicates the
level of heterozygosity within each population. The
FST fixation index measures the reduction in heterozy-
gosis due to random genetic drift between populations.
The Wright’s F-statistics were computed in Genetix
v.4.05.2. software [37] and tested using 104 iterations

according toWeir and Cockerham (1984). The number
of alleles (NA), allelic richness (AR), expected (HE),
observed (HO) heterozygosis, FIS by locus and FST by
populations were obtained. The significance of FIS and
FST were analyzed using FSTAT v.2.9.3.2 [38].

Departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium,
linkage disequilibrium between loci and molecular var-
iance (AMOVA) over all populations were analyzed
with Arlequin v3.5.2.2 to estimate intra- and inter-
population variation [39]. The mean frequency of
null alleles (a mutation in microsatellite flanking
regions leading to an absence of amplification pro-
ducts) per population was also very low (i.e. 0.06)
and ranged from 0.000 to 0.118, meaning that the
selected microsatellite loci were successfully amplified
and appropriate for population genetic analysis.
Relationships between geographical and genetic FST
distances were tested between populations using Man-
tel test implemented in GenAlEx v 6.5 [40].

Graphic representation of relatedness among
populations

Genetic relationships between populations were esti-
mated by using PHYLIP 3.69, as previously described
[41]. Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards’s (CSE) chord distance
for each pair of populations was calculated (GENDIST
module). The resulting distance matrix was used to cre-
ate a phylogram based on Neighbour-Joining (NEIGH-
BOUR module). Node confidence was inferred via 100
bootstrap replicates (modules SEQ- BOOT, GENDIST,
NEIGHBOUR and CONSENSE).

Test of isolation by distance

To test the hypothesis whether the geographical pat-
tern of genetic differentiation is caused by isolation

Table 1. Details on Aedes albopictus populations analyzed.
Population name Continent Country City Generation Year of collection Mosquitoes

females Males

1 Alessandria Europe Italy Alessandria F2 2012 10 10
2 Ulcinj Europe Montenegro Ulcinj F1 2013 10 10
3 Cagnes-sur-mer Europe France Cagnes-sur-mer F13 2000 10 0
4 Montsecret Europe France Montsecret F4 2002 0 10
5 Bar-sur-Loup Europe France Bar-sur-Loup F1 2011 10 0
6 Tirana Europe Albania Tirana F6 2016 15 15
7 Franceville Africa Gabon Franceville F2 2015 10 10
8 Mfilou Africa Congo Mfilou (Brazzaville) F3 2012 10 10
9 Bertoua Africa Cameroon Bertoua F5 2008 10 4
10 Saint-Denis Africa La Réunion Saint-Denis F2 1998/2006 10 10
11 Rabat Africa Morocco Rabat F1 2017 15 15
12 Vero Beach America USA VeroBeach F5 2016 10 10
13 Rio America Brazil Rio de Janeiro F1 2001 10 9
14 Jurujuba America Brazil Jurujuba F1 2014 10 0
15 Manaus America Brazil Manaus F1 2015 15 15
16 PMNI America Brazil PMNI (Nova Iguaçu) F1 2015 15 15
17 Binh Duong Asia Vietnam Binh Duong (Ben Cat) Phu Hoa F9 2014 10 10
18 Sarba Asia Lebanon Sarba F0 2011 10 10
19 Foshan Asia China Foshan Lab colony – 10 10
20 Oahu America Hawaii Oahu Lab colony 1999 10 10

Note: Except the colony Foshan, all 19 populations were genetically characterized using 10 microsatellite markers, and 13 populations (in bold) were selected
for studying NIRVS diversity.
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by distance (IBD), we ran Mantel tests for pairwise
matrices between geographical distances (kilometres)
and genetic differentiation (measured as FST/(1−FST)).

Genetic structure of populations

Genetic population structure was assessed with indi-
vidual-based Bayesian clustering method implemented
in the program STRUCTURE v.2.3.4 [42]. The likeli-
hood of each possible number of genetic populations
(K), ranging from 1 to 20, was calculated after 10 inde-
pendent runs for each value of K, using a burn-in of
500,000 replications, 500,000 Markov Chain Monte
Carlo steps, assuming an admixture model, with fre-
quencies correlated between populations and without
the use of sampling location as a prior. The most likely
number of populations (K) was estimated by the ΔK
method described by Evanno et al. [43] with Structure
Harvester software (http://taylor0.biology.ucla.edu/
structureHarvester/). The results were then graphically
displayed with DISTRUCT 1.1 [44].

NIRVS in natural populations

Six NIRVS (AlbFlavi1, AlbFlavi2, AlbFlavi4, Alb-
Flavi10, AlbFlavi36, AlbFlavi41), plus CSA [21], were
studied. They were chosen based on their unique
occurrence in different regions of the Foshan genome,
except for AlbFlavi41, known to be duplicated. Because
of its length [21], CSA was characterized using two sets
of primers (CSA-NS3 and CSA-JJL), and considered in
analysis as two separated datasets (Supplementary
Table 1). NIRVS were searched on the same mosqui-
toes as those used for microsatellite genotyping.

PCR primers flanking each NIRVS (Supplementary
Table 1) were designed using PRIMER3 [45]. PCR
reactions were performed in a final volume of 25 μL
using 5 ng of DNA, PCR buffer 1X, 2.9 mM MgCl2,
0.25 mM dNTP mix, 0.25 μM of each primer and
1.25 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen™).
Amplifications were done using T100™ Thermal
Cycler (Bio-Rad) according to the following cycle con-
ditions: 95°C for 5 min, 35 cycles at 95°C for 15 s, 59–
64°C for 90 s, 72°C for 90 s, and a final elongation step
at 72°C for 10 min. PCR products were electrophoresed
on 1.5% of agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide
and visualized under UV light. All negative samples
were confirmed with a second-round PCR.

The number of each NIRVS per population (fre-
quency) was represented using Graph Pad Prism ver-
sion 6 (Graph Pad Software, CA, USA).

NIRVS between populations

NIRVS composition of each population was expressed
in terms of relative abundance corresponding to the
percentage of each NIRVS relative to the total number

of tested mosquitoes. To assess variations of NIRVS
abundance between populations, we calculated Bray
Curtis dissimilarities, a metrics, widely used, including
data standardization [46]. A dendrogram was gener-
ated by using this dissimilarity matrix and neigh-
bour-joining method, to visualize NIRVS
compositional differences across populations [46].

Mantel tests between NIRVS and microsatellites

Mantel tests implemented in GenAlEx v 6.5 [40], were
used to evaluate the statistical significance of the corre-
lation between two or more distance matrices, using
permutation tests. The significance of associations
between matrixes of w′st distance among populations
as derived by microsatellite markers or NIRVS distri-
bution was tested using the Mantel test with 999
permutations.

NIRVS association with vector competence of
Ae. albopictus at the population level

Vector competence is assessed using several par-
ameters [47]. The dissemination efficiency (DE) refers
to the proportion of mosquitoes able to disseminate the
virus beyond the midgut barrier after ingestion of
infectious blood meal and active viral replication in
midgut epithelial cells. Published data on DEs to
DENV and CHIKV were retrieved for mosquito popu-
lations with close or identical geographical proximity
with the populations analyzed (Supplementary Table
2). DEs were described using median and inter-quartile
range (IQR). Logistic linear regression models were
used to test association between the presence of
NIRVS and DEs at the Ae. albopictus population
level. P-values <0.05 were considered significant.

Sequence polymorphism and evolutionary
dynamics of AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36

Sequence polymorphism of AlbFlavi2 and
AlbFlavi36
Amplification products for AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36
were purified by using NucleoSpin® Gel and PCR
Clean-up kit (Macherey-Nagel) according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions and sequenced by Eurofins
Genomics (Cochin hospital platform, Paris, France).
If the quality of chromatogram profiles assessed with
Geneious® 10.1.3 did not meet the standard required,
amplicons were subsequently cloned into pCR™II-
TOPO® vector using TOPO® TA Cloning®Kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and transformed into One Shot®
TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli (Invitrogen™).
Sequences were aligned in Geneious® 10.1.3 using
MUSCLE algorithm [48]. p-distance values, represent-
ing proportion of nucleotide sites at which two
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sequences being compared are different, were calcu-
lated after alignments using MEGA 10.0.5.

Phylogeny based on AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36
DNA sequences from AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36 were
aligned with MUSCLE algorithm [48]. Exogenous
virus sequences were used as outgroup to determine
the direction of character transformations. Phyloge-
netic trees were obtained by parsimony analysis
implemented in the PAUP* software package (version
4.0), by using gap as 5th state or not (data not shown)
and nearest neighbour interchange (NNI) for tree
rearrangements [49].

Pilot experiment assessing the association
between AlbFlavi2/Albflavi36 and vector
competence of Ae. albopictus at the individual
level

Logistic linear regression models were used to test
association between the presence of AlbFlavi2 and Alb-
Flavi36 and viral dissemination in single mosquitoes
from the Foshan colony and a field-collected African
population (Tibati collected in Tibati, Cameroon in
2018). Foshan and Tibati mosquitoes were experimen-
tally infected with DENV (DENV-2, Accession num-
ber: MK268692 [50]) and CHIKV (06.21, Accession
number: AM258992 [51]) provided in blood meals as
described in Amraoui et al. 2019 [52]. All surviving
mosquitoes were examined individually at 14 days
post-infection to define (i) the infectious status; pres-
ence of infectious particles in heads was estimated by
focus fluorescent assay on C6/36 Ae. albopictus cells
[52], and (ii) the presence of AlbFlavi2 and/or Alb-
Flavi36 by PCR on DNA extracted from bodies and
thorax. Statistical analyses were conducted using the
Stata software (StataCorp LP, Texas, and USA). P-
values <0.05 were considered significant.

Results

Characterization of populations using
microsatellite data

A total of 363 individuals (Table 1) were genotyped at
11 microsatellite markers. Ten of the 11 microsatellite
loci, by showing a frequency upper to 0.95 for the
most common allele, were considered polymorphic
and as such, were included in the analysis. Only the
A17 locus was monomorphic and then excluded
from the analyses. No significant linkage disequili-
brium between any pairs of loci was observed indicat-
ing that the 10 loci were statistically independent from
each other. Each locus was tested for within-population
deviations from HWE implementing Bonferroni cor-
rection for multiple testing: 20 deviations out of 190

combinations were found but did not cluster at any
population or locus.

The loci displayed a mean PIC of 0.59 suggesting
that they were sufficiently informative for assessing
the degree of variability and structuring of mosquito
populations (Table 2). The number of alleles, averaged
over all loci, ranged from 4 to 19, with a mean value of
10.9 per locus, and a mean allelic richness at 2.44
(Table 2). Eight of the 10 loci presented a significant
difference between observed and expected heterozygos-
ity, with a mean FIS of 0.17 (p-value <0.001; Table 2),
supporting an excess of homozygotes in Ae. albopictus
populations.

Population diversity
The overall mean number of alleles per population was
3.7 varying between 2.0 and 5.0. Private alleles were
rarely found, their mean frequency per population ran-
ged from 0.00 to 0.079 (Table 3). Mean FIS value per
population was −0.09, with values ranging from
−0.0285 to 0.338 (Table 3). Estimation of the molecular
variance within and among populations (AMOVA)
revealed that most of the variation (89.6%) was
detected within individuals whereas only 10.4%
occurred among populations.

Population genetic structure
The overall differentiation across all 19 populations
was high (FST = 0.239) with FST being highly significant
(p-value <0.001), suggesting a significant genetic struc-
ture. To identify genetic clusters among tested individ-
uals, we implemented 25 independent simulations in
the software Structure according to the method of
Evanno; the uppermost level of structuring in the
model was observed at K = 2 (ΔK = 2293.4; Sup-
plementary Figure 1(A)). The best assignment of indi-
viduals made by Structure led to two clusters: (i) cluster
1, which includes populations from Brazil (i.e. PMNI
and Manaus), Northern Africa (i.e. Rabat) and a popu-
lation from Albania, and (ii) cluster 2, which includes
the remaining populations (Figure 1 and

Table 2. Genetic diversity at each microsatellite locus for all
mosquito populations.

NA N Allelic richness PIC Ho HE FIS

A1 4 288 0.44 0.16 0.47 0.59
A2 10 360 2.43 0.55 0.63 0.62 −0.15
A3 18 341 3.14 0.74 0.62 0.78 0.08
A5 19 334 2.90 0.75 0.52 0.78 0.13
A6 11 330 2.59 0.68 0.54 0.68 −0.04
A9 9 326 2.73 0.65 0.59 0.70 0.01
A11 9 323 2.81 0.71 0.53 0.75 0.15
A14 9 351 1.71 0.41 0.17 0.40 0.38
A15 6 347 1.25 0.13 0.04 0.15 0.57
A16 14 279 0.83 0.66 0.84 0.04
Mean 10.9 327.9 2.44 0.59 0.45 0.62 0.17

Notes: Na, number of alleles; N, number of individuals examined at a locus;
PIC, polymorphism information content; Ho, observed heterozygosity; He,
expected heterozygosity; FIS, the inbreeding coefficient. Values in bold
are significant at the 0.1% after Bonferroni correction.
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Supplementary Figure 1(B)). Although Structure ident-
ified only two clusters, their genetic differentiation was
significantly high (FST = 0.12, p-value≤ 0.001).
Additionally, these two genetic clusters were found to
deviate significantly (p-value≤ 0.01) from Hardy-
Weinberg proportions, with FIS values of 0.23 and
0.36, respectively after implementing 104 permutations
on allele frequencies in the software GENETIX. This
result suggested a Wahlund effect which indicated a
genetic substructure. As a consequence, we re-analyzed
the two clusters separately and detected substructures
in Cluster 2 (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure 1
(C)). Sub-structuring of Cluster 2 emphasized differen-
tiation among populations from South America (Juru-
juba and Rio), Europe (i.e. all French and Italian
populations), Africa (Bertoua and Mfilou) and Asia.
On the contrary, populations from Florida (Vero
Beach), Middle East (Sarba), La Reunion Island
(Saint Denis) and Gabon (Franceville) appeared geneti-
cally mixed suggesting that these sites may represent
cross-roads in Ae. albopictus colonization out of Asia
(Figure 1).

Spatial and genetic data
When considering the genetic differentiation according
to geographical distances using Mantel test, only 21%
of the genetic variability was explained by the geo-
graphical distance (p-value = 0.03).

NIRVS analysis

We further chose to study NIRVS distribution in 13 Ae.
albopictus populations selected previously for assessing
genetic diversity based on epidemiological data of
arboviral outbreaks and Ae. albopictus widespread

out if its native range [17,34,35]; we analyzed 10
females and 10 males per population (Table 1).
NIRVS distribution was not homogenous across popu-
lations (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure 2). AlbFlavi1
(Figure 2(A)) and CSA-JJL (Figure 2(H)) were the
most widespread NIRVS, being detected in 85–100%
of tested mosquitoes, respectively. On the opposite,
AlbFlavi10 was the rarest NIRVS, being found in
17% of the tested mosquitoes. Despite displaying the
highest presence of AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi4 (present
in most populations), Brazilian populations showed
the lowest number of NIRVS, with the absence of Alb-
Flavi36 and AlbFlavi10 and the lower frequency of Alb-
Flavi41 compared to the other Ae. albopictus
populations (Figure 2).

Interestingly, when targeting the CSA locus, no
amplification was obtained for Brazilian mosquitoes
using the NS3-CSA primer set (Supplementary Table
1; Figure 2(G)), which was not consistent with the
results obtained with the JJL-CSA primer set that
amplified the same NIRVS but targeting a different
region (Figure 2(H)). This suggests then that recombi-
nation events occurred at this genomic position for
Manaus, Rio and PMNI mosquitoes.

Comparison between microsatellite data and
NIRVS abundance profiles
To define whether NIRVS evolve under selective
pressures or randomly, we compared (i) the related-
ness between populations based on microsatellite
polymorphism (Figure 3(A)) with (ii) the similarity
between populations based on NIRVS abundance
profiles (Figure 3(B)). At the population level, the
Neighbour-Joining clustering analyses applied to gen-
etic frequencies (Figures 1 and 3(A), Supplementary

Table 3. Analysis of genetic variability of different geographical populations of Aedes albopictus.
Populations Country Continent N na na/n np np/n Ap Ho HE An FIS

Vero Beach USA America 20 4.4 0.22 2 0.10 0.07 00.48 0.53 0.08 0.12***
Oahu Hawaii 20 2.6 0.13 0 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.34 0.08 0.30***
Manaus Brazil 30 3.4 0.11 3 0.10 0.07 0.32 0.47 0.12 0.34***
PMNI 30 3.6 0.12 1 0.03 0.03 0.39 0.51 0.11 0.25***
Rio 19 3.4 0.18 0 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.50 0.08 0.18***
Jurujuba 10 3.3 0.33 0 0.00 0.00 0.47 0.42 0.00 −0.06
Montsecret France Europe 10 2.0 0.20 0 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.37 0.01 −0.29
Cagnes-sur-Mer 10 2.8 0.28 1 0.10 0.06 0.55 0.46 0.01 −0.14
Bar-sur-Loup 10 3.8 0.38 2 0.20 0.08 0.50 0.52 0.05 0.13*
Alessandria Italy 20 4.1 0.21 2 0.10 0.05 0.43 0.50 0.06 0.18***
Ulcinj Montenegro 20 3.1 0.16 0 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.39 0.03 0.02
Tirana Albania 30 3.8 0.13 3 0.10 0.07 0.35 0.43 0.08 0.21***
Rabat Morocco 30 3.2 0.11 0 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.47 0.06 0.11***
Bertoua Cameroon 14 4.3 0.31 1 0.07 0.07 0.46 0.52 0.08 0.16***
Franceville Gabon Africa 20 4.8 0.24 1 0.05 0.03 0.44 0.56 0.08 0.25***
Mfilou Congo 20 4.0 0.20 0 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.55 0.02 −0.06
Saint-Denis La Réunion 20 5.1 0.26 6 0.30 0.05 0.52 0.55 0.07 0.08
Sarba Lebanon Asia 10 3.5 0.35 4 0.40 0.08 0.55 0.44 0.00 −0.18
Binh Duong Vietnam 20 5.0 0.25 3 0.15 0.08 0.2 0.41 0.05 0.11**
Mean 19.1 3.7 0022 1.5 0.09 0.04 0.45 0,47 0.06 −0.09
Notes: N, population size; na, mean number of alleles; na/N, mean number of alleles/individual; np, number of private alleles; np/N, mean number of private
alleles/individual; Ap, mean frequency of private alleles; HO, mean observed heterozygosity; HE, mean expected heterozygosity; An, mean frequency of null
alleles; FIS, the inbreeding coefficient.

**p-value≤ 0.01; ***p-value≤ 0.001.
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Figure 1(B)) mainly revealed two clusters of popu-
lations: one with Tirana, Rabat, Manaus and PMNI
populations, and the second with the remaining popu-
lations (i.e. Binh Duong, Oahu, Vero Beach, Rio,
Franceville, Alessandria, Ulcinj and Mfilou). Regard-
ing NIRVS contents, two major clusters distantly
related from each other were also obtained (Figure 3
(B)), one including only Brazilian populations (i.e.
Manaus, PMNI and Rio) sharing a low abundance
of NIRVS, and the other including geographically dis-
tant populations. Therefore, populations from Vero
Beach and Rio shared closely related genetic relation-
ships and harboured clearly different abundance
profiles of NIRVS (Figure 3(A,B)). Conversely, genetic
distinct populations from Vero Beach, Rabat and
Alessandria shared the same contents of NIRVS. In
short, closely related populations can have different
NIRVS contents and geographic and/or genetic dis-
tant populations can contain similar NIRVS abun-
dance profiles. Thus, we observed significantly
different relatedness between populations according
to the marker used, that may indicate that random
genetic drift was not the main force shaping these
NIRVS distribution. In addition, no correlation was
identified between the two matrices (R2 = 0.0006),
showing that NIRVS composition of populations
was not related to the genetic structure caused by ran-
dom genetic drift (Supplementary Figure 2).

Relationships between NIRVS landscape and
vector competence (from published data)

Our results showed that NIRVS were not neutrally
distributed across populations supporting the hypoth-
esis of a biological function of NIRVS, such as anti-
viral functions, as it has been previously suggested.
To analyze whether NIRVS contribute to the control
of arboviral replication, we used logistic regression
models to evaluate potential association between
NIRVS distribution frequencies among populations
and dissemination efficiencies (DEs) of DENV and
CHIKV in corresponding or geographically close
populations selected from the literature (Supplemen-
tary Table 2). On this basis, we classified our tested
populations depending on their frequencies of each
NIRVS using the median. Several associations
between NIRVS and DENV DEs were found.
Whereas high AlbFlavi2 and CSA-JJL frequencies
were significantly associated with high DEs, high
AlbFlavi10, AlbFlavi36, AlbFlavi41 and CSA-NS3 fre-
quencies were however correlated to low DENV DEs
(Table 4). Opposite associations to CHIKV DEs were
also observed but with fewer NIRVS. Indeed, high
frequencies of AlbFlavi4 were associated with high
CHIKV DEs while high distribution of AlbFlavi36
and CSA-NS3 among populations was correlated to
low CHIKV DEs. Together, these results indicated

Figure 1. Estimated population structure of 363 individuals (19 populations) using 10 microsatellite markers. Map with sampling
sites of populations with colour pie charts showing genotype frequencies, according to Cluster 1 (red) and Cluster 2, which the latest
subdivided into 4 subclusters (blue, green, yellow and orange), deduced from the ΔK curve obtained (Supplementary
Figure 1(A–C)).
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that the presence of NIRVS was associated with
changes in DEs of arboviruses in Ae. albopictus at
the population level.

Focus on AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36

Besides its association to high DENV DEs, we further
focused on AlbFlavi2 located in a piRNA cluster and

Figure 2. NIRVS variability among Aedes albopictus populations. The frequency of AlbFlavi1 (A), AlbFlavi2 (B), AlbFlavi4 (C), Alb-
Flavi10 (D), AlbFlavi36 (E), AlbFlavi41 (F) and CSA (G and H) was assessed for 20 individuals in each Ae. albopictus population (except
the Rio population with 19 individuals). Populations were clustered according to their continent of origin. Oahu and Foshan corre-
spond to laboratory colonies. The variability of CSA was assessed using two sets of primers: CSA-NS3 (G) and CSA-JJL (H).
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presenting a large geographical distribution encom-
passing all continents. Moreover, AlbFlavi36 located
in an intergenic region was not found in populations
from South America and presented an opposite pattern
of association to DENV DEs; it was used for

comparison to AlbFlavi2. Therefore, sequence poly-
morphism, evolution and potential association to vec-
tor competence to arboviruses were assessed in Ae.
albopictus at the individual level.

Sequence polymorphism and evolution of
AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36
AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36 of individual mosquitoes
were successfully amplified in 10 out of the 13 Ae. albo-
pictus populations studied (Figure 2). Sequences of
AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36 amplified fragments were
aligned with the closely related exogenous viral
sequences: the Kamiti River virus (KRV) for AlbFlavi2
and the Aedes Flavivirus (AeFV) for AlFlavi36.

The p-distance calculated between AlbFlavi2
sequences revealed a moderate diversity, with values
ranging from 0% to 3.9% (data not shown). All Alb-
Flavi2 sequences underwent deletion events that were
sometimes shared by several individuals from different
populations or observed in a specific Ae. albopictus
population (Figure 4; Supplementary AlbFlavi36).

The p-distance values calculated between Alb-
Flavi36 sequences were low and varied only from 0%
to 0.9% (data not shown). Therefore, AlbFlavi36
sequences mapping to an intergenic region [24]
appeared more similar between individuals than Alb-
Flavi2 sequences (which are integrated in piRNA clus-
ter 27 [53]).

Figure 3. Aedes albopictus population clustering based on microsatellite and NIRVS loci. (A) Dendrogram of Ae. albopictus popu-
lations based on the analysis of 8 microsatellite loci of 12 Aedes albopictus populations using Cavalli-Sforza & Edwards’s genetic
distance and Neighbour-Joining method. Bootstrap values were indicated when >50%. (B) Dendrogram of Ae. albopictus popu-
lations based on Bray Curtis distance representing dissimilarities between NIRVS composition and abundances.

Table 4. Association between NIRVS and arboviral
dissemination efficiencies in Aedes albopictus populations
(logistic regression models).
NIRVS N OR (95% CI) p-value

DENV
AlbFlavi1 707 0.82 (0.61–1.11) NS
AlbFlavi2 3.07 (2.3–4.2) ***
AlbFlavi4 1.46 (1.0–2.1) NS
AlbFlavi10 0.46 (0.3–0.6) ***
AlbFlavi36 0.46 (0.3–0.6) ***
AlbFlavi41 0.43 (0.29–0.62) ***
CSA-NS3 0.68 (0.5–0.9) **
CSA-JJL 3.87 (1.0–14) *
CHIKV
AlbFlavi1 360 1.53 (0.9–2.6) NS
AlbFlavi2 1.3 (0.7–2.1) NS
AlbFlavi4 2.14 (1.2–3.6) **
AlbFlavi10 0.60 (0.3–1.0) NS
AlbFlavi36 0.36 (0.2–0.6) ***
AlbFlavi41 0.61 (0.4–1.0) NS
CSA-NS3 0.56 (0.3–1.0) *
CSA-JJL 0.68 (0.3–1.7) NS

Notes: Dissemination efficiencies (DE) data were assessed from the same or
geographically close Ae. albopictus populations (see Supplementary
Table 2). Populations were characterized as high or low frequencies for
each NIRVS by using the median and were analyzed with DE data by
logistic regression models to find any association. Odds ratio (OR) >1
and <1 indicated positive and negative association respectively. 95%
CI: 95% confidence intervals; N: sample size.
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We further performed phylogenetic analysis to
describe the evolutionary history of AlbFlavi2 and Alb-
Flavi36 (Figure 4; Supplementary Figure 4). As

expected, AlbFlavi2 displayed higher divergence than
AlbFlavi36. The resulted trees based on AlbFlavi2 sup-
ported four major clusters sharing sequences with the

Figure 4. Divergence of AlbFlavi2 among Aedes albopictus individuals. Phylogram of AlbFlavi2 sequences based on parsimony with
gaps considered as 5th nucleotides. Each node was found in 98–100% of the trees obtained through NNI rearrangements. Signifi-
cant bootstrap values were indicated at nodes. hmwb: high molecular weight band Values; in brackets: alignment coordinates of
deletion. The same result was obtained by parsimony without gap as 5th nucleotide, except for the sequence cluster of mosquitoes
from Morocco.
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same deletion events (Figure 4). One of them, defined
by a 11 bp deletion was subdivided into two subclusters
of sequences sharing respectively a 248 bp and a 46 bp
deletion. Overall, these clusters did not show any strict
relationship with geographical origin of populations.

AlbFlavi2 from Brazilian populations (PMNI, Man-
aus and Rio) appeared clearly polyphyletic. Three clus-
ters represented only sequences from Brazil: an older
cluster of sequences sharing a 405 bp insertion and
two other clusters of sequences sharing respectively a
46 bp and a 6–65 bp deletions. Only AlbFlavi2 from
Rabat population formed a monophyletic group, a
unique cluster of sequences characterized by a 248 bp
deletion.

One cluster contained most of the sequences from
Tirana (Albania), Vero Beach (USA), Alessandria
(Italy) and Binh Duong (Vietnam). However, some
sequences from Binh Duong, Vero Beach and

Alessandria populations, were also isolated or found
in other clusters. Moreover, half of the AlbFlavi2
sequences from Foshan formed a unique cluster
whereas the other half shared the heterogeneous cluster
of sequences described above.

The polymorphism of AlbFlavi36 was low in Ae.
albopictus populations and all the sequences showed
close relationships with each other, without any sig-
nificant bootstrap values (Supplementary Figure 4).
However, sequences from African mosquitoes
(Congo, Gabon and Morocco) in branching deeply
in the tree may be more ancient than sequences of
Asian (Binh Duong, Foshan) and European
mosquitoes.

Collectively, phylogenetic studies revealed different
histories of NIRVS in mosquito populations and par-
ticularly, complex history of Albflavi2 evolving by
both mutation and deletion events.

Figure 5. Pilot analysis showing the association between frequencies of AlbFlavi2/AlbFlavi36 and DENV/CHIKV dissemination
efficiencies (DE) in Aedes albopictus populations. The Foshan colony and the Tibati population (Cameroon, generation F1) were
used for the analysis. (A) Presence/absence of AlbFlavi2 and DEs to DENV and CHIKV obtained for the Foshan colony. (B) Pres-
ence/absence of AlbFlavi36 and DEs to DENV and CHIKV obtained for the Foshan colony. (C) Presence/absence of AlbFlavi2 and
DEs to DENV and CHIKV obtained for the Tibati population. (D) Presence/absence of AlbFlavi36 and DEs to DENV and CHIKV
obtained for the Tibati population. DEs were obtained for both viruses at 14 days post-infection. In total, 191 and 122 individuals
were examined for presence of AlbFlavi2/AlbFlavi36 after infection DENV and CHIKV, respectively. Interactions of populations and
frequencies of AlbFlavi2/AlbFlavi36 with DEs were tested using logistic regression models.
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Association between AlbFlavi2/Albflavi36 and
vector competence in Ae. albopictus at the
individual level
To further investigate the biological role of AlbFlavi2
and AlbFlavi36, we extended our analyses of associ-
ation between the presence of these two NIRVS and
viral dissemination from a population level to an indi-
vidual level. To do so, mosquitoes of the Foshan colony
strain and the field-collected Tibati population
(Cameroon) were infected with DENV-2 and
CHIKV. At 14 days post-infection, mosquito dissemi-
nation status and the presence of both AlbFlavi2 and
AlbFlavi36 were determined for 313 mosquitoes
(Figure 5). When comparing DENV dissemination,
Foshan better disseminated than Tibati (respectively
89.8% and 42.2%; p-value <10−4; data not shown).
However, the presence of AlbFlavi2 or AlbFlavi36 in
mosquitoes from Foshan or Tibati was not significantly
associated to DENV dissemination (p-values > 0.209;
Figure 5(A–D)). Moreover, the same results were
obtained regarding the association between Alb-
Flavi2/AlbFlavi36 presence and CHIKV dissemination
(p-values > 0.3; Figure 5(A–D)). In all, using both lab-
oratory colony and field-collected mosquitoes, no
association was found between any of the two NIRVS
(AlbFlavi2 and AlbFlavi36) and DENV/CHIKV
dissemination.

Discussion

The presence of sequences with similarities to Flavi-
viruses in the genome of Aedes spp. mosquitoes and
their enrichment in piRNA clusters support the
hypothesis that viral integrations, at least some, are
not simply viral fossils, but could have a biological
role [24,25,54]. Here we demonstrated that the
NIRVS studied are not neutrally distributed among
Ae. albopictus populations and all of them (except Alb-
Flavi1) were significantly associated to vector compe-
tence to DENV and CHIKV.

NIRVS are not neutral markers

NIRVS are endogenous viral sequences located in
protein-coding gene exons, intergenic regions, and
PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA) clusters [55]. Contrary
to the other categories, piRNA genes are evolving rapidly
under positive selection to generate a high diversity of
piRNAs [56–63]. Approximately 30 sequences of flavi-
viral ORFs (primarily NS1 and NS5) were detected in
the Foshan colony [24] including the early-detected Fla-
vivirus-like sequences [21,64]. It has been suggested that
the variable number and frequency of NIRVS across
Ae. albopictus populations contribute to variations of
genome size among mosquitoes [36]. Our study targeted
seven NIRVS (AlbFlavi1, AlbFlavi2, AlbFlavi4, Alb-
Flavi10, AlbFlavi36, AlbFlavi41, CSA), for which their

evolution under selection pressures or simply by genetic
drift remained unknown.

Contrary to NIRVS deriving from flaviviruses in Ae.
aegypti (unpublished data), the presence of the tested
NIRVS was highly variable among worldwide popu-
lations, with the lowest number being detected in mos-
quitoes from Brazil. This suggests that these NIRVS
have not reached fixation in any of the Ae. albopictus
populations tested (with potential exception for Alb-
Flavi1 and a fragment of CSA). Interestingly, Brazilian
populations (Manaus, Rio, and PMNI) displayed the
lowest number of NIRVS studied with a total absence
of AlbFlavi10, AlbFlavi36 and CSA-NS3. Considering
the ancient origin of NIRVS, estimated between 6.5
thousands to 2.5 million years ago [65], we hypoth-
esized that they might have been less exposed to ISFs
in the past, leading to fewer NIRVS in their genomes
or that populations may have acquired NIRVS in the
past which have been lost over time.

We showed that the microsatellite polymorphism of
populations did not match with the NIRVS abundance
profiles. Therefore, because microsatellites are
sequences that neutrally evolve in the genome, we
speculate that the evolution of NIRVS is far from neu-
tral and NIRVS could provide benefits to the host.
NIRVS may have been produced for specific purposes
in the host rather than being the consequences of ran-
dom endogenization of exogenous viral fragments.

The focus on NIRVS from piRNA cluster (AlbFlavi2)
and intergenic region (AlbFlavi36) revealed different
sequence polymorphism and evolutionary histories
despite their relatively wide distribution amongAe. albo-
pictus populations. Whereas AlbFlavi36 appeared
monophyletic with highly conserved sequences among
populations, the phylogenetic analyses showed a par-
ticularly complex history for Albflavi2 evolving by
both mutation and deletion events. We postulate that
owing to its high variability, AlbFlavi2 may act similarly
to TE fragments and piRNA genes, and evolve according
to exposures to related exogenous virus burden.

Association between NIRVS and vector
competence to arboviruses

Similar to some endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) that
have an effect on viruses from different subfamilies
and genera [66], we questioned whether NIRVS deriv-
ing from ISF sequences affect the dissemination of
different arboviruses and contribute to the regulation
of vector competence of Ae. albopictus mosquitoes.
Because NIRVS located in piRNA clusters, such as Alb-
Flavi2, produce piRNAs, are differentially distributed
among populations and appeared older integrations
than NIRVS located in codons [65], they were pro-
posed to function as novel mosquito antiviral immune
factors. However, contradictory results were obtained
using both population- and individual-level analysis.
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At the population level, manyNIRVSwere present in
Ae. albopictus populations. The frequency of some of
them appears correlated (positively or negatively) to
DENV dissemination. Whereas some NIRVS were
associated with high viral dissemination (i.e. AlbFlavi2
and CSA-JJL), others were significantly related to low
viral dissemination (AlbFlavi10, AlbFlavi36, AlbFlavi41
andCSA-NS3), suggesting different functions ofNIRVS
deriving from ISFs. Moreover, fewer NIRVS were posi-
tively (i.e. AlbFlavi4) and negatively (i.e. AlbFlavi36 and
CSA-NS3) correlated to CHIKV dissemination. These
results are consistent with the contradictory results
obtained in studies assessing the impact of exogenous
ISFs on arbovirus fitness in mosquitoes. Indeed,
whereas some ISFs have shown to repress arboviral
replication [67], others have been proved to facilitate
infection [68]. Further experiments should be per-
formed to confirm these results, as only 20 mosquitoes
per population were tested for NIRVS distribution.

At the level of individuals, our pilot experiment
based on mosquitoes from both laboratory colony and
field did not show any significant association between
dissemination of DENV and CHIKV, and NIRVS, Alb-
Flavi2 or AlbFlavi36. while this does not seem surpris-
ing for the alphavirus CHIKV considering that NIRVS
examined are homologous to flavivirus sequences, it is
still questionable for DENV. Since it appears that they
do not evolve neutrally and were preserved from purify-
ing selection, NIRVS such as CSA has demonstrated to
produce a transcript of 4671 nt long [21,69]; its func-
tional role should be investigated. Lastly, other com-
ponents should be considered such as the virome [70]
in addition to the anatomical barriers in the mosquito
such as the salivary glands for viral transmission [19].

To conclude, our results clearly show that NIRVS in
Ae. albopictus follow processes different from that of
neutral genes such as microsatellites and most NIRVS
are far from reaching fixation. Flaviviral integrations
are differentially distributed amongAe. albopictus popu-
lations and are here suggested to be associated with the
vector competence to arboviruses by mechanisms that
remain to be elucidated. Finally, this study opens the
way to new perspectives on evolution and biological
functions of NIRVS, in part on vector competence.
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ABSTRACT 21 

Current knowledge of the piRNA pathway is based mainly on studies on Drosophila 22 

melanogaster where three proteins of the Piwi subclade of the Argonaute family interact with PIWI-23 

interacting RNAs to silence transposable elements in gonadal tissues. In mosquito species that 24 

transmit epidemic arboviruses such as dengue and chikungunya viruses, Piwi clade genes 25 

underwent expansion, are also expressed in the soma and cross-talk with proteins of recognized 26 

antiviral function cannot be excluded for some Piwi proteins. These observations underscore the 27 

importance of expanding our knowledge of the piRNA pathway beyond the model organism D. 28 

melanogaster.  29 

Here we focus on the emerging arboviral vector Aedes albopictus and we couple traditional 30 

approaches of expression and adaptive evolution analyses with most current computational 31 

predictions of protein structure to study evolutionary divergence among Piwi clade proteins.  32 

Superposition of protein homology models indicate possible high structure similarity among all Piwi 33 

proteins, with high levels of amino acid conservation in the inner regions devoted to RNA binding. 34 

On the contrary, solvent-exposed surfaces showed low conservation, with several sites under 35 

positive selection. Analysis of the expression profiles of Piwi transcripts during mosquito 36 

development and following infection with Dengue serotype 1 or Chikungunya viruses showed a 37 

concerted elicitation of all Piwi transcripts during viral dissemination of dengue viruses while 38 

maintenance of infection relied on expression of primarily Piwi5. Opposite, establishment of 39 

persistent infection by Chikungunya virus is accompanied by increased expression of all Piwi 40 

genes, particularly Piwi4 and, again, Piwi5. Overall these results are consistent with functional 41 

specialization and a general antiviral role for Piwi5. Experimental evidences of sites under positive 42 

selection in Piwi1-3, Piwi4 and Piwi6, that have complex expression profiles, provide useful 43 

knowledge to design tailored functional experiments. 44 

45 
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AUTHOR SUMMARY 46 

Argonautes are ancient proteins involved in many cellular processes, including innate 47 

immunity. Early in eukaryote evolution, Argonautes separated into Ago and Piwi clades, which 48 

maintain a dynamic evolutionary history with frequent duplications and losses. The use of Drosophila 49 

melanogaster as a model organism proved fundamental to understand the function of Argonautes. 50 

However, recent studies showed that the patterns and observations made in D. melanogaster, 51 

including the number of Argonautes, their expression profile and their function, are a rarity among 52 

Dipterans. 53 

In vectors of epidemic arboviruses such as Dengue and Chikungunya viruses, Piwi genes 54 

underwent expansion, are expressed in the soma, and some of them appear to have antiviral 55 

functions. Besides being an important basic question, the identification of which (and how) Piwi 56 

genes have antiviral functions may be used for the development of novel genetic-based strategies 57 

of vector control. Here we coupled population genetics models with computational predictions of 58 

protein structure and expression analyses to investigate the evolution and function of Piwi genes of 59 

the emerging vector Aedes albopictus. Our data support a general antiviral role for Piwi5. Instead, 60 

the detection of complex expression profiles with the presence of sites under positive selection in 61 

Piwi1/3, Piwi4 and Piwi6 requires tailored functional experiments to clarify their antiviral role.62 
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INTRODUCTION 63 

 64 

First discovered for their role in plant developmental, proteins of the Argonaute family were 65 

found in all domains of life, where they are essential for a wide variety of cellular processes, 66 

including innate immunity [1,2].  67 

Recent studies provided evidence of evolutionary expansion and functional divergence of 68 

Argonautes in Dipterans, including examples in both the Ago and Piwi subclades [3]. Differences in 69 

function and copy number have also been found in other taxa such as nematodes [4], oomycetes 70 

[5] and higher plants [6], showing that this protein family is subject to a dynamic evolutionary 71 

history. In eukaryotes, Argonautes are key components of RNA interference (RNAi) mechanisms, 72 

which can be distinguished in three main pathways: the small interfering RNA (siRNA), microRNA 73 

(miRNA) and the PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA) pathways.  74 

The siRNA pathway is the cornerstone of antiviral defense in insects. The canonical activity 75 

of this pathway is the Argonaute 2 (Ago2)-dependent cleavage of viral target sequences. Ago2 is 76 

guided to its target through an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) loaded with 21-nucleotide 77 

(nt)-long siRNAs. siRNAs are produced from viral double-strand RNAs intermediates by the 78 

RNAase-III endonuclease activity of Dicer-2 (Dcr2) and define the target based on sequence 79 

complementarity [7].  Dcr2 also possesses a DExD/H helicase domain that mediates the synthesis 80 

of viral DNA (vDNA) fragments [8]. vDNAs appear to further modulate antiviral immunity [8]. vDNA 81 

fragments are synthesized in both circular and linear forms, in complex arrangements with 82 

sequences from retrotransposons, but details of their mode of action have not been elucidated yet 83 

[8,9]. We and others recently showed that the genomes of Aedes spp. mosquitoes harbor 84 

fragmented viral sequences, which are integrated next to transposon sequences, are enriched in 85 

piRNA clusters and produced PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) [10,11]. The similar organization 86 

between vDNAs and viral integrations, along with the production of piRNAs of viral origin 87 

(vpiRNAs) following arboviral infection of Aedes spp. mosquitoes, led to the hypothesis that the 88 

piRNA pathway function cooperatively with the siRNA pathway in the acquisition of tolerance to 89 

infection [10,12,13].  90 
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Current knowledge on the piRNA pathway in insects is based mainly on studies on 91 

Drosophila melanogaster where three proteins of the Piwi subclade, namely Argonaute-3 (AGO3), 92 

PIWI and Aubergine (AUB), interact with piRNAs to silence transposable elements (TEs) in 93 

gonadal tissues [14]. Interestingly, the piRNA pathway of D. melanogaster does not have antiviral 94 

activity and no viral integrations have been detected  [15]. Additional differences exist between the 95 

piRNA pathway of D. melanogaster and that of mosquitoes, suggesting that D. melanogaster 96 

cannot be used as a model to unravel the molecular cross-talk between the siRNA and piRNA 97 

pathways leading to antiviral immunity in Aedes spp. mosquitoes. For instance, in Aedes aegypti, 98 

Piwi subclade has undergone expansion with seven proteins (i.e. Ago3, Piwi2, Piwi3, Piwi4, Piwi5, 99 

Piwi6 and Piwi7), which are alternatively expressed in somatic and germline cells and interact with 100 

both endogenous and vpiRNAs [12,16,17]. Gonadal- or embryonic-specific expression is found for 101 

Piwi1-3 and Piwi7, respectively [16]. On the contrary, Ago3, Piwi4, Piwi5 and Piwi6 are highly 102 

expressed in Ae. aegypti soma and Aag2 cells and all contribute to the production of transposon-103 

derived piRNAs [16,18]. Ago3 and Piwi5 also regulate biogenesis of piRNAs from the replication-104 

dependent histone gene family [19]. Production of vpiRNAs is dependent on Piwi5 and Ago3 105 

during infection of Aag2 cells with the Alphavirus CHIKV, Sindbis and Semliki Forest (SF) viruses, 106 

but relies also on Piwi6 following infection with the Flavivirus DENV2 [18,20–22]. Piwi4 does not 107 

bind piRNAs and its knock-down does not alter vpiRNA production upon infection of Aag2 cells 108 

with either SFV or DENV2 [18,23]. On the contrary Piwi4 coimmunoprecipate with Ago2, Dcr2, 109 

Piwi5, Piwi6 and Ago3, suggesting a bridging role between the siRNA and piRNA pathways [21].  110 

These studies support an antiviral role for Piwi proteins in Aedes spp. mosquitoes but given the 111 

number of Piwi genes in these species, it is a challenge to uncover their distinct physiological roles, 112 

if any. In duplicated genes, the presence of sites under positive selection is usually a sign of the 113 

acquisition of novel functions [24]. Additionally, under the “arm-race theory”, rapid intraspecific 114 

evolution is expected for genes with immunity functions because their products should act against 115 

fast evolving viruses [25]. 116 
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Besides being an important basic question, the understanding of functional divergence 117 

among Piwi proteins has applied perspectives for the development of novel genetic-based 118 

methods of transmission-blocking vector control strategies.  119 

In recent years, the Asian tiger mosquito Aedes albopictus has emerged as a novel global 120 

arboviral threat. This species is a competent vector for a number of arboviruses, such as 121 

chikungunya (CHIKV), dengue (DENV), yellow fever (YFV) and Zika (ZIKV) viruses and is now 122 

present in every continent except Antarctica following its quick spread out of its native home range 123 

of South East Asia  [26]. Establishment of Ae. albopictus in temperate regions of the world fostered 124 

the re-emergence or the new introduction of arboviruses [27]. For instance, Chikungunya 125 

outbreaks occurred in Italy in 2007 and 2017 [28,29]; France and Croatia suffered from 126 

autochthonous cases of Dengue and Chikungunya in several occasions since 2010 [30–33] and 127 

dengue is remerging in some regions of the United States due to the presence of Ae. albopictus 128 

[34]. Knowledge on Ae. albopictus biology and the molecular mechanisms underlying its 129 

competence to arboviruses are still limited in comparison to Ae. aegypti despite its increasing 130 

public-health relevance.  131 

Here we elucidate the molecular organization, polymorphism and expression of Piwi clade 132 

genes of Ae. albopictus in an evolutionary framework using a combination of molecular, population 133 

genomics and computational protein modelling approaches. We show that the genome of Ae. 134 

albopictus harbours seven Piwi genes, namely Ago3, Piwi1-3, Piwi2, Piwi4, Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7. 135 

For the first time in mosquitoes, we show sign of adaptive evolution in Piwi1-3, Piwi4, Piwi5 and 136 

Piwi6, including sites in the MID and PAZ domains. Additionally, expression profiles during 137 

mosquito development and following infection with the Dengue or Chikungunya viruses support 138 

functional specialization of Piwi proteins, with a prominent and general antiviral role for the 139 

transcript of Piwi5.  140 

 141 

RESULTS 142 

Seven Piwi genes are present in the genome of Ae. albopictus 143 

Bioinformatic analyses of the current genome assemblies of Ae. albopictus (AaloF1) and the 144 
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C6/36 cell line (canu_80X_arrow2.2), followed by copy number validation, confirmed the presence 145 

of seven Piwi genes (i.e. Ago3, Piwi1/3, Piwi2, Piwi4, Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7) in Ae. albopictus (S1 146 

Table). Genomic DNA sequences were obtained for each exon-intron boundaries, confirming in all 147 

Piwi genes the presence of the PAZ, MID and PIWI domains, the hallmarks of the Piwi subfamily of 148 

Argonaute proteins [35]. For Ago3, Piwi1/3, Piwi2, Piwi4 and Piwi6, single transcript sequences 149 

that correspond to predictions based on the identified DNA sequences were retrieved (S1 Dataset). 150 

Sequencing results of the transcript from Piwi5 showed a sequence 27 bp shorter than predicted 151 

on the reference genome, due to a 45bp gap followed by a 18b insertion, 110 and 333 bases after 152 

the ATG starting codon, respectively. This transcript still includes the PAZ, MID and PIWI domains. 153 

The presence of this transcript was further validated by northern-blot (Fig 1). For Piwi7, the 154 

transcript sequence also appears shorter than predicted (Fig 1). Alignment and phylogenetic 155 

analyses, in the context of currently annotated Piwi transcripts of Culicinae and Anophelinae 156 

mosquitoes, confirmed one-to-one orthologous pairing between Ae. albopictus Piwi gene 157 

transcripts and those of Ae. aegypti (S2 Table, S1 Fig). Interestingly, Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7 158 

transcripts group together and appear more similar to one of the two Aubergine-like transcripts 159 

annotated in different Anophelinae species than to Aedes Piwi2, Piwi1/3 and Piwi4 transcripts. 160 

Regarding the latter, Piwi2 and Piwi1/3 form a species-specific clade, rather than follow a 161 

speciation pattern. Rather, the two genes, which on Ae. aegypti map on chromosome 1 and are 162 

~20 kb apart [17], may have originated as a duplication in the ancestor of Ae. aegypti and Ae. 163 

albopictus and be subsequently undergoing interlocus gene conversion. This mechanism causes 164 

nonreciprocal recombination, whereby one locus (i.e. part of a gene copy) replaces the 165 

homologous sequence of the other copy. The result is concerted evolution of the gene duplicates 166 

[36], which in this case eliminates divergence between Piwi2 and Piwi1/3 within each species. 167 

 168 

Figure 1. Gene and transcript structure of Ae. albopictus Piwi5 and Piwi7. A) Schematic 169 

representation of the DNA structure of Piwi5 and Piwi7 genes and their corresponding transcripts 170 

as obtained from cDNA amplification of single sugar-fed mosquito samples. Exons and introns are 171 

shown by blue boxes and black lines, respectively, with corresponding length in nucleotide below 172 
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each. The positions of the predicted PAZ, MID and PIWI domains are shown by green, blue and 173 

magenta ovals, respectively. Exon numbers correspond to lane numbers. B) Amplification of each 174 

exon of Piwi5 and Piwi7 on genomic DNA. Exon numbers correspond to lane numbers. C) 175 

Northern-blot results of Piwi5 indicate the presence of a transcript of 3 kb. 176 

 177 

Piwi genes display high levels of polymorphism across populations and show signs 178 

of adaptive evolution  179 

Across Drosophila phylogeny, genes of the piRNA pathway display elevated rates of adaptive 180 

evolution [37], with rapidly evolving residues not clustering at the RNA binding site, but being 181 

distributed across the proteins [3]. The RNA binding site is found within the PAZ domain, at the 182 

amino-terminal part of Piwi proteins [35,38]. On the opposite side, at the carboxyl terminus, the 183 

PIWI domain resides. The PIWI domain belongs to the RNase H family of enzymes and the 184 

catalytic site is formed by three conserved amino acids (usually aspartate-aspartate-glutamate, 185 

DDE or aspartate-aspartate-histidine, DDH) [35,39]. Between the PAZ and PIWI domains the MID 186 

domain resides. MID specifies strand- and nucleotide-biases of piRNAs, including their Uridine 5’ 187 

bias [40,41].  To evaluate the selective pressures acting along these genes, we analysed the 188 

polymorphism pattern in Ae. albopictus samples from wild-collected populations and from the 189 

Foshan reference strain. Synonymous and non-synonymous mutations were found for each gene 190 

in all populations (Fig 2), with Piwi1/3 displaying the lowest polymorphism (Table 1). 191 

Table 1. Polymorphism of Aedes albopictus Piwi genes in mosquitoes from the Foshan strain 192 
and wild-caught mosquitoes from La Reunion (Reu) and Mexico (Mex). We report the number 193 
of sequences (n), as well as the number of sites (L), segregating sites (S), polymorphism measured 194 
as  and , and the Tajima’s D statistic for both synonymous (s) and non-synonymous sites (a) for 195 
each gene and population (and for the pooled sample). 196 
 197 

 n L Ls La Ss Sa s a s a a/s Ds Da 

Ago3              

Pooled 112 2832 680.2 2151.8 316 19 0.0699 0.0005 0.0878 0.0017 0.007 -0.68 -1.95 

Foshan 32 2832 680.1 2151.9 124 5 0.0559 0.0004 0.0453 0.0006 0.007 0.89 -0.82 

Mex 48 2832 680.2 2151.8 253 14 0.0780 0.0007 0.0838 0.0015 0.009 -0.25 -1.60 

Reu 32 2658 643.8 2014.2 189 4 0.0678 0.0002 0.0729 0.0005 0.003 -0.27 -1.50 

Piwi1-3              

Pooled 112 2658 644.3 2013.7 136 23 0.0319 0.0010 0.0399 0.0022 0.033 -0.66 -1.51 
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Foshan 32 2658 644.0 2014.0 10 2 0.0047 0.0003 0.0039 0.0002 0.064 0.68 0.44 

Mex 48 2658 644.9 2013.1 117 21 0.0463 0.0017 0.0409 0.0024 0.037 0.48 -0.89 

Reu 32 2658 643.8 2014.2 52 4 0.0188 0.0004 0.0201 0.0005 0.021 -0.23 -0.48 

Piwi2              

Pooled 112 2625 644.0 1981.0 242 28 0.0760 0.0012 0.0710 0.0027 0.016 0.23 -1.65 

Foshan 32 2625 644.0 1981.0 115 10 0.0663 0.0017 0.0443 0.0013 0.026 1.88 1.11 

Mex 48 2625 643.9 1981.1 184 15 0.0823 0.0010 0.0644 0.0017 0.012 1.01 -1.28 

Reu 32 2625 644.1 1980.9 151 6 0.0712 0.0005 0.0582 0.0008 0.007 0.85 -0.94 

Piwi4              

Pooled 112 2592 620.0 1972.1 268 61 0.0729 0.0025 0.0817 0.0058 0.034 -0.36 -1.82 

Foshan 32 2592 620.1 1971.9 122 18 0.0610 0.0009 0.0489 0.0023 0.015 0.94 -2.05 

Mex 48 2592 619.8 1972.2 181 41 0.0692 0.0035 0.0658 0.0047 0.051 0.19 -0.87 

Reu 32 2592 620.1 1971.9 161 45 0.0699 0.0029 0.0645 0.0057 0.041 0.32 -1.79 

Piwi5              

Pooled 112 2745 653.1 2091.9 148 23 0.0457 0.0016 0.0428 0.0021 0.035 0.22 -0.66 

Foshan 32 2793 664.5 2128.5 58 8 0.0361 0.0018 0.0217 0.0009 0.050 2.47 2.78 

Mex 48 2745 652.9 2092.1 137 13 0.0470 0.0017 0.0473 0.0014 0.036 -0.02 0.65 

Reu 32 2793 663.4 2129.6 89 6 0.0326 0.0008 0.0333 0.0007 0.025 -0.08 0.40 

Piwi6              

Pooled 112 2661 649.0 2012.0 242 8 0.0805 0.0010 0.0705 0.0008 0.013 0.47 0.82 

Foshan 32 2661 648.3 2012.8 92 3 0.0632 0.0001 0.0352 0.0004 0.002 2.99 -1.69 

Mex 48 2661 649.9 2011.1 213 7 0.0840 0.0001 0.0739 0.0008 0.001 0.50 -2.33 

Reu 32 2661 648.5 2012.5 163 4 0.0784 0.0001 0.0624 0.0005 0.001 0.98 -2.01 

Piwi7              

Pooled 112 1977 469.8 1507.2 192 33 0.0877 0.0036 0.0772 0.0041 0.041 0.45 -0.42 

Foshan 32 1977 469.8 1507.2 118 15 0.0905 0.0034 0.0624 0.0025 0.038 1.71 1.25 

Mex 48 1977 469.9 1507.1 150 23 0.0905 0.0034 0.0719 0.0034 0.038 0.93 -0.04 

Reu 32 1977 469.6 1507.5 137 17 0.0803 0.0030 0.0724 0.0028 0.037 0.41 0.24 

 198 

 199 

Figure 2. Venn diagrams showing the number of positions harbouring synonymous and non-200 

synonymous mutations in tested samples for each Piwi gene. 201 

 202 

As expected, the laboratory strain Foshan showed the lowest levels of variability and Tajima’s 203 

D values that contrast (in sign) from those of the other populations and from the pooled sample, 204 

consistent with a strong bottleneck associated to the strain establishment. In Piwi4, between 20 205 

and 80 non-synonymous variants could be found inside and in proximity of the PAZ, MID and PIWI 206 
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domains (S2 Fig.A), ten of these mutations were shared across all populations (S3 Table). The 5’ 207 

region of Piwi5 harboured several indels: two in-frame variants (i.e. 94_99del; 113_118del) were 208 

shared across all populations and were present in homozygosity in at least one sample (S2 Fig.B), 209 

suggesting that they are not detrimental. Ago3 and Piwi6 have very low non-synonymous 210 

nucleotide diversity, suggesting strong constraints at the protein level. The results of the 211 

McDonald-Kreitman test [42] further revealed an excess of non-synonymous substitutions 212 

compared to the polymorphism pattern in both Piwi1/3 and Piwi6, suggesting that they have been 213 

target of adaptive evolution (Table 2.A). In contrast, Piwi4 has a significant deficit of non-214 

synonymous substitutions and/or excess of polymorphic non-synonymous segregating sites (Table 215 

2.A). In this gene, Tajima’s D is negative but in line with the values of the other Piwi genes, and the 216 

high non-synonymous polymorphism may reflect selection of intraspecific diversifying selection, as 217 

expected in genes involved in immunity. Because positive selection may have acted at the level of 218 

very few sites, this not contributing to the gene-level non-synonymous substitution pattern; we 219 

explicitly tested models of codon evolution. Signs of positive selection were found at different sites, 220 

including one site in the Linker2 and one site in the MID domain of Piwi1/3, two sites in the PAZ 221 

domain of Piwi4, two sites in the Flex domain of Piwi5 and three sites, two in the Flex and one in 222 

the Linker2 domains, of Piwi6 (Table 2.B). Haplotype reconstruction of our samples showed that 223 

these mutations can co-occur on the same gene, with the only exception of Y278D+H287P in 224 

Piwi4 and A67P+G86S in Piwi6. 225 

Table 2. Insights into Evolutionary divergence of Piwi genes in Ae. albopictus. A) 226 

McDonald-Kreitman test for each Piwi gene using the orthologous sequences of Ae. aegypti 227 

as outgroup. NI = Neutrality Index; Alpha = proportion of base substitutions fixed by natural 228 

selection; P estimated using Fisher’s exact test. B) Output of Codeml with significant results 229 

regarding sites under positive selection. 230 

 231 
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Table 2 legend. 1 sites where signs of positive selection (ω > 1) were found; 2 reference amino acid 232 

and alternative missense variant; 3mean omega () value; 4probability that ω > 1 under the Bayes 233 

empirical Bayes (BEB) method (* = P > 0.95; ** = P > 0.99); 5protein domain based on 234 

computational predictions of molecular structures. Domains are as follows: Linker2, linker region 235 

between PAZ and MID; PAZ domain; MID domain; and Flex, the Flexible stretch at the N-236 

terminus. 237 
 238 

 239 

Finally, to gain insight on how variable Piwi genes are in comparison to slow- and fast 240 

-evolving genes of Ae. albopictus, we collected variability data of sets of genes previously identified 241 

to have slow and high evolutionary rates [43]. For each population, we compared the overall level 242 

of polymorphism (LoP) of the Piwi genes and of a dataset of fast-evolving genes (FGs) to that 243 

measured for a dataset of slow-evolving genes (SGs) as listed in the material and methods section 244 

A. McDonald-Kreitman test 

 Ago3 Piwi1/3 Piwi2 Piwi4 Piwi5 Piwi6 Piwi7 

NI 0.582 0.516 0.9 3.888 0.696 0.154 0.745 

alpha 0.418 0.484 0.1 -2.888 0.304 0.846 0.255 

P 0.114 0.008 0.785 < 0.001 0.18 < 0.001 0.272 

B. Codeml output for sites under positive selection 

 
Gene 

 

 
Position1 

 
Reference>Mutant2 3 

 
P4 

 
Domain5 

AGO3 - - - -  

Piwi1-3 484 E>G 3.026 0.990* Linker2 

 485 K>R 2.979 0.965* Linker2 

 548 M>I 3.014 0.984* MID 

Piwi2 - - - -  

Piwi4 278 Y>D 2.522 0.993** PAZ 

 287 H>A,D,P,V 2.532 1.000** PAZ 

Piwi5 89-90 SA>PT 7.813 1.000** Flex 

 139 T>A 7.810 1.000** Flex 

Piwi6 67 A>P 3.560 0.992** Flex 

 86 G>R,S 3.460 0.957* Flex 

 258 V>I 3.581 0.999** Linker2 

Piwi7 - - - -  
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“polymorphisms of Piwi genes” [43]. Our results indicate that Piwi4, Piwi6 and Piwi7 have LoP 245 

values comparable to those of FGs, while Ago3 and Piwi5 do not significantly deviate from the LoP 246 

values of SGs. Piwi1/3 appears to be conserved (Fig 3). 247 

 248 

Figure 3. Volcano plot. Level of polymorphism (LoP) comparison between slow-evolving genes 249 

(SGs), fast-evolving genes (FGs) and Piwi genes by population. Genes on the right side of the 250 

panel have LoP values greater than those of SGs, while genes on the left side have smaller LoPs 251 

than SGs. The y-axis represents the -log10 p-values of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Faint 252 

datapoints are not significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing (-log10 0.0024 (0.05/21 253 

genes) = 2.62).  254 

 255 

Computational predictions of molecular structures  256 

The functional significance of the mutations under selection, as well as that of all the shared 257 

missense mutations in the PAZ and PIWI domains, was tested by computing predictions of three 258 

dimensional molecular structures of the Piwi proteins using the most-recent X-ray crystallography 259 

structure of Argonaute proteins as templates [44,45]. Homology modelling revealed high structural 260 

conservation among the seven Piwi proteins despite sequence heterogeneity (S2 Fig.; Fig 4.A). 261 

Similarly, to D. melanogaster, the highest levels of amino acid sequence conservation were 262 

found in the regions that, based on homology modelling, define the inner pocket of Argonaute 263 

molecular assembly where the RNA binds. Significantly lower sequence conservation was found 264 

on the proteins surface (Fig 4.B). Based on our computational predictions, we could not detect 265 

amino acidic polymorphisms that would affect RNA binding or processing, suggesting that all Ae. 266 

albopictus Piwi proteins may retain the Argonaute-like functions. Mapping of mutations under 267 

positive selection (Table 2.B) on the homology models and sequence comparisons with known 268 

PIWI structural homologs showed that the identified variant amino acids are unlikely to induce 269 

severe alterations in protein folding. All mutant variants were found to localize in regions distant 270 

from the predicted RNA-binding and/or processing sites, ruling out possible effects associated to 271 
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alterations in RNA recognition, but raising the intriguing possibility of regulatory roles during 272 

interactions with additional binding partners. 273 

 274 

Figure 4. Computational homology models of the Ae. Albopictus Piwi proteins. Homology 275 

models were generated for the seven Piwi genes as described in the methods section. A) 276 

Superposition of cartoon representations of Piwi homology models, with highlight of domain 277 

organization: the N-terminal domain is shown in orange, the PAZ domain in green, the MID domain 278 

in blue and the PIWI domain in magenta. B) CONSURF [92]overview of the aminoacid sequence 279 

conservation mapped on three-dimensional homology models in a putative RNA-bound 280 

arrangement based on the structure of human Argonaute bound to a target RNA (PDB ID 4Z4D), 281 

colored from teal (very low conservation) to dark magenta (highly conserved).  282 

 283 

Developmental profile of Ae. albopictus Piwi genes 284 

To further gain insights on the functional specialization of Piwi genes, we assessed their 285 

expression profile throughout mosquito development, namely at 4-8 hours (h) after deposition to 286 

capture the maternal-zygotic transition in expression, at late embryogenesis (i.e. 12-16 h and 16-287 

24 h post deposition), at two time points during larval development (i.e. 1st and 4th instar larvae) 288 

and at pupal and adult stages (for the latter only we sampled separately males and females). Adult 289 

females were dissected to extract ovaries from the carcasses both from females kept on a sugar 290 

diet and 48 h after a blood meal, when a peak in Piwi gene expression was previously observed 291 

[46].  292 

Expression levels of Ago3, Piwi4, Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7 are at their peak in the embryonic stages, 293 

although at different time points (Fig 5). Overall, Ago3, Piwi1/3, Piwi2 and Piwi6 have a similar 294 

trend during development showing a second peak of expression in adult females and their ovaries, 295 

while the expression levels of Piwi4, Piwi5 and Piwi7 remain constant. In details, Piwi7 is mostly 296 

expressed 4-8h after deposition, Piwi5 and Piwi6 are mostly expressed after 8-16h and Ago3 and 297 

Piwi4 have their pick of expression at 16-24h. On the contrary, Piwi1/3 and Piwi2 are mostly 298 

expressed in ovaries extracted from blood-fed and sugar-fed females, respectively (Fig 5.A, S4.A 299 
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table). These results are consistent with lack of expression from published RNA-seq data from 300 

adult mosquitoes. 301 

 302 

Figure 5. Expression profile of Piwi genes. Heatmap representations of log10 transformed fold-303 

change expression values of each Piwi gene. A) Developmental expression pattern of the Piwi 304 

genes normalized on the expression in sugar fed females. B) Expression pattern of Piwi genes 305 

following viral infection normalized with respect to sugar-fed samples. Expression was verified in 306 

ovaries and carcasses separately, during the early and late stages of infections, that is 4 dpi for 307 

both viruses and 14 or 21 dpi for CHIKV and DENV, respectively. Each day post-infection was 308 

analysed with respect to sugar and blood-fed controls of the same day. * indicates 309 

significant difference (P<0.05) between infected samples and the corresponding blood-fed control. 310 

 311 

Overall, at the adult stages, Ago3 and all Piwi genes were more expressed in females than 312 

males. Expression in ovaries was higher than in the corresponding carcasses, in both sugar- and 313 

blood-fed females. Differences in carcasses vs. ovaries expression were more pronounced after 314 

blood-meal for Ago3, Piwi1/3 and Piwi6, while expression of Piwi2 was doubled in sugar-fed vs. 315 

blood-fed ovaries. 316 

Piwi genes expression following viral infection 317 

Finally, we assessed whether the expression pattern of Piwi genes was altered upon DENV 318 

and CHIKV infection (Fig 5.B). The expression profile of the Piwi genes was different following 319 

CHIKV- and DENV-infection and also when comparing samples of carcasses and ovaries. In 320 

ovaries, during CHIKV infection all Piwi genes were significantly up-regulated compared 321 

to both sugar- and blood-fed mosquitoes. Four days post infection (dpi), the expression of Ago3, 322 

Piwi1/3, Piwi6 and Piwi7 was between 4 to 10 folds higher than that of Piwi2, Piwi4 and Piwi5, 323 

which nevertheless were upregulated with respect to ovaries of sugar- and blood-fed mosquitoes. 324 

An opposite profile was seen in the carcasses, where all Piwi genes, particularly Piwi1/3 and Piwi4, 325 

were down-regulated. At 4 dpi, CHIKV has already disseminated throughout the mosquito body, 326 

has reached the salivary glands and is able to be transmitted. CHIKV viral titer was reduced ten 327 
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folds by 14 dpi and the profile of Piwi genes changed. Expression in the ovaries decreased 328 

between 3 (Piwi5) to 20 (Piwi7) times with respect to values observed at 4 dpi, but remained higher 329 

than the corresponding expression values in ovaries of both sugar and blood-fed mosquitoes. In 330 

carcasses all Piwi genes inverted their expression pattern during the infection phase, increasing up 331 

to more than 100 times in the case of Piwi4, Piwi5 and Piwi6. At 14 dpi, expression of the Piwi 332 

genes was highest in CHIKV infected carcasses than in carcasses of sugar- and blood-fed 333 

mosquitoes.  334 

For DENV, infection progresses differently than CHIKV. At 4 dpi there is no virus in the salivary 335 

gland, where the viral titer was measured at zero. By 21 dpi, DENV has established persistent 336 

infection [47]. At 4 dpi expression of Piwi genes was lower in DENV- and blood-fed ovaries than in 337 

ovaries of sugar-fed mosquitoes. The only exception was Piwi6, which was slightly up regulated in 338 

ovaries of DENV-infected samples, but slightly down-regulated in ovaried of blood-fed mosquitoes. 339 

On the contrary, at the same time point, carcasses of DENV-infected samples showed a drastic 340 

increase in the expression of all Piwi genes with respect to blood-fed samples; this increase was 341 

between 7 to 87 times for Piwi7 and Piwi2, respectively. By 21 dpi, expression in the ovaries 342 

increased for all Piwi genes, in comparison to what observed both at 4dpi and in blood-fed ovaries, 343 

suggesting the increase in expression of Piwi genes is related to DENV dissemination. 344 

Interestingly, if we compare levels of expression in CHIKV-infected ovaries at 4 dpi and DENV-345 

infected samples at 21 dpi, corresponding to the time at which both viral species have 346 

disseminated throughout the mosquito body, we observe similar levels of fold-change expression 347 

of Piwi4 and Piwi7, while Ago3, Piwi1/3 and Piwi6 show higher fold-change in CHIKV compared to 348 

DENV samples. Whether this trend is dependent on the viral species or viral titer requires further 349 

investigation. The same type of comparison in carcasses shows a higher fold-change expression 350 

level of all Piwi genes, particularly Piwi1/3 and Piwi5, in DENV- versus CHIKV-infected samples, 351 

even if viral titer 300 are lower for DENV (S4.B Table). Overall these results support the hypothesis 352 

of a concerted activity of all PIWI proteins during viral dissemination for DENV, and maintenance of 353 

infection rely on expression of primarily Piwi5. On the contrary, establishment of persistent CHIKV 354 
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infection was accompanied by elicitation of all Piwi gene expression, particularly Piwi4 and, again, 355 

Piwi5. 356 

DISCUSSION 357 

The piRNA pathway does not have antiviral immunity in D. melanogaster [15]. In the 358 

arboviral vectors Aedes spp. mosquitoes, vpiRNAs are found following infections with arboviruses, 359 

piRNAs are produced in the soma besides the germline and there has been an expansion on the 360 

number of Piwi genes, supporting the hypothesis that the piRNA pathway has antiviral 361 

immunity[12,48,49]. Besides Ago3, the genome of Ae. aegypti harbours six Piwi genes (i.e. 362 

Piwi1/3, Piwi2, Piwi4, Piwi5, Piwi6, Piwi7), some of which show tissue and development-specific 363 

expression profile and have been preferentially associated with either TE-derived or viral piRNAs, 364 

[16,20,21]. These studies were based on the knowledge of the gene structure of each Ae. aegypti 365 

Piwi gene and the application of ad hoc RNAi-based silencing experiments and in vitro expression 366 

assays, but lack an evolutionary perspective [18–21].  367 

In this work we focused on the emerging arboviral vector Ae. albopictus and we show how 368 

the application of evolutionary and protein modelling techniques helps to unravel functional 369 

specialization of Piwi proteins. The genome of Ae. albopictus harbours one copy of Ago3 and six 370 

Piwi genes (i.e. Piwi1/3, Piwi2, Piwi4, Piwi5, Piwi6 and Piwi7), each a one-to-one orthologue to the 371 

Ae. aegypti Piwi genes. The only exceptions are Piwi2 and Piwi1/3, where the two genes from the 372 

same species cluster together. In Ae. aegypti, these two genes both map on Chromosome 1, 373 

separated by ~ 20kb, suggesting they may undergo frequent gene conversion. 374 

All transcripts retain the PAZ and PIWI domains, which are the hallmarks of the Argonaute protein 375 

family [35].  376 

By using homology modelling, we obtained predictions of molecular architectures 377 

for Ae. albopictus Ago3 and Piwi proteins, onto which we mapped the putative boundaries of each 378 

domain. Superpositions and sequence comparisons allowed clear identification of the catalytic 379 

DDH triad within the PIWI domain of all modelled proteins. This conservation is consistent with 380 

strong sequence matching in the putative RNA binding regions of the PIWI, PAZ and MID domains 381 
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and suggests the possible maintenance of slicer activity, albeit experimental validation of each 382 

isoform is necessary. 383 

The expression of all Piwi genes was confirmed throughout the developmental stages and the 384 

adult life of the mosquito, both in ovaries and somatic tissues. Interestingly, Piwi7 transcript 385 

expression starkly drops following early embryogenesis, to the point that we could detect it neither 386 

in RNA-seq analyses, nor in Northern-blot experiments (S5 fig.). 387 

The expression of Piwi genes was elicited upon arboviral infection, indirectly confirming the 388 

antiviral role of the piRNA pathway. The expression profile of Piwi genes showed differences 389 

depending on both the species of infecting virus and on when the expression was measured. In 390 

CHIKV-infected samples, expression of Piwi genes was mostly elicited in ovaries or carcasses at 4 391 

or 14 dpi, respectively. On the contrary, in DENV-infected samples, the highest expression of Piwi 392 

genes was seen in carcasses 4 dpi. These results are concordant with the timing in piRNAs 393 

accumulation following CHIKV or DENV infection. In Ae. albopictus mosquitoes infected with 394 

CHIKV, secondary piRNAs are not found 3 dpi, but are enriched 9 dpi [9]. In contrast, in Ae. 395 

aegypti mosquitoes infected with DENV2, piRNAs are the dominant small RNA populations 2 dpi 396 

[49]. 397 

Overall, these observations and our expression analyses support the hypothesis of an early 398 

activation of the piRNA pathway following DENV infection, but a late activation after CHIKV 399 

infection. 400 

Additionally, our expression analysis is consistent with a generalist antiviral role for Piwi5, which is 401 

elicited both during DENV and CHIKV infection [20], but suggest a more prominent role for Piwi6 402 

and Piwi1/3 or Piwi4 and Ago3 during infection with DENV and CHIKV, respectively. 403 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 404 

Mosquitoes 405 

Aedes albopictus mosquitoes of the Foshan strain were used in this study. This strain was 406 

established in 1981 in the Center for Disease Control and Prevention of Guangdong Province in 407 

China. It has been at the University of Pavia since 2013 [10,50]. Mosquitoes are reared under 408 
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constant conditions, at 28°C and 70-80% relative humidity with a 12/12h light/dark cycle. Larvae 409 

are reared in plastic containers, at a controlled density to avoid competition for food. Food is 410 

provided daily in the form of fish food (Tetra Goldfish Gold Colour). Adults are kept in 30 cm3 cages 411 

and fed with cotton soaked in 0.2 g/ml sucrose as a carbohydrate source. Adult females are fed 412 

with defibrinated mutton blood (Biolife Italiana) using a Hemotek blood feeding apparatus. 413 

Mosquitoes from Mexico and La Reunion island were collected in 2017 as adults and maintained in 414 

ethanol 70% before shipment to Italy. All samples were processed at the University of Pavia. 415 

Mosquito infections  416 

Foshan mosquitoes were infected with DENV serotype 1, genotype 1806 or CHIKV 06.21. 417 

DENV-1 (1806) was isolated from an autochthonous case from Nice, France in 2010 [51]. CHIKV 418 

06-21 was isolated from a patient on La Reunion Island in 2005 [52]. Both strains were kindly 419 

provided by the French National Reference Center for Arboviruses at the Institut Pasteur. CHIKV 420 

06-21 and DENV-1 1806 were passaged twice on cells to constitute the viral stocks for 421 

experimental infections of mosquitoes, on C6/36 cells for CHIKV 06-21 and on African green 422 

monkey kidney Vero cells for DENV-1 1806. Viral titers of stocks were estimated by serial dilutions 423 

and expressed in focus-forming units (FFU)/mL. 424 

Four boxes containing 60 one-week-old females were exposed to an infectious blood-meal 425 

composed by 2 mL of washed rabbit red blood cells, 1 mL of viral suspension and 5 mM of ATP. 426 

The titer of the blood-meal was 107 PFU/mL for CHIKV and 106.8 PFU/mL for DENV. Fully 427 

engorged females were placed in cardboard boxes and fed with a 10% sucrose solution. 428 

Mosquitoes were incubated at 28°C until analysis. 429 

In parallel, mosquitoes were fed with uninfected blood-meal or kept on a sugar-diet and 430 

grown in the same conditions. Thirty mosquitoes were killed to be analyzed at days 4 and 14 post-431 

infection (pi) for CHIKV, and at days 4 and 21 pi for DENV. To estimate transmission, saliva was 432 

collected from individual mosquitoes as described in [53]. After removing wings and legs from each 433 

mosquito, the proboscis was inserted into a 20 µL tip containing 5 µL of Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) 434 

(Gibco, MA, USA). After 30 min, FBS containing saliva was expelled in 45 µL of Leibovitz L15 435 

medium (Invitrogen, CA, USA) for titration. Transmission efficiency refers to the proportion of 436 
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mosquitoes with infectious saliva among tested mosquitoes (which correspond to engorged 437 

mosquitoes at day 0 pi having survived until the day of examination). The number of infectious 438 

particles in saliva was estimated by focus fluorescent assay on C6/36 Ae. albopictus cells. 439 

Samples were serially diluted and inoculated into C6/36 cells in 96-well plates. After incubation at 440 

28°C for 3 days (CHIKV) or 5 days (DENV), plates were stained using hyperimmune ascetic fluid 441 

specific to CHIKV or DENV-1 as primary antibody. A Fluorescein-conjugated goat anti-mouse was 442 

used as the second antibody (Biorad). Viral titers were 16,26650,446 FFU and 155125 FFU for 443 

CHIKV at 14 dpi and DENV at 21 dpi, respectively. 444 

At the same time points mosquitoes that had been fed a non-infectious blood or kept on a 445 

sugar diet were sampled and dissected as above.   446 

Bioinformatic identification of Piwi genes in the Ae. albopictus genome  447 

The sequences of the Ae. aegypti Piwi genes [54] were used as query to find orthologs in 448 

the reference genome of the Ae. albopictus Foshan strain (AaloF1 assembly) and in the genome of 449 

the Ae. albopictus C6/36 cell line (canu_80X_arrow2.2 assembly) using the BLAST tool in 450 

Vectorbase. Deduced coding sequences (CDS) where analysed in Prosite 451 

(Prosite.expasy.org/prosite.html) to screen for the typical PAZ and PIWI domains of Argonaute 452 

proteins [55].  453 

Copy number of Piwi genes 454 

qPCR reactions were performed using the QuantiNova SYBR Green PCR Kit (Qiagen) 455 

following the manufacturer’s instructions on an Eppendorf Mastercycler RealPlex4, on genomic 456 

DNA from four mosquitoes and using gene-specific primers, after having verified their efficiency 457 

(S4 Table). DNA was extracted using DNA Isolation DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen). 458 

Estimates of gene copy number were performed based on the 2-ΔCT method using Piwi6  and the 459 

para sodium channel genes (AALF000723) as references [56].    460 

Structure of Piwi genes 461 

DNA extracted from whole mosquitoes and dissected ovaries [57] was used as template in 462 

PCR amplifications to confirm the presence and the genome structure of each bioinformatically-463 
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identified Piwi gene. Primers were designed to amplify each exon, with particular attention to detect 464 

differences between paralogous Piwi genes (S1 Table). The DreamTaq Green PCR Master Mix 465 

(Thermo Scientific) was used for PCR reactions with the following parameter:  94°C for 3 minutes, 466 

40 cycles at 94°C for 30 sec, 55°C-62°C for 40 sec, 72°C for 1-2 minutes and final extension step 467 

of 72°C for 10 minutes. PCR products were visualized under UV light after gel electrophoresis 468 

using 1-1.5% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide and a 100 bp or 1 kb molecular marker. 469 

PCR products were either directly sequenced or cloned using the TOPO® TA Cloning® Kit 470 

strategy (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA plasmids were purified using 471 

the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit and sequenced.  472 

Piwi gene transcript sequences and phylogeny 473 

RNA was extracted using a standard TRIzol protocol from pools of 5 adult female 474 

mosquitoes to verify the transcript sequence of each Piwi gene. Sets of primers were designed for 475 

each gene to amplify its entire transcript sequence (S4 Table). PCR reactions were performed 476 

using a High Fidelity taq-polymerase (Platinum SuperFi DNA Polymerase, Invitrogen) following 477 

manufacturer’s instructions. PCR products were cloned using the TOPO® TA Cloning® Kit 478 

(Invitrogen) and plasmid DNA, purified using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit, was sequenced. Rapid 479 

amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) PCRs were performed using FirstChoice RLM-RACE Kit 480 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) to analyse 5’ and 3’ ends of the transcript sequences following 481 

manufacturer’s instructions. Amplification products were cloned and sequenced as previously 482 

indicated. 483 

Sequences of the identified Ae. albopictus Piwi gene transcripts were aligned to sequences 484 

of Culicidae and D. melanogaster Piwi transcripts, as downloaded from VectorBase 485 

(www.vectorbase.org), using MUSCLE [58]. Maximum-likelihood based phylogenetic inference was 486 

based on RAxML after 1000 bootstrap resampling of the original dataset. Phylogeny reconstruction 487 

was done through the CIPRESS portal (http://www.phylo.org/index.php/). Resulting tree was 488 

visualised using FigTree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).  489 
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Northern Blot analysis 490 

10µg of total RNA from a pool of 10 sugar-fed females was run in a 1% x 2% 491 

agarose/formaldehyde gel (1 g agarose, 10 ml 10x MOPS buffer, 5.4 ml 37% formaldehyde, 84.6 492 

ml DEPC water). Gels were washed twice in 20x SSC for 15 minutes prior to blotting. RNA was 493 

transferred to a Amersham Hybond-N+ nylon membrane (GE healthcare) using 20x SSC and 494 

cross-linked using UV light exposure for 1 minute. Probes were labelled with biotin using Biotin-495 

High Prime (Roche). Hybridization and detection of biotinylated probes was performed using the 496 

North2South™ Chemiluminescent Hybridization and Detection Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 497 

following manufacturer instructions.  498 

Polymorphisms of Piwi genes 499 

We investigated Piwi gene polymorphism by looking at the distribution of single nucleotide 500 

polymorphism in whole genome sequence data from a total of 56 mosquitoes, of which 24 from 501 

Mexico, 16 from the island of La Reunion island and 16 from the reference Foshan strain.  502 

Whole genome sequencing libraries were generated and sequenced on the Illumina HiSeqX 503 

platform at the Genomics Laboratory of Verily in South San Francisco, California to generate 150 504 

basepair paired end reads. Whole Genome Sequencing data alignments have been deposited to 505 

the SRA archive (BioProjects PRJNA484104 and PRJNA562979). Libraries from Tampon and 506 

Tapachula had an average of 225216071 reads, meaning an average coverage of 15X based on 507 

the AaloF1 assembly (S4 Fig.).  508 

Illumina reads were mapped to Piwi gene transcript sequences using Burrows-Wheeler 509 

Aligner (BWA-MEM) [59] with custom parameters. Polymorphisms was tested by Freebayes [60]. 510 

Annotation of the detected mutations, as well counts of synonymous and non-synonymous 511 

variants, were performed in snpEff [61]. Frameshifts and non-synonymous variants were plotted 512 

using muts needle-plot [62]. Venn diagrams of positions with mutations in the three tested samples 513 

were built using Venny 2.1 [63]. Haplotype reconstruction was performed using seqPHASE [64] 514 

and PHASE  [65,66]. The inferred haplotypes were analysed with DnaSP [67], which estimated the 515 

number of segregating sites and the level of nucleotide diversity   [68] in both synonymous and 516 

non-synonymous sites. We manually calculated, for synonymous and non-synonymous positions 517 
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separately, the nucleotide diversity estimator theta [69] and Tajima’s D statistic [70], which are a 518 

function of the total number of sites and the number of segregating sites (both estimated by 519 

DnaSP), and of sample size (see references for detailed formulas). We also tested for signatures 520 

of adaptive evolution using the McDonald-Kreitman test [42] (as implemented in DnaSP), which 521 

compares the rate of polymorphism and substitutions in synonymous and non-synonymous sites. 522 

For this analysis we used alignments that included the orthologous sequences from Ae. aegypti. 523 

Haplotype sequences for each gene from each individual were also aligned in TranslatorX 524 

[71] using Clustalw [72] and used for Maximum-likelihood based phylogenetic inference based on 525 

RAxML after 1000 bootstrap under the GTRGAMMA model. The relative rates of synonymous and 526 

nonsynonymous mutations (dN/dS = ω) averaged across sites was calculated using Codeml in 527 

PAML version 4.9 [73], as implemented in PAMLX [74]. Signs of selective pressure for each 528 

detected mutation were investigated comparing the M1a (nearly-neutral) versus the M2a (positive 529 

selection) site models by inferring ω estimations and posterior probabilities under the Bayes 530 

empirical Bayes (BEB) approach as implemented in Codeml [73]. This analysis was performed with 531 

the following default parameters: runmode = 0, clock= 0, Mgene = 0, CodonFreq = 0, estFreq = 0, 532 

fix_blength = 0, optimization method= 0, icode= 0, Seqtype = 1, fix α = 0, ncatG = 5, Small_Diff = 533 

5e-7, n = 1, aaDist = 0. 534 

The level of polymorphism (LoP) for slow-evolving genes (SGs) (AALF008224, 535 

AALF005886, AALF020750, AALF026109, AALF014156 ,AALF018476 ,AALF014287, 536 

AALF004102, AALF003606, AALF019476, AALF028431, AALF018378, AALF027761, 537 

AALF014448), fast-evolving genes (FGs) (AALF010748, AALF022019, AALF024551, 538 

AALF017064, AALF004733, AALF018679, AALF028390, AALF026991, AALF014993, 539 

AALF009493, AALF010877, AALF012271, AALF009839, AALF019413) and the Piwi genes was 540 

calculated for each population following the pipeline as in [43]. Briefly, SNPs and INDELs were 541 

inferred using four Variant callers (i.e. Freebayes [60], Platypus [75], Vardict [76] and GATK 542 

UnifiedGenotyper [77]) and the data merged and filtered with custom scripts. Filters include: 543 

minimum phred mapping quality = 20 (corresponding to 0.01 error rate), minimum phred base 544 

quality = 20, minimum allele frequency = 0.2, minimum allele observation = 2, minimum coverage = 545 
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8, maximum depth = 5000. The LoP for each individual was calculated as the number of variants 546 

averaged over the region length and the median value for each population was used for 547 

subsequent analyses. Statistical analyses were performed in R studio [78]. Fold-change 548 

differences were computed as the ratio of the median LoP for each Piwi gene and each FG gene 549 

over the median LoP of the SG genes. Statistical differences in LoP distribution was assessed via 550 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the p-value threshold was adjusted with the Bonferroni 551 

correction. 552 

Homology modelling 553 

Computational structural investigations were carried out initially through the identification of 554 

the closest homologs based on sequence similarity (using NCBI Blast [79]) and secondary 555 

structure matching (using HHPRED [80]), using the whole PDB as source collection.  Homology 556 

model were then generated using MODELLER  [81] by selecting only homologous RNA-bound 557 

structures as template models: Kluyveromyces polysporus Argonaute with a guide RNA (PDB ID 558 

4F1N), Human Argonaute2 Bound to t1-G Target RNA (PDB ID 4z4d [82], T. thermophilus 559 

Argonaute complexed with DNA guide strand and 19-nt RNA target strand (PDB ID 3HM9), and 560 

silkworm PIWI-clade Argonaute Siwi bound to piRNA (PDB ID 5GUH).  561 

Computational models were manually adjusted through the removal of non-predictable N- 562 

and C-terminal flexible regions using COOT [83] followed by geometry idealization in PHENIX [84] 563 

to adjust the overall geometry. Final model quality was assessed by evaluating average bond 564 

lengths, bond angles, clashes, and Ramachandran statistics using Molprobity [85] and the QMEAN 565 

server [86] Structural figures were generated with PyMol [87]. 566 

Developmental expression profile of Piwi genes 567 

Publicly available RNA-seq data (runs: SRR458468, SRR458471, SRR1663685, 568 

SRR1663700, SRR1663754, SRR1663913, SRR1812887, SRR1812889, SRR1845684) were 569 

downloaded and aligned using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA-MEM) [59] to the current Ae. 570 

albopictus genome assembly (AaloF1). Aligned reads were visualized in Integrative Genomics 571 

Viewer (IGV) [88]. Total RNA was extracted from embryos, 1st and 4th instar larvae, pupae, and 572 
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adults using Trizol (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Embryos consisted of two pools of 60 eggs at 573 

different time points (i.e. 4-8h, 8-16h and 16-24h). Adult samples consisted of males and females 574 

kept on a sugar-diet and females fed an uninfected blood-meal. Blood-fed females were dissected 575 

to separate ovaries from the carcasses 48 h after blood-meal. These parameters were based on 576 

the results of previous studies on Anopheles stephensi and Ae. aegypti that showed high Piwi 577 

gene expression during early embryogenesis or 48-72h post blood meal [46]. For each stage, RNA 578 

was extracted from pools of 10 mosquitoes, except for first instar larvae and embryos when 20 and 579 

60 individuals were used respectively.  580 

RNA was DNaseI-treated (Sigma-Aldrich) and reverse-transcribed in a 20 μl reaction using 581 

the qScript cDNA SuperMix (Quantabio) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative RT-582 

PCRs (qRT-PCR) were performed as previously described using two biological replicates per 583 

condition and the RPL34 gene as housekeeping [89]. Relative quantification of Piwi genes was 584 

determined using the delta-delta-Ct method implemented in the software qBase+ (Biogazelle). 585 

Expression values were normalized with respect to those obtained from sugar-fed females. 586 

Expression analyses following infection 587 

Fold-change expression values for each Piwi gene was assessed for non-infectious-blood-fed 588 

controls, CHIKV-infected and DENV-infected samples after normalization on sugar-fed controls. 589 

qRT-PCR experiments (S4 Table) were set up for two replicate pools of 15 ovaries and 15 590 

carcasses at days 4, 14 and 4, 21 for CHIKV and DENV, respectively and the corresponding sugar 591 

and non-infectious-blood controls. RNA extraction, qRT-PCR and data analyses were performed 592 

as described in the previous paragraph (see “Developmental expression profile of Piwi genes”). 593 

Fold-change differences significance was assessed using the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 594 

procedure [90,91] as implemented in qBASE+.  595 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 850 

S1 Table. List of the core components of the piRNA pathway in Ae. aegypti and their orthologous 851 

in Ae. albopictus. 852 

S2 Table. List of Transcript IDs and abbreviations of the Culicidae and Drosophilidae species 853 

included in the phylogenetic analyses. 854 

S3 Table. Number of non-synonymous mutations found in mosquitoes of the Foshan strain 855 

(Foshan) and wild-caught samples from Mexico (Mex) and the island of La Reunion (Reu) divided 856 

by type (i.e. missense [M] , frameshift [F], indel [I] and nonsense [N]) and number of sites in which 857 

S4 Table. Relative expression values (log10 fold-change) of Piwi genes during development (A) 858 

and following viral infection (B) normalized with respect to sugar-fed samples. Samples (2 pools 859 

per condition, 15 individuals each) were analysed at 4 days post infection (early infection) and at 860 

14 and 21 days post infection for CHIKV and DENV, respectively (late infection). Each condition 861 

was normalized to the corresponding sugar-fed control and compared to the corresponding Blood-862 

fed control. Ovaries and carcasses were analysed independently. * indicates statistically significant 863 

difference between infected and non-infected blood-fed samples (ANOVA framework). Relative 864 

expression values may mask differences in levels of expression. For instance, the Ct values of 865 

Piwi6, Piwi7 and Piwi1/3 in ovaries 4 days post infection with CHIKV were 30, 33.39 and 25.20, 866 

respectively. Ovaries of blood-fed samples at the same time point showed Ct values of 30.30, 867 

33.93 and 26.55 for Piwi6, Piwi7 and Piwi1/3. When relative expression was calculated with 868 

respect to Ct values of RPL34, fold-changes in gene expression were comparable among the three 869 

genes in both conditions, but Ct values clearly indicate that Piwi7 is less expressed than both 870 

Piwi1/3 and Piwi6. These considerations were taken into account when describing results. 871 

S5 Table. List of primers used for CDS analyses, copy number estimation, qPCR experiments and 872 

Northern Blot probe design. 873 

S1 Dataset. CDS of the seven Piwi genes of Ae. albopictus. The sequence of the PAZ, MID and 874 

PIWI domains is in bold, underline and bold-italics, respectively. 875 

S1 Fig. Maximum likelihood cladogram generated from the alignment 862 of transcript sequences 876 

of annotated Piwi genes in Culicidae. Transcript IDs and species abbreviations are as listed in S2 877 
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Table. AlbPiwi3 is the same as Piwi1/3 in the text. Piwi gene transcripts from Ae. albopictus are in 878 

red, from Ae. aegypti in purple, from Culex quinquefasciatus in pink. Transcripts from D. 879 

melanogaster Ago3, Piwi and Aubergine genes are included for reference and shown in blue. All 880 

nodes were supported by bootstrap values higher than 50% with the exception of the three nodes 881 

with a black dot. 882 

S2 Fig. Polymorphism of Piwi4 and Piwi5. Lollipop plots representing position, amount and type 883 

of mutation along the coding sequences of Piwi4 and Piwi5 in mosquitoes of the Foshan strain, 884 

from la Reunion Island (Reu) and Mexico (Mex) as inferred by Freebayes and SnpEFF analyses. 885 

Only missense (blue), nonsense (red) and indels (orange) and frameshift (yellow) are shown. The 886 

PAZ, MID and PIWI domains are shown in green, blue and magenta, respectively. DDH residues 887 

positions are highlighted in the PIWI domain. 888 

S3 Fig. Sequence alignment of Aedes albopictus Piwi proteins. Domain boundaries inferred from 889 

structural predictions are highlighted by coloured lines using the same colour coding as in figure 4 890 

(Orange: N-terminus; Green: PAZ; Blue: MID; Magenta: PIWI). Conserved DDH residues found in 891 

PIWI are indicated by (▲). The “acc” line indicates relative solvent accessibility, ranging from blue 892 

(accessible) to white (buried). The sequence alignment was generated using EBI muscle [93] and 893 

depicted using ESPRIPT3 [94] . 894 

S4 Fig. Per-site read depth of the sequenced libraries of mosquitoes from Tapachula and Tampon.  895 

S5 Fig. Northern blot results for Piwi5 and Piwi7.  896 
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